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THIS SOCKET WILL TAKE
200
1'X 112
TX 200
201
1'X 120
1'X 210
VV 201-A
UX 199
UX 216-B
WD 12
DX 201-A
DV

UV

CV 199 (with Parent No. 20 Adapter)

C 199

(with Patent No. 20 Adapter)
Also new types to come.

-PpIMAR
e
Patent
Pending

Patent
Pending

The Last Word In Transformers

The Last Word In Sockets

The Pacent
Super-Audioformer

The Pacent

Universal Socket

\Ve announce the "giant brother" of our
No. 26 audioformer-the Pacent No. 27

No need to worry about the change in
radio tube bases.
Pacent progressiveness
and forethought have resulted in the development of this UNIVERSAL SOCKET
to give you an interchangeaole tube holder.
It will take the new X type tubes as well
as the old standard U. V. and C types.
(Excepting old 199 types, which require
Pacent No. 20 Adapter.)
The socket being, with the exception of
its metal parts, entirely of Isolantite. negligible dielectric losses and negligible capacity
effect between plate and grid naturally
fol low.
One piece phosphor bronze contact Inembers, with exclusive Pacent self cleaning,
side wiping contact for each tube prong.
Supplied in popular mounting type and

Super-Audioformer.
A man-size transformer for a man-size job, the result of
several } ears' experience and engineering
research.

The ratio is 3 to 1-being high enough
for energy amplification of 500 to
per
1

audio step (using 201-A tube or equivalent) and yet low enough so that higher
frequencies are not distorted.
Uniform
amplification down to 100 cycles and up
to 8000 cycles.
Especially designed with power amplification requirements in mind, with insulation to stand plate potentials up to 500
volts.
Characteristic Pacent solidity, ruggedness of construction, and neatness of appearance. Shipped in all standard types.

also for mounting on sub -panels.

MANUFACTURERS OF BETTER SETS-

MANUFACTURERS OF BETTER SETSWe have the right transformer for you.

We hove the right socket for you.
Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers
WIRE OR WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers

WIRE 012 WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

Do you know about the PACENT TRUE
STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY CONDENSER?

Do you know about the PACENT MICRO VERN?

PACENT ELECTRIC CO.,Inc.,

91 Seventh Ave., New York City

OFFICES: CHICAGO-MINNEAPOLIS-BUFFALO-BOSTON-PHIL s..-WASH., D. C.-SAN FRANCISCO-ST. LOUIS-PITTSBURGH
JACKSONVILLE-DETROIT-CANADIAN LICENSEE-WHITE RADIO LTD., HAMILTON, ONTARIO

DON'T

IMPROVISE

- PACENTIZE'
J
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Look What These Cooke
Trained Men Are Earning
Makes $700 in 24
Days in Radio

.

"Thanks to your interesting

19

Course I made over $700 in 24
days in Radio. Of course, this
is a little above the average
but I run from $10 to $40 clear
profit every day, so you can
see what your training has
done for me. '
848 Spring St.. Atlanta, Georgia
ARR.
FEED G. McN

$70 to SSO a

week for Jacquot

Is

' //
1<

- e

"Now I am specializing in
Auto Electricity and battery
work and make from $70 to
$80 a week and am just getting
started. I don't believe there
is another school in the world
like yours. Your lessons are
a real joy to study."

d
a

ROBERT JACQUOT,

W. Colorado Ave.Colo.
Colorado Springs,

2006

$20 a Day for

Schreck

1't

a

A

t

_F

tt

. '

1.1

"Use my name as a reference
and depend on me as a booster. The biggest thing I ever
advereraging bettisemenid I am
ter than $500 a month from
my own business now. I used
to make $18.00 a week."

II

avnswer

A. SCURECK. Phoenix, Arizona

.

7-

i

Plant EngineerPay raised 150%

"I was a dumbbell in electric-

-

h

F

- i ity until I got in touch with
1210 you Mr. Cooke, but now I

have charge of a big plant including 600 motors and direct
a force of 34 men-electriclans, helpers, etc. My salary,
has gone up more than 150%p."
GEORGE ILLINGWORTH,
63 Calumet

Road,

Holyoke, Maas.

4

-N

'It's a shame for youtoearn $15 or$20 or $30
a week, when in the same six days as an Electrical Expert you could make$70 to $200-and
do it easier-not work half so hard. Why then
chance,
remain in the small-pay game, in a line of work that offers no
in the
job
a
real
for
yourself
Fit
income?
big
no
promotion,
big
no
you
how.
show
great electrical industry. I'll

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3,500 to $10,000 a Year

money-big
Today even the ordinary Electrician-the "screw driver" kind-is makingwherefores
of
money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the whys and
the ordinary Electricians
Electricity-the Electrical Expert-who is picked out to "boss"
-to boss the Big Jobs-the jobs that pay $3,500 to $10,000 a Year. Get in line for oneof these"Big Jobs." Start by enrolling now for my easily learned, quickly grasped, right
up -to-the -minute, Spare -Time Home-Study Course in Practical Electricity.
Get Started Now-Mail Coupon
Age or Lack of Experience
...nu, send you my L. L. Cooke, Chid Engineer
Electrical Book and
Drawback
No
Proof Lessons, both Chicago Engineering
have
don't
you
Man;
a
be
College
to
have
You don't
These cost you
Works
of Free.
nothing and
to be a High School Graduate. AsChief Engineer
215o Lawrence Are..
exactly the you'll enjoy
theChicago Engineering Works, l know
Dept.
Make
tham.
give
you
that
kind of training you need, and! will
Chicago
today fors /
training. My Course in Electricity is simple, starta
bright future
1

/`

offers every man, re- i n Electricity.
thorough and complete and previous
experience the Send in
gardless of age, education, or
_
chance to become, in a very short time, on"t;lectrical Expert," able to make from $70 to 0)0 a week.
NOw..n

No

Extra Charge for Electrical
Working Outfit

With me,youdopractical work-at home. You start
work at your
right in after your first few lessons toextra
money fa
profession in the regular way and make and I give them
your apare time, For this you need tools.
tools, mea wrto you -6 big complete workingoutiits,with
ing instruments, and a real electric motor --6 outfits in all.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed

sure am 1
Sonora am I that you can learn Electricity-so
too, can get into the "bit
that after studying with me. you, that
f will guarantee unmoney" class in electrical work,
tuft ion. i 1,
der bond to return every single penny paid mein
not satisfied it
when you have finished my Course, you areAnd
back of me
was the best investment you ever made.
in my guarantee, stands the Chicago Engineer-

ing Works,Inc..a twomillion dollar institution,
y
thus a-<sunne toeverystvdent enrolled notonl
a wonderful training in Electricity, but an unsurpassed Student Service as well.

outfits

'

-aMIII

The Mao
Who Makes
Dept.216
2150 Lawrence "Big -Pay"
M 1L °
Men
Ave., Chicago
Send meat once without obligation
big illustrated book and comyour details
FOR MY
of your Home Study
plete
your
401 Course in Electricity, including
FREE
outfit and employment service offers.

A

couPON
BOCK!
-yam Name
Address

t The "G'oóhé'?rained Mari is the`Big Pay'i)lañ

r'/I'

Occupation

L. L. COOKE,

?EXPERIMENTER

Conf enis

vol. a

FOR SEPTEMBER
,T

Million Dollars for an Idea
By Hugo Gcrshuek
A Million Dollar Invention
A

727

The Bombardment of Atoms

728
730

By Jacques Boyer
Photographing a Rifle Barrel Interior
A Novel and Practical Coil Winder
How to Make a -Meter Radio Transmitter
By Leon L. Adelman
Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
By Theodore H. .Vakken
Conducting an Amateur Station
An All -Wave Short -Wave Receiver
By A. P. Perk
Examining Insulators at One Million Volt
Tension
By Dr. Albert -\'ruhurgrr
Ark of the Covenant
Illumination of Niagara Falls
The Latest Progress in Talking Movies
By Dr. Bather
Old Time Electric Motors
What Experimenters Are Doing
1

RI

I

731
731
732

734
735
736

737
738
740
741

743
744
746
749

No.

it -_

IMPORTANT ARTICLES IN
OCTOBER ISSUE
THERMIT FUSIONS FOR EXPERIMENTERS, How this wonder-

ful process of melting the most infusible metals with aluminum for fuel
is carried out in the laboratory. It
can be used for producing the most
refractory metals and alloys.

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS. T w o
complete accounts by leading engineers of the laws of transformation
and how various factors such as impedance, distributed capacity, step-up
ratio and core construction affect the
quality of reproduced signals.
A BROADCAST TYPE MICROPHONE. How to make a very effi-

The Sacred Palm
A Successful Three -Stage Amplifier
The Experimenter Radio Data Sheets...751-752
Uses of Paraffins at Home
753
By Dr. E. Bade

cient and useful microphone from
parts lying about the work -room.

Combustible Gas and Vapor Detection
Experimental Cracking of Oils
Six Interesting Chemical Experiments
Vacuum as Insulator
High Capacity Chromic Acid Battery
By C. A. Oldroyd
The Kingsland Cell
Low Tension Magneto Grinding Set
Generator for Static Electricity
Hedgehog Transformer
Operating D. C. Motors on A. C

REMOTE CONTROL. An exceptionally good article by a well-known
writer in which are discussed several
ways of controlling apparatus at a
distance by wireless and relays.

754
756
758
759
760

Also, a two -stage amplifier to be used
in conjunction with it.

761

762
763
763
764

By H. Winfield Seror
Junior Experimenter
766-767
Service from Bottles
768
Inexpensive Flasks
768
Awards in the Electrical Wrinkle Contest 769
What Our Readers Think
770
Latest Electrical Patents
771
Short Circuits
772
How and Why?
773
The Experimenter's Bookshelf
777
Experimenter's Patent Service
780

MAPS OF ELECTRICITY ON
AIRPLANES. A wonderful apparatus by which topographical maps with
contour lines are produced by an electric apparatus carried far above the

earth.

ELECTRIC WATER T A N K
HEATER. An induction heating apparatus for household purposes in
which advantage is taken of eddy currents as well as of induction.

H. GERNSBACK, President

R. W. DeMOTT, Secretary
S. GERNSBACK. Treasurer
General Advertising Department, 53 Park Place, New Yerk City
New England Advertising Representative, T. F. Magrane, Park Square Building. Boston, Maas.
Western Advertising Representatives. Finucan & aleCinre, 720 Cass Street. Chicago. I11.
Kansas City Advertising Representative, Davies & Dillon, 15 West Tenth Street. Kansas City, Mo.
Pacific Coast Advertising Representatives. A. I. Norris Hill Co., Hearst Building, San Francisco. Cal.
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THE F.XPF.IIISIENTF.R is published monthly on the 20th of each month, by
,THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC. I'FHI7 GEIt>IOTT Pt'I-LISRINO
COMPANY, INC'.), owner, at 53 Parl, Place, New York City. THE EXPERISIEºNTER
I. 1921, under act of Starch ti. 1579.
Is entered as second-class matter, October
Title registered at the Patent Office, Copyright 1921, by THE GERSfOTT PUBLISHING COMPANY. INC., New York. The contents of this magazine are copyrighted
and must not be reproduced without giving full credit to the publication.
All communications end contributions to this magazine should be addressed to:
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER, 53 Park Place, New York City. Unarcepted contributions rannot be returned unless full postage has been Included. All accepted contributions are paid for on publication. A special rate Is paid for novel experiments: good
photographs nrenmpnnying them are highly desirable.
THE EXPERIMENTER Is for sale at all news stands in the United States. Canada
and also at the principal news stands in all foreign countries.
HOW TO SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EXPERIMENTER. The subscription rate for
THE EXPERIMENTER Is 52.50 per year, 12 issues. We prepay postage to all Deets
of the United States, Sfesten and Island possessions. For foreign er Canadian subeedDPublished by
-----Publishers M "Seienee and Invention," "Rad
1

when remitting. do so by
Bens, 50e must be added for additional postal charges.
check, money -order or registered letter If cash Is Included. Subscriptions for less than
Send your name, address and rentittanee to GEIUIOTT
one year mill not he accepted.
PI'IiLISHINC COMPANY, INC., 33 Park Place. New York CRY. Slentlon the name
of the magazine you are ordering as we also publish RADIO NESS'S, SCIENCE &
INVENTION, and MOTOR CASII'F.R & TOURIST. Subscriptions may also be nude
in combination with these three magazines. Send postal for special cemhinaticn subscription otters.
requlrea
CHANCE OF ADDRESS.
Notify us as far In advance as possible.
Always write clearly, giving
several weeks to make an address change on our records.
your old address as well as your new.
ON EXPIRATION of your subscription see enclose n renewal blank In our
number to you and notify you by letter. Unless we receive your order for a renewal,
with your remittance, we eton our delivery to you on expiration.
COSLMI?7ICATlONS to us regarding your subscription should always bear your full
name. address and when possible the number which appears on your wrapper every month.
53 Park Place. N. Y. City
ishinq Cn Inc owner)
io News" and "Motor Camper & Teurlaf'
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A NEW ELECTRICAL LIBRARY
for ambitious electrical men
This new library has been specially prepared for ambitious electrical men \vho wish to go ahead and prepare
themselves for the bigger, better and more advanced positions in the electrical field. It has been written by Terrell
Croft, the country's foremost write; on practical electricity.
The six books are:
I.-Conduit Wiring
I[.-Alternating-Current Armature Winding
III.-Electrical Machinery and Control Diagrams
Examine this new, practical pay-raising set for

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

10 days I.

IV.-Lighting Circuits
V.-Circuit Troubles

and Switches
and Testing

VI.-Electrical-Machinery Erection

REE.

AMERICAN ELECTRICIANS' LIBRARY
Six volumes-over 2000 pages-fully illustrated-special, durable library binding-$2.00 in ten days and $2.00
monthly for seven months
The six volumes of AMERICAN ELECTRICIANS' LIBRARY
bring you step-by-step directions for the installation of every
type of conduit wiring job; they tell you just how to handle
every kind of lighting circuit and switch job; they give you
stunts for saving time on maintenance routine; they give you
usable tips on electrical machinery erection; they offer you
practical, clear explanations of all kinds of A.C. armature
winding jobs; they bring you a thousand armature winding and
electrical machinery and control diagrams; they show you the
surest, quickest methods of locating and remedying circuit
troubles. They cover a thousand and one problems that you
have to face daily. They give you the kind of practical job
information that has made all of the Croft books famous. They
are hooks of useful hows and whys and wherefores for wiremen,

trouble shooters, armature winders, electrical maintenance men
and electrical contractors.
The publication of this library is without question the biggest
publishing event of the year in the field of electrical books. In
it you get the helpful detailed information you need every day
on the job if you are concerned in any way with electrical wiring
work. Even special problems like theatre lighting-conduit
wiring in glue houses, in cold storage plants, in dry kilnsdetermination of insulation resistance, etc., are thoroughly covered. And all the common methods, practices, troubles and
remedies in circuits are explained and described in detail.
Nearly a thousand good-sized wiring diagrams-many of them
not available anywhere else in such convenient form-are
included.

Six reasons why you should examine

this new library FREE

il

electrical hooks. presenting the
latest data on circuits, circuit troubles and testing armature winding.
electrical machinery erection. control and maintenance and wiring
problems generally.
a thousand wiring diagrams-many of them not
2-It offers you nearly else
in such convenient form.
available anywhere
practical information on pretty nearly every
3-It gives yon step-by-step.
phase of electrical wiring and connecting.
interprets and explains National Electrical Code rules in each -case
as they apply.
gives descriptions of :many complicated circuits
5-It shows diagrams andmany
special wiring problems and many unusual
and control methods.
armature winding problems for which experienced electricians are
constantly looking.
locate circuit troubles quickly and surely and how
6-It shows how tothem.
best to remedy

1-This library

is made up of the latest

ELEC(RICIAV$

Over 1000 wiring diagrams you need
the
The thousand wiring diagrams in these six books are alone'iyorththese
flan, of
price of the entire library to ally practical electrician.
to
get
very
hard
are
more
many
elsewhere;
diagrams are unobtainable
from any other source; all of them arc much clearer and more helpful
make
a'onc
wiring
diagrams
These
than most 's iring diagrams available.
Croft's AMERICAN ELECTRICIANS' LIBRARY a great set of hooks.

-

_

4-It

CBRA R

Ceopr

NROFr

$2

100
570

300

single-phase armature winding diagrams.
two-phase armature winding diagrams.
three-phase armature winding diagrams.
electrical machinery and control wiring diagram..
lighting circuit diagrams, and a number of other special diagrams.

-

Free examination no money down
small monthly payments

-

practical, pay Just let us know that you would like to look at this new
is
raising electrical library. No obligation to purchase. Examination
free. Mail just this coupont

CROFT

LIBRARY

CrROI

LIBRARY
-

CRóFr

US OUT
JUST
Examine the AMERICAN
ELECTRICIANS
LIBRARY FREE

._.
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There are over a thousand diagrams in these six books, including:
300 conduit wiring diagrams.
9

LAMY

¡

:'

`

HilÍdBaokv
Co. Inc..
370 Seventh

Avenue,
New York.

Gentlemen-Please send
me the American Electricians' Library (shipping
'i
charges prepaid), for 10 days
tree examination. If satisfactory,
I will send $2.00 in ten days and
$2.00 per month until $16.00 has been
paid. If not wanted, I will write you for
rut nn shipping instructions. (Write plainly
and fit in all lines.)
.

Cc11

+---
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..,.,.....:
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.1

Address...
Position
Company

Exp. 9-1.25
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THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU
-r

-

Time and Postage Saver
IN

every issue of

\IENTER

THE EXPERI-

If the advertiser requires any money
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly
every month on this same page in

you. undoubtedly see

numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective concerns, regarding the article on which
you desire information, would be quite
a task.

As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information,
and to avoid error, the addresses of the
manufacturers, on the coupon below
and mail it to us.

THE EXPERIMENTER.
If there is any Manufacturer not ad-

vertising in this month's issue of

THE EXPERIMENTER from

whom you would like to receive literature, write his name, address and
the product in the special section of
the coupon below.

r

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please ad; ise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their
product as advertised in the
issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.

NAME

ADDRESS
(Street-City-State)

Use this space if you desire information from

a

- -

ADDRESS
City
State)

(Street

Your name ............. ...._............

If

this
column.

manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear in this month's issue.

NAME

Dealer's name

Your address
you are a dealer.
check here.

If Catalogue
List here specific article on of complete
which you wish literature. line is wanted
check in

His address

Ctty

State

City

State
9-25
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To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous
electrical school bearing his name, has prepared
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical
man and those who are taking up the study of
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of
electrical machinery and connections, over two
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems
worked out showing how the formulas are used.
This data is taken from his personal note book,
which was made while on different kinds of work,
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged
in the electrical business.
The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connections for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.
The work on Calculations consists of Simple

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO.

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances,
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Informa tion regarding Wire used for Electrical Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.
Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Con ductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.
The book, called the "Burgess Blue Book," is
published and sold by us for one dollar ($1.00)
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books,
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or
money order. We know the value of the book
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by return ing your money if you decide not to keep it after
having had it for five days.

Dept. C13,720 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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BURIED

TREASURE
can still be found in
_. CHEMISTRY
,.
Good Chemists Command High Salaries

and you can make yourself
independent for life by unearthing one of chemistry's
yet undiscovered secrets.
.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE.
A.H.. A.M.. LL.D.. Ph.D.
Noted Instructor
Lecturer ant}
Author. Formerly Treasurer American Chemical Society and a practical
chemiºt olth man well known
achievements to his credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years but he was for many
years engaged in commercial
chemistry work.

Do you remember how the tales of pirate gold used to fire
your imagination and make you want to sail the uncharted
seas in search of treasure and adventure? And then you
would regret that such things were no longer done. But that
is a mistake. They are done-today and everyday-not on
desert islands, but in the chemical laboratories throughout
your own country. Quietly, systematically, the chemist works.
His work is difficult, but more adventurous than the bloodcurdling deeds of the Spanish Main. Instead of meeting an
early and violent death on some forgotten shore, he gathers
wealth and honor through his itivalnable contributions to humanity. Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented
dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for the
advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the chemist
who discovered how to manufacture aluminum made millions
through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell, who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste from flue gases, James
Gayley, who showed how to save enormous losses in steel
manufacture, L. H. Baekeland, who invented Bakelite-these
are only a few of the men to whom fortunes have come
through their chemical achievements.

What Some of Our
Students Say of This
Course:
I have not written since I received the big
I ran still say that It tar exceeded my
Since I liars been studying with
sour school 1 bare been appointed chemist for
the Scranton Coal Co. testing all the coal and
The lessons are
ash by proximate analysis.
helping me wonderfully, and the Interesting
tear ht which they are written males me wait
Patiently for each iesson.-3IORLA IS COUZset.

anticipations.

E: s.

I wish to express my appreciation of your
prompt reply to my letter and to the recommendation to the General Electric t'o.
I intend to start the student engineering course at
the works.
This Is somewhat along electrical
lines, but the fart that 1 had a recommendation from a reliable school no doubt had ennslderahle Influence In helping me to secure the

tub.-IL

N01tKUS. JIL

i

find your course excellent and your instructruthfully, the fleetest and best assembled I have ever token. trod yours Is the fifth
one I've studied.-JASIES J. KELLY.
tion,

From the time I was haring Chemistry It
has never been thus explained to me as it Is
now.
I am recommending you hlghty to my
friend,, and urging them to herniae members
of ouch an organization.-t'HARLES ItfN-

JAUIN.

1 shall always recommend your school
to my
friends and let them know how Amide your Its suns ere.-C. J. Ay1DA HI..
You dig right In
I am more than pleased.
from the start.
I am going to get semembere
with this course. I are so glad that I found

you.-A.
1

Now Is the Time to

Study Chemistry

VAN ItENTitI'YSEN.

So far I've been more than pleased with
your course end am still doing nicely. I hope
to he your honor graduate this year.-.I. y1.

more

A.

CAMERON.

your lessons constantly as t find It
thorough than most text hooks
can

use

1

e.-tV NI. 11. TOWS.
Thanking you for your lessons. which I tend
not only clear and runei se, but wonderfully
Interesting. 1 ant -11011T. H. TRAYLoll.
I received employment inn the Consolidated
seem

Gas. Co.
I appreciate very touch the good
eervlee of the school tt hen a recommendation
only ore there boundless opportunities for amassing
Pas asked for.-.IOS. DECKER.
In Chemistry. but the profession affords congenial
employment at good salaries to hundreds of thousands tv:to
merely follow out its present applications. These apPtlrations ore innumerable, touching intimately every business and every product In the world. The stork of the
chemist can hardly be called work at all. It is the ke^nest and must enjoyable kind of pleasure. The days
in a chemical laboratory are filled with ttuit ling and delightlpl experimentation. with the alluring
prospect of s discovery that may spell Fortune always at hand to spur your enthusiasm.
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million Dollars for An idea
Dy Hugo Gernsback

n

ounce of experimenting is worth a pound of theorizing"

LSE\VHERE in this

issue we are publishing an
intensely interesting document, that eery experimenter should read and reread as often as he finds
time to do so. It shows how it paid one young
man to do a little original thinking, a little original
experimenting, and how, finally, one of our great industrial
corporations thought it wise to pay him a fortune for an idea
so ridiculously simple chat the event staggers the imagination.
As the riter has mentioned many, many times in his writings, it is not the invention involving a complicated and farfetched idea that always counts. Rather, it is the simple thing
which, if it is in demand and is good, usually wins out. This
has shown itself to he true a great many times in the past.
Notable examples of simplicity are the safety pin, the metal
bottle -cap, the pencil eraser, the fountain pen, the magazine
pencil, and dozens of others, all of which have made fortunes
for their exploiters.
The Spencer Thermostatic control described elsewhere in
this issue is no exception to the list. Spencer, when a youth,
noticed a boiler door, part of which snapped in and nut under
the influence of the heat. acting like the bottom of an oil can.
which snaps in under the influence of pressure applied and
springs back when released. There was nothing new to the
principle. as it had been observed hundreds and thousands of
times.
Millions of mechanics have operated oil cans with
spring bottoms for many years, but not one of them stopped
to think what it was all about. Spencer applied his analytical,
as well as thinking, mind to the problem and found that here
indeed was a device that would held great promise if properly
worked out.
He also knew that there vas a big market for electrical
contacting make -and -break devices, that under a certain variation in heat would become operative. While all of this sounds
simple, it took the experimenter many months of patient labor
to find out all about the snapping contact. and while the final
product looks simple, nevertheless a good deal of experimental
work had to be done in order to get the desired results. Here
again the experimenter emerged triumphant, and we now have
to thank AIr. Spencer for a really wonderful electrical device
of great simplicity that becomes operative under practically
any desired degree of heat change, by which the contact can
he either made or broken as desired for different purposes.
All this sounds very crude and easy. _yet evidently it is not
so, because, if it were, the device would have been in use long
ere this. It will he noticed that in this series of experiments
there are a number of features w hich we should contemplate

thoughtfully.
First, there was

a principle. well known by everyonenamely, the snapping bottom of an oil can.
Second, there was the same principle. where the pressure of
the hand or thumb was replaced by heat.
Third. there vas the original idea of putting to use oneor
both of the two familiar principles, by applying them to elec-

trical devices for heat regulation, for which there was a great
need. Not everyone knew that under the action of heat any oil
can bottom would snap into a different position. Some few
probably had noticed this, but paid no attention to it. It will
therefore be seen that there are three important points in the
problem which had to be correlated before the experiment became a success.
The same thing is probably true of most inventions and most
experiments that have proven successful. There are hundreds
and thousands of simple and well-known phenomena all around
us that every one of us notices day in and day out. How these
phenomena or principles will act if heat, cold, light, sound,
electrical current, or other agencies are brought to bear upon
them may make all the difference in the world. This is also
well known, but comparatively few people pay much attention
to such things.
How many people ever take into consideration the expansion and contraction of practically every material we know
under the influence of heat and cold? Everyone knows that,
with few exceptions, all metals expand a good deal under the
influence of heat, and contract under the influence of cold, but
how many experimenters ever stop to think that this property
can be used in dozens of different ways, some one of which
may be worth a million dollars or more if there is a great use

for it?
There

is a surprisingly large number of appliances and instruments made in which the makers never have paid the
slightest attention to the contraction and expansion of materials, although its influence upon the device may be tremendous. Take, for instance, the ordinary loud speaker, as used
for radio purposes. The casing is usually of some metal. and
the thin diaphragm, measuring from .007 to .01 inch think,
is also metal.
Now then, in loud speakers, as we all know,
we find that a difference of .002 inch more or less between
pole pieces and diaphragm makes a tremendous difference in
the quality of operation of a loud speaker. Yet, temperature
differences are enough to count more than this .002 of an inch,
so that on a hot day the loud speaker will work entirely dif
ferently from what it does on a cold day. Some manufacturers have tried to get around this trouble by making the
loud speaker adjustable. usually by moving the pole pieces up
or down, so that the user can find the best point, but how many
people have ever thought of having the compensation right in
the diaphragm itself. so that no regulation would he necessary
if the temperature changes? Here is an idea that might be
worked out with good results by any first-class experimenter.
As Spencer found out in his thermostat, two different pieces
of metal, when welded or attached together, will curve surprisingly under the influence of heat and cold. but how many
people know that when the compound metal strip begins to
curve a tremendous amount of force is also let loose? The
inventive experimenter could find many ways of utilizing this
force.

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Monday at 9 P. M. from Station WRNY on various radio and scientific subjects.
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A

million. Dollar Invention
in which the temperature -control element was itself the moving part without the
use of levers, springs, or other subsidiary
parts. This patent covers. among other controls, a disc type thermostat which does
away with the necessity of complications so
common to ordinary thermostats, and permits the thermostat itself to break without
the use of a relay, power units as high as
3,500 watts, either on alternating or direct

mostat
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the inventor
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The Phenomenon
A mill in the Maine forests was equipped
with a "fire tube" boiler with a large smokestack. At the bottom of this stack was a
right-angled elbow which had a large circular disc -shaped cover on hinges, for access
for cleaning out the boiler, etc. At ordinary
room temperatures, this disc was always
convex or "bulging out" in shape. When the
fire was burning brightly, however, it would
suddenly snap, for some unexplained reason,
to the concave or "bulging in" position, and
would snap back again when the fire became
low. This snapping operation gave warning
that the fire needed attention and served as
an alarm clock.
Of 10,000 people that might observe this
event, about 1,000 will comment on it. Of
this 1,000 about 100 will be curious enough
to inquire into the cause of this action. Of
this 100 about ten will, by correct analysis.
discover the principle of the action. And
of this ten about one will apply that principle to new uses. This one is the inventor.
All inventions of this sort, that is to say,
such as are suggested by some observed
phenomenon must pass through these four
stages: 1. observation of the event 2. analysis of causes; 3. disassociation of the basic
principle from the circumstances of the particular phenomenon under observation; 4.
the synthesis, that is, the application of the
basic principle to new uses. It is true that
the inventor is seldom aware of these four
steps in invention, but he succeeds because
his mind has been disciplined to apply this
four -fold process unconsciously. The reader
will find it an interesting discipline to
analyze by this method the inventive process
through which the invention discussed in this
article or other interesting inventions have
passed.
That the application of this method is not
merely a stimulating mental exercise but
also a profitable occupation is demonstrated
by the case of Mr. John A. Spencer. who,
while still a young man, finds himself today
;

millionaire by virtue of a very simple.
very elementary, but, nevertheless, very useful invention.
The Story of the Invention
Something happened in this wood -working
mill in the backwoods of Maine. John, 15
years old, worked there and saw millions of
clothespins turned out. Clothespins are not
in themselves recognized as stimulants of
the imagination, but young Spencer's imagination was so active that it needed no stimulus. It absorbed everything of interest, and
in after years John A. Spencer became a
wealthy over night, because of this active
imagination.
He was one of the few who absorbed into
his mind and memory the snapping action
of the man -hole cover. The fact that the
noise gave warning of the state of the fire
was also observed by him. The action was
an absolute temperature alarm. or a fire
control. The motion of the disc took no
part in operating the chimney damper, so it
was not a thermostat. It took an inventor
to develop a thermostat from it. to recognize in it a way to overcome the difficulties
incident to the construction of an electric
make-and -break regulator of heat and current, and to dispose of the troubles. especially of the arcing, by going back to the
observations of his boyhood days.
Years afterward Mr. Spencer was working on thermostats. His memory being as
acute as his observation he recalled the
phenomenon of the old boiler cover and
started, on that basis, a line of experimental
work which ultimately led to the disc type
thermostat. The utter simplicity of this
highly efficient thermostat the reader will
note in the illustrations. The very high
value attached to this device is evidenced
by the fact that the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company promptly
offered $1,000,000 for Mr. Spencer's invention.
It was in 1923 that his patent was issued
covering a quick _make and quick -break ther-

a

The Analysis
To cause a movement of the disc which we
described above, a force is obviously necessary. What was the nature of the force
and where was it applied?
What were the outstanding external circumstances which accompanied or immediately preceded the motion of the disc? The
rise in temperature of the boiler strikes us
at first thought as the most important event
preceding the action of the disc. We know
that heat is capable of setting up stresses in
solids. These stresses are in the nature
of ordinary mechanical forces and would
account for the phenomenon under analysis
if we understood exactly the direction and
point of application of the forces.
Under the actio., of heat stresses, the
metal disc tends to expand. Let us suppose that its expansion toward its edges is
prevented and that further bulging outward
is also impossible. The effect of increased
temperature will then be to develop the
stresses in the disc until these internal forces
are great enough to strain the disc into a
concave position. This action will .be very
sudden and its rapidity accounts for the
snap, with which the disc changes from a
convex into concave state. We might, therefore, conclude with reasonable certainty that
the stresses induced in the disc by rise ill
temperature are the cause of its peculiar
behavior.
The analysis then suggests the possibility
of actuating metallic discs in this fashion
by means of changes in temperature
The Principle
Suppose, instead of a convex disc of a
single metal. we employ two convex discs of

The upper figure shows the Spencer disc
thermostat as it is applied to an electric flatiron. The disc thermostat itself forms part
of the electric circuit. The dotted lines indicate the high temperature position when the
electrical contact is broken. The lower figure
shows another form of the same device.

metals having different co-efficients of expansion brazed or welded together as shown in
the illustration (Fig. 1). Then it will not
be necessary to provide means for the prevention of expanding movement of the disc
toward its periphery. For, suppose that at
normal temperature. the two metals are so
arranged that the inner one has the larger
co -efficient of expansion. This means that
for a given rise in temperature the inner
disc will expand more than the outer. Now,
obviously, the curvature of the outer disc
being greater, it spreads over a larger area
than the inner disc. Of course, this difference is extremely small, but sufficient to
cause the action we desire.
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As the temperature rises, and the inner
disc expands more rapidly than the outer,
the former will tend to take an outer position in order to allow for its increased size.
When this tendency becomes strong enough.
the compound disc will snap over into a
new position, as shown in the illustration.
Now, as the temperature falls again. the
contraction of the metals is again unequal.
The now outer metal contracts more rapidly
than the inner and will tend to occupy a
position in which it has a smaller surface.
In other words, it will tend to resume its
former (inner) position. The result is that
when the normal temperature is reached the
disc will suddenly snap back into its normal
position.
The principle of compound metals used
for controls of various sorts under the influence of changes in temperature is not at
all new. It is, for instance, used to maintain a constant length of clock pendulums.
The pendulum rod is made of two different
metals, as illustrated below, with the result
that the unequal expansions acting in opposite directions maintain the pendulum at a
constant length.
The similarity between the present iuven-

Another form of

the

Spencer

thermostat
in
bodied

tric flat -iron.

In
this Instance. three

contacts are provided to render the
breaking of heavy
currents possible

of the boiler cover a general principle for
the operation of convex discs. We have
found that if the bottom of an oil can, say,
is made of bi-metal upon the application of
heat the bi-metal would tend to alter its
"bulge" or convexity until it came to the
critical or "snap through" position, when it
would suddenly snap to the concave position.
Then, when ít cooled off, it would snap back
to its normal or convex position.

The Synthesis
Having abstracted the general principle
underlying the behavior of a metallic manhole cover, which gave rise to this line of investigation. we proceed to the next step in
the inventive process, that is, the invention
proper-the synthesis of the general principle with

applications of hi -metals. The figure
F
at the left indicates a compensated clock pendulum In which the metal (III expands approximately twice as much as (Al and so
maintains the pendulum length constant. The
figure at the right shows a compensated chronometer balance wheel. Under the influence
of an increase in temperature the loaded ends
of the discontinuous wheel curve inwards and
so counter -balance the expansion of the hair
spring and the spokes.

tion and the compensating balance wheels of
chronometers is even more strikiñg. The
rim of the balance wheel is made of two
metals say brass and steel, of unequal expansion, that with the less expansion being
inside and the wheel is discontinuous, as
shown in the figure. The outer rim expands
more than the inner and the two loaded ends
therefore curl inward with a rise of temperature. The loads are so adjusted that
the mass is thrown inward by a sufficient
amount to compensate for the weakening of
the hair spring and the expansion of the
spokes.
These are but a few of numerous examples which could be cited to show that the
principle on which the Spencer disc thermostat is based was well known long before
Mr. Spencer's time.
Mechanically, the principle on which this
style thermostat works is similar to that of
the bottom of an oil can. In an oil can the
bottom is mechanically pushed from a convex
to a concave position. When the push or
strain is released the bottom snaps to the
original or convex position. In each operation there is a quick "snap." due to the internal strains in the metal.
\Ve have now derived from the behavior

disc

eman elec-

new functions.

in

this.

Mr.

Spencer's ingenuity is notably displayed. He
chose for the field of application of this
principle one which long stood in need of
just the device which \Ir. Spencer originated. He selected. to begin with, the thermostatic control of electrical circuits. Being of reasonably heavy construction, the
bi-metallic disc may form a part of the
electrical circuit which it controls.
We illustrate here the application of the
Spencer disc thermostat to an electric flat
iron. Tile bi-metallic convex disc (A) controls the contact (B). the disc itself carry\\'hen the temperature
ing the current.
within the iron reaches a predetermined
value, the disc (A) snaps over and opens
the contact (B). The speed with which the
thermostat operates is so great that it is
practically impossible to measure it. It is
estimated that the time of the actual operation of the thermostat is approximately
.00016 second. The speed at which the con -

t,R

txcts move approximates that of a bullet
issuing front the muzzle of a high-powered
rifle.

With such speeds there can be no doubt
about the 11s:=itive action of the contact.
Under normal temperature, the bi-metal disc
exerts a pressure of approximately 50
pounds.
To illustrate the force which this disc
can develop, a disc three inches in diameter
was heated. reversed in shape, and inverted
over a tack just started in a board. The
disc, when cooled to its operating temperature. would drive the tack flush with the
board with its positive snap.
It should be noted that this speed of
action is an essential feature of the Spencer
thermostat. Thermostatic cut-outs have been
known before. but they were of a simple
bar construction, whose action being very
slow caused considerable damaging arcing
at the break of a contact. This is obviously eliminated in the Spencer disc thermostat.
Such is the story and analysis of one of
the most remarkable inventions of recent
years. Remarkable not merely because the
device is one of extensive usefulness, but
because it illustrates that careful observation.
that keen analysis. and that ready seizure
of opportunity that characterizes the inventive mind. It is precisely these elements
which TILE EXPERI\ME\TER. through its
editorials and other articles, tries to impress
on its readers.
Other applications which undoubtedly will
appear within a very short time are waffle
irons. percolators. heaters, etc., in the domestic field. and glue pots. solder pots, water
heaters, ovens. motor and generator protection. etc.. in the industrial field.

Historic Cell

cell here illustrated was built by
the writer for the old D. S. Greeley
Company, Dey Street. a hell -known supply
house at the time (January or February,
1893). and submitted for test against probably two hundred other batteries, to be used
in the initial circuit for starting the \Vorld's

THE

Fair.
President Cleveland pressed the key and
(as the D. S. Greeley Co. advertised extensively at the time) the Excita Dry battery
did the rest.

While nothing definite is known of the
construction of this cell. it is safe to assume
that it is made along lines similar to that
of present day cells. The cell here shown
has been retained intact since that memorable Fair.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Louis
Auerbacher. who was the store manager at
the time mentioned, in 1893. this cell was
loaned to the writer a few days ago who
thought THE EXPERIMENTER readers might
be interested in it.
That this was one of the two original
cells used in the circuit referred to can he
proved through the oral testimony of a half
dozen people that known to be living, including the contributor.
Contributed by B. Roche.

This old dry
cell was used In
the elect r icsl

circuit whieh
gave the signal
for the starting
of the World's
Fair in 11493.
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The Bombardment of Atoms
13q

Jacques Boyer

%It apparatus recently exhibited in Paris before the %cudenny of Sciences, capable of giving a discharge four feel' in length by direct current.
alternating current is rectified and a potential of 600,000 volts is attained. It is hoped to go far higher than this and to disrupt alums
by the discharge.

n

USING a poweriul X-ray cannon working at 600,000 volts, Prof. Jean Perrin
of the Sorbonne hopes to discharge
"projectiles" capable of demolishing the
atomic nucleus.
Like the ancient alchemists, the physicists

of today are actively working on the discovery of the law of the transmutation of
matter, but instead of employing the empirical methods and the cabalistic formulas
of their predecessors, they call upon national
processes for exploring hitherto unknown
atomic regions. They are approaching closer
and closer to the besieging of the citadel
which constitutes the atom. They are trying
to get to the heart of this inviolate fortress,
to reduce the central nucleus, bombarding it
with rapid cathodic "projectiles" or electrons.
These indefatigable pioneers hope sooner or
later to succeed in disintegrating the atom.
In any event, if they do not succeed in resolving the problem in the course of the
methodical siege which they are carrying on,
they will undoubtedly make unanticipated
discoveries.
Up to the present time, however, the range
of their electric "cannons" is limited by the
defects of insulation, which prevent them
from utilizing high potentials.
These classes of generators frequently used
today in radiotherapy for the treatment of
cancer, for example, are based on the following phenomenon discovered by Edison.
As the great American electrician has shown,
if a filament brought to incandescence is
contained in a vacuum tube, and if there is
an insulated metallic electrode there also
(the plate), the electric current will circulate between this electrode and the filament.
when the latter is at negative potential referred to the plate electrode. The transfer
of electricity is done by the action of calorific ions, called thermions, emitted by the
incandescent filament.
Among other radiologic or wireless apparatus based on this action, the kenotron is
the best known. It consists essentially of a
glass vacuum tube supplied with two diametrically opposite connections.
Each of
these contains two electrodes, one a filament

of tungsten raised to incandescence by an
auxiliary electric current ; the other consisting of a concentric cylinder of molybdenum.
Ii an alternating current is connected to the
kenotron, one-half of the cycle will pass
from the plate to the filament, the other half
being rigorously cut off. Such a rectifier
will furnish a direct current in small installments. In connecting in series, on a
high tension alternating current circuit, a
kenotron and a condenser, a current always
in one direction will result.
Availing himself of these facts, and bringing very well developed improvements into
models of rectifiers based on the preceding
principles, some French constructors, GaiffeGallot and Piton, have augmented the range
of their "atom -bombarding cannons." Prof.
d'Arsonval, at one of the recent meetings
of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, exhibited their new Constant current generator
which can produce a potential of 600,000 volts.
Using this potential in the laboratory, for
whose uses this "heavy artillery" was constructed, Prof. Perrin hopes to discharge
cathode projectiles, able to demolish the first
outworks of the entrenched camp where the
atoms are in hiding.
The increase of potential is easily obtained
by connecting to the terminals of a 300,000 volt generator two groups of 150.000 volts,
all insulated from the earth by a platform
carried on insulators.
So far the builders utilized only the potentials between two spheres of 50 centimeters
(20 inches) diameter, which are seen in the
photograph in the middle of their impressive installation. and are capable of discharging a spark 1.20 meters (about 4 feet) long.
With this formidable apparatus, Prof. Perrin
is going to undertake a series of researches
on the positive nucleus of atoms. Starting
with an element it will be enough to introduce a supplementary positive discharge, to
give an elementary substance of higher rank
in the scale of atomic values established by
Moseley. Also this new X-ray cannon has
not only a scientific interest of the first
order, but it effects an advance of considerable practical importance. \Ve may say that

permits us to foresee in a future time. more
or less distant, the discovery of the philosopher's stone. If success is reached in augmenting the range of the marvelous engine,
up to 10,000,000 volts, and if the energy,
which is set free at the moment of the cessation of the positive charge on the nucleus.
could be stored, we could supply factories
and combine or decompose bodies almost
without limit. Machinery would be driven
at low expense. Our present crude methods
would become an archaic myth. and the creation of gold would sooner or later become
child's play. The noble metal would no
longer govern the world.
it
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Prof. Perrin, who is experimenting with
cathode projectiles, to demolish the atom, somewhat in the line of Prof, lliethe's work. Ile
hopes to exceed the abn VP potent ial eventually.
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Photographing A Rifle Barrel Interior
IN

order to study the progress of the erosion in the .30 caliber service rifle and
machine gun barrels, a camera has been designed for photographing the interior surface of the barrel. The apparatus consists
essentially of a periscope of unit magnification of such dimensions as to permit entry
ttito the bore of the rifle.
A small electric lamp, also placed in the
bore of the gun, provides the illumination.
The periscope projects an image of a small
portion of the fore on a strip of motion
picture film. The barrel to be photographed
is slowly drawn along the periscope and
simultaneously the film is moved at such a
rate that there is no relative motion between
images projected by periscope and film.
f the barrel is drawn its entire length
along the periscope, one obtains a picture
on the film showing a strip of the interior

.47-'1-.1
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FILM BOX

GUN BARREL
TUBE CARRYING
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.\ very interesting apparatus which photographs the interior of a
ride barrel. By the one of a reeled tape film and shifting the gun
barrel the entire length is photographed with a width of one -sixth of
the cireuml'ereuce of the barrel. Six exposures cover the entire Inner
surface.

LAMP

as the barrel and including approximately one -sixth
of the circumference. Six such pictures provide a photographic record of the entire surface of the bore upon which the detailed
defects arising from the erosion can be

of the bore of the same length
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MOVING GUN
LONGITUDINALLY

flagrant showing
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how Ilse

,corks; the barrel is
moved in accordance
with the speed of
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travel of the sensitized Illnt. The electric lamp and peri-
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clearly seen.
The instrument is also excellently adapted
for a visual examination of the interior of
the barrel. A microscope magnifying 20 or
30 diameters can be used to view the image
in the focal plane and the different characteristics of the surface of the bore stand
out clearly in good contrast. This camera
is intended to be used to study the manner

in which different steels resist erosion.

Jt hovel and Practical Coil Winder
-

/'`r

C

other gear. Fastened to the shaft which
turns with the handle is a small drum upon
which the bakelite coil form is placed when
A small
ready for a winding operation.
roller held against the coil form by a spring
action keeps the wire taut.
f it is desired to change the width of
the coil to be wound, all that is necessary is
a smaller or larger cam, which can be placed
on by the mere tightening of a set screw.
As call be seen in the accompanying photograph, a turn of the handle carries the wire
through the zig-zag formation in which the
coil is wound. Notice that the wire, as it
passes from its spool, goes through what is
known as a tension adjuster, which simply
consists of four spools through which the
wire is interwoven and then passes on
through the winding machines. This arrangement keeps uniform tension on the
wire and eliminates in large measure the
chance of breaking it.
1

Students work in a Buffalo school.
The young experimenters are winding

for a coil winder which
would materially aid students in wind-

HAVING

The apparatus is
honeycomb coils.
very simple and gives excellent results.

need

ing coils, a practical machine was evolved
by Mr. George Heald, an instructor in machine shop practice at Seneca Vocational
Honeycomb coils
School. Buffalo, N. Y.
can be wound in exceptionally quick time,
in sizes ranging from a mere 15 -turn coil to
the large 1.500 -turn coil.
Mounted on a heavy brass pedestal are
two right-angle bevel gears in mesh. one
of them being equipped with a small handle.
An eccentric arm is driven backwards and
forwards by means of a cam attached to the

.
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How to make a l.meter Radio Transmitter
Of late, much experimental work
been done on wave -lengths of
and around the meters. To obtain
these wave-lengths has been relatively easy, but to go down further
has become a difficult task.
The
construction of the oscillator tube
impeded
progress,
but
by
itself has
deviating from the beaten path, success has been achieved.
Here is the complete oscillator

which generates a fundamental
frequency of 300,0041,000 cycles per
second. Notice the careful and
simple design. The special tube
was made for us through courtesy
of 31r. Hunter of the DeForest
Tel & Tel. Co. It was through
the use of this cleverly designed
tube that the I -meter oscillator
was possible.

has
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THE construction of

a short-wave
oscillator presents numerous minor
difficulties which usually arc overcome through originality on the part
of the builder. Whether the oscillator is
designed for 40 meters, 20, 10, or even 5
meters, some special circuit will give best
results. Ao two hook-ups have the same
characteristics and the radio frequency output of each varies with a given power input.
For as low as 40 meters, the Colpitts oscillator will give excellent performance. Below
40 meters, the new Reinartz circuit has been
shown to produce remarkable results.
To the one who has built a successful 5 meter oscillator or transmitter and who
found it a relatively easy task, the -meter
oscillator described in this article will offer
opportunity for further adventure in exploring new territory.
As far as is known, the lowest wavelength as yet reached by means of a 3 -element tube has been approximately % of a
meter. This was done by using a type
UV -199 tube, and measuring its highest harmonic frequency when operating at 2 meters.
In the case of which we speak, it was possible to record with certainty the fourth
harmonic.
Such a frequency as this,
1,200,000.000 cycles per second presents numerous difficulties in its generation.
In the experiment we are about to describe
1

it

was decided not to depend upon the chance

of picking tip harmonic frequencies, but to
build an oscillator which would have a fundamental period as low as possible. Thus,
it would be possible to obtain and measure
even higher frequencies and more closely

approach the frequency of light. (The gap
between the frequency of the shortest radio
wave and that of light is 10,000 times the
frequency of the former.) It was, therefore, decided to cast about for the best
available materials to go into the Reinartz
circuit. Great care was exercised in the
selection of the accessories and a multi-

plicity of insulators, condensers and different
kinds of wire were tried and tested before
being allowed to remain as part and parcel
of the oscillator. Although the greatest
care was exercised, it must be admitted that
it is a very difficult task to prevent the radio
frequency energy from being dissipated to
a large extent due to absorption losses.
Considerations
The very first concern was the tube itself.
What was wanted was one having a very
low inter -electrode capacity, the characteristics of a powerful oscillator, and the ability
to withstand high voltages. A high powered
tube was not essential, since it was desired
for laboratory experimental work only and
not for communication purposes. Unable to
find one which would serve the purpose, a
special tube was constructed having the following characteristics:
12

Filament voltage
8 volts
Filament current
2 amps
Plate voltage
1000 volts
Plate current
100 mils
Grid -plate capacity
3 mmfd.
Power output (approx.)
10 watts
The inductance was then considered.
\Vould it be best to employ two or three
turns of copper ribbon, wound in a small
diameter, or to wind a single turn in a
larger diameter? Rather than follow precedent by taking others' advice, a series of
experiments soon proved that the larger
diameter wire produced a much stronger
field and gave better results. Round brass
and copper tubing, square bus -bar, stranded
phosphor -bronze and aluminum wire were
tried in succession, but the best results were
obtained by utilizing edge -wise wound copper strip from a discarded oscillation transT. 8" DIA.
I2 T. 8"DIA.

Tate circuit

diagram of the
ultra. - short
wave oscillator. It will be
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One and a half turns for the grid
inductance and the same for plate inductance
will allow a variation in range from one to
fifteen meters when used with a condenser
having a capacity of .000125 mid.
The coupling condenser. which is interposed between grid and plate inductances.
has much to do with the energy output and
frequency of the oscillator. Dozens of conwere tried-high capacity, low
densers
capacity. "mud end plate," low loss. square
1.iw, straight-line frequency and straightline wave -length, grounded rotor, isolated
frame and, in fact, every conceivable size.
shape and manner of condenser available
The facilities of RADIO News laboratory
offered a remarkable storehouse of apparatus, instruments and materials. and sufficient inspiration was instilled so that the
sittip/e procedure of testing an endless number of condensers and taking measurements

former.

1

2

1

grid leak.

single -pole. single -throw knife switch.
standard telegraph key.
2 glazed porcelain aerial insulators.
2 glazed porcelain stand-off in-itlators.
baseboard.
1

diameter.

It

is connected

in series with

The radio frequency chokes
for the filament of the tube are made into
a single trait by winding 175 double turns
of No. 26 D.S.C. wire on a cardboard tubing
I4 inches in diameter.
As regards the grid condenser and plate
stopping condenser, the lower their value
the

grid leak.

PIGS-UD

I

PLATE Oil

COIL Or
ONE OD TWO

Gplt,
ON

UtC..UCTANCC
SCILLTOu

TUpN$?

1

The special tube and the motor generator
which delivered the thousand volts to the
plate circuit may be available to some experimenters. Others not having these materials should have recourse to the use of
the type UV -199 tube with its base removed
and should use upward of 34)0 volts of "B
battery potential.
The radio frequency chokes can be made
by the experimenter.
The correct values
for the various chokes are given herewith.
The radio frequency choke coil which is
used in the plate circuit consists of 150 turns
of No. 28 D.C.C, together with a similar
number of turns spaced three inches further
away on the tube having a diameter of 1yj
inches. It is supported by a pin which keeps
it at least two inches above the surface of
the baseboard, and is mounted out of the
field of the oscillatory circuit. The grid
choke is much smaller and is of as much
importance if not more, than the plate
choke.. it is made by winding. evenly. 100
turns of No. 36 S.S.C. wire on a short
length of glass tithing 14of ail inch in

Materials
as

5.000 ohm Crescent
0 to 5 ammeter.

1

dazed porcelain insulators of the stand-off
type were used. The oscillator tube itself
was suspended high on top of two of these
and in order to prevent vibration with consequent effects on the frequency of the oscillator. cotton padding was inserted between
X couple of
the tube and the insulators.
rubber bands passed around both furnished
a firm mounting.

terials

milliameter.

0 to 200

1

was made possible.
Insulation-the best was none too good.
in order to keep the oscillatory circuit away
from all objects, even the wooden baseboard.

it will

turns of 8 -inch diameter edgewise -wound
copper strip.
.000125 mfd. Bruno condenser.
.0001 mill. Dubilicr fixed ci i'Ieuser..

3

to procure the maoutlined in the following list:
be necessary

000'5

(Mr

ora;

Mr

Thr Lecher wire system of measuring wacelengtlt.
the better. In this case, two .0001 mfd.
Although it
mica condensers were used.
was necessary to test several of them before
being put to use, the high voltage is likely
to break down their insulation and great
care must be taken to use good condensers.
Nothing more need be said concerning the
wiring of the oscillator except that it is a
prime requisite to keep the leads as short as
is possible and as is consistent with a neat
layout. No wire smaller than No. 22 should
be used for making connections, although
copper ribbon is to be preferred.

Operation

Having carefully collected, assembled and
wired up all the necessary parts, the filament of the tube is lit and the filament ammeter

noted

to see

whether the

tube

is

drawing the normal amount of current. The
minor -generator is then started up and the
1.000 volts of the plate circuit arc applied

to the tube. It the telegraph key is then
pressed, a reading of from 75 to 150 mils
should be the value recorded by the plate
mill iammeter.
The simplest way to test for oscillations
is to note carefully the reading of the plate
milliammeter when the tuning condenser
capacity is a maximum and when it is a
minimum. More than likely, it is possible
that, without further adjustment, the tube
will oscillate over only a part of the condenser capacity and will thus read higher
I f
when not oscillating.
the meter drops
to a lower scale reading while tuning the
condenser, one can be reasonably sure that
.
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the tube is oscillating.
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Close-up viete of the o.cilhttor. The tube is supported by glazed porcelain insulators
and ibeal ion is prevento.l by carefully packing e.Nton around It. Note the grid leak and
grid radio fre,,uncy hooks roil behind the telegraph key. The inductance is varied by means

of clip..

A more positive way is to construct a
In this
s:ntple resonator or wave -meter.
case. it will be necessary to procure a small
flashlight lamp and a low value variable condenser. As seen in the photo, an old zinc
spark -gap fitted with aluminum plates was
used and afforded an excellent vernier conA single turn inductance at the
denser.
center of which is soldered a flashlight lamp
constitutes the wave -meter. Of course, by
bringing the wave -meter in proximity to
the oscillator inductance, it is possible to
pick tip the radiated energy. Not only the
fundamental, but even one or two harmonic
frequencies can be picked up in this manner.
instead of using a small flashlight lamp, a
current -squared meter having a range of 0
to 100 will give much better results and will
allow picking up as many as 8 or 10 harmon ics.
It is interesting to note that although the
successive harmonics are appreciably weaker.
the odd numbered ones are stronger than the
preceding even ones. Just why this should be
has never been explained satisfactorily. The
uUe of a straight-line frequency condenser
will greatly aid in taking note of the harmonics. since a slight capacity change means

great frequency variation. Although it is
simple matter to pick up the fundamental
and its harmonics. we do not have the
1('oulinucd on page 748)
a
a
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Sound and Audio Frequency Amplification
13q

MORE and more, as the the quality of
broadcasting programs improves, the
critical radio listener judges the performance of radio receivers on quality of
reproduction. \Ve may safely predict that
this attitude will become more and more
pronounced.
\\'tile it remains true as ever that the
reception of distance always gives a thrill of
accomplishment, the demand for quality
grows more and more insistent. Distance
reception alone cannot satisfy the buying
public.
jVIBRATING
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It is for this reason that quality in production is made the subject of intensive
study, both by progressive manufacturers
and serious radio experimenters.
On all
sides we see evidence of this tendency. This
study centers specifically on amplifying apparatus and the reproducer itself, the loud
speaker.
It is intended in this series of articles to
deal with sound in general, and the means
available to attain quality sound production.
An endeavor will be made to keep the articles as simple as possible, still trying to
analyze the reasons underlying this work.
At the same time, we will give constructional
data on different amplifiers that will give
the best quality attainable at the present
*
;'
time.
To approach the subject at a proper angle.
we will first of all consider sound itself,
which then will enable us to establish the
demands which have to he satisfied by an
amplifier, in order to give perfect reproduction.
We arc all familiar with the fact that most
bodies will vibrate when they are agitated
in some way or other, i.e. if they are struck.
There are a few materials that will not do
so. an example being sponge rubber, which
is nearly deadbeat. as it is called, and substances like putty.
But the majority of bodies and substances will vibrate when agitated; in some
cases, we do so on purpose as when we play
musical instruments. talk, sing or whistle:
but most of us would he only too grateful
if no vibrations were caused by street cars,
elevated cars, riveting machinery, etc.
Now what happens when we have caused
a body to vibrate?
We know the body is completely surrounded by air, the same air we breathe.
which we feel in the form of wind. This
air is a mixture of gases, and gases have one
most remarkable property: perfect elasticity.
By this is meant that a gas always is able
to regain its original volume. no matter how
it is treated. whether it is compressed or expanded. Completely elastic air, then. surRercarch Engineer, Radial)

Co.

Theodore H. ilakken*

rounds the vibrating body: and thus every
vibration of the latter is imparted to the air
particles directly adjacent to it.
But as these particles are perfectly elastic,
they transmit the vibration imparted to them
by the vibrating body at once. and without
any change whatsoever, to their next door
neighbors, other air particles. And these in
turn repeat the same process, and in this way
the original vibrations arc. so to say, instantaneously transmitted into ever widening
layers of air, ever expanding and probably
never curling. But as the transmission takes
place in all directions, the consecutive layers
of air grow larger and larger. so that the
intensity of the vibrations of the individual
air particles decreases till we cannot detect
them any more.
Let us now assume that the vibrating body
is a piano string. When we strike the key,
we impart a smart blow to the corresponding
string. and it starts to vibrate. \\'e may
now say that it gives a series of successite
impulses to the surrounding air particles,
which in turn transmit these impulses to adjoining layers. etc. Every vibration of the
string is accompanied by a certain loss of
energy, so that after a time, the string comes
again to rest.
When we arc at a small distance from the
string, the vibrations created in the surrounding air will have progressed, after a
definite interval of time, to the place where
we arc standing. At that moment, the air
particles adjoining our eardrum will be
agitated and reproduce the successive impulses from the string on the eardrum. In
this way, the eardrum itself will start to
vibrate and transmit its vibrations over an
extremely delicate mechanism, which need
not be discussed here, to our aural nerves.
These nerves will thus feel vibrations, and
we describe this sensation by the word "hearing." The sound we hear is then the same
as the vibrations felt.
That this is true, we can easily prove to
ourselves by the following experiment: If
we take a tuning fork and after striking it
place the handle against our front teeth we
hear the sound very strongly. Another very
easy way of observing this is to take a
spoon or fork, which is tied to a string.
\Ve now take this string between the front
teeth and let the string and spoon hang
freely. When we now rap the spoon with a
stick, we will hear a sound like the striking
of a large clock.

VIBRATING
FORK

TUNING

,j

FIG. 3

Sound ran he
ph,rine a
tuning

heard by

vibrating

f

n r It
teeth.

between

the

The explanation is ill both cases that the
vibrations are concentrated upon the teeth
and by them transferred to the bony structure of the skull. This transmits them in
concentrated form to the aural nerve centers.
and because the vibrations are localized, the

sound sensation is very strong. Yet one cannot very well say that this is hearing in the
true sense of the word.
It is interesting to know that this principle
has been put to practical use for those people,
lvhose aural nerves are not damaged, but
who have some defect in the ear mechanism. Often such deaf people can hear, or
rather feel sound perfectly, by taking a kind
of small sounding board with a handle, and
placing this handle against or between their
front teeth. By so doing they expose a
comparatively large surface to the vibrations

ANO
HEARING ORGAN

EAR -DRUM

Sound ,cures trunsmitted by the medium of air strike
the auditory nerves
and create the eeasat ion of sound.

of the air, and transmit these vibrations in
concentrated form through the bones of the
skull to the nerve center.
\Ve can thus say, that the sound has been
transmitted by tine air from the vibrating
body to the listeners ear, and also that the
sound, or vibration in the ear is in every
respect a duplicate of the original vibration.
In serving as transmitting medium, the air
has not changed any of tine original properties of the vibrations: outside of serving as
the carrier, its action has been completely
neutral, which is due to the fact that it is
a perfect elastic medium.
\Ve also know
that the source is some vibrating body, imparting its vibrations to the surrounding air.
\Ve will now consider the properties of
vibrating bodies, and therefore of sound. a
little closer, so as to form a better mental
picture of what happens.
Different bodies possess entirely different
properties, and this difference is also apparent in their vibrations. One body will
vibrate at a very low frequency rate, it will
be ponderous, so to speak, while the other
one will vibrate at a very high rate. But all
of them will show one common property:
They very rarely will vibrate at only one
single rate. Careful and painstaking experiments by one of the world's greatest scientists, Clerk Maxwell, have proved conclusively that almost any body will vibrate at
different frequencies, as the number of vibrations per second is called. The lowest of
these frequencies is called its natural or
fundamental frequency, and it is this vibration which determines the so-called pitch of
the sound observed when. feeling or hearing
the vibrations from that body. This pitch.
or height; determines the place of the sound
in the musical scale.
in addition to this
fundamental frequency the body vibrates at
several more frequencies which are all multiples of the fundamental. So when we make
a tuning fork, which vibrates at a fundamental frequency of 1,000 vibrations a
second, it will also vibrate at frequencies of
2.000, 3.000. 4.000, 5,000, 6.000. etc. Hence
the air will transmit from such a tuning fork
not only the fundamental frequency. hut all
the other ones, which are called harmonics or
overtones. it will faithfully preserve all
(Continued on page 774-B)
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Amateur Station
Conducting an Hairy,
t OX
Dy L. ID.'

PART
the amateur has offered the
public a free message service t) all
parts of this country. Of late, it has
been extended to foreign countries and
will eventually cover the globe. It has been
well used, and undoubtedly is growing. This
amateur service is not in competition with
the commercial services; the amateur, in the
main, gets the type of message that otherwise would have been trusted to the mails.
The amateur service is becoming recognized
as a staple, a part of our daily hie.
This message service provides a definitely
genuine purpose for the owner of a radio
station if he is sincere in his hobby. It is
performing a service to humanity in leading
to inter -citizen communication the world

FOR years

I.

over.
A

RELAY STATION

A relay station. as the name suggests, is
one that will accept messages to forward
them on their way to. or to their destination.
11 the relay station is located in the place
marked as destination.

it: owner will deliver

the message to the addressee.
A good relay station consists of two things:
the works and the man behind them. the

operator.
The man should make it a point to be
versed in operating procedure. prompt,
friendly and dependable: qualities not difficult to attain. I f he is up oil procedure,
time and effort are conserved and he will be
respected as a capable operator. which is the
best and most favorable ad. that he can get
will create dependable friends on the
air. If he is prompt in message relaying
or delivery. he gains friends both in other
radiomen and in the Laymen. for whom and
to whom the messages are delivered. By
being friendly, he makes certain that there
will always be a welcoming, fist when he
gets on the air. And. by being dependable
he makes certain of the thing, his place on
the air. iie knows then that no matter what
comes to hat he will he very likely called
upon to he one of the batters-they know
he'll do his bit.
The works are less important. Put a
good man in any kind of radio -shack and
he will get something out of it. \nevertheless, it is desirable to have the station in
facile operating condition, if only for the
convenience and comfort of its owner. It
needs. too. every facility that the owner can
it should
achieve for active operation.
always be ready at the throwing of a switch.
and can generally he kept that way or put
that way after changes. This applies to the
times it is to he depended upon. to the

-it

schedules.
If at all possible, the station should have
regular working periods. Let us say, as an
example, two clays a week with specified

time periods during which there is certainty
that the station will be on the air. .\s much
other work as the operator could get in
could he done, of course: but he ought to
have schedules with certainty. The station
should stick to one wave in a particular
wave -band. it should not change. there is
no need. This wave will become its landmark and something for those stations which
are operated by air -acquaintances to look
for, easy to find and rely upon. But-let
me say again with additional emphasisabove all comes the requirement of a receiver
and transmitter always in operating condition at tintes designated on the operating
schedule.

OPERATING PROCEDURE
Operating procedure is the methods used
in calling and handling of traffic. To be

I

versed in the prober thing to do and the
"how" to do it. is the hall -nark of a good

operator.

CALLING
The best place for observing good calling
procedure is the commercial wave -lengths on
about 600 meters. Although we amateurs
are playing a different game, we certainly
can learn front the men who pride themselves on being operators above all, if only
for business reasons. It will be noticed that

RADIO STATIC!'
OF

THE EXPERIMENTER
PUBLISHING COMPANY
258.5 Ni ET ER -1160 KILOCYCLES
Experimental Call-2NAL after 12 A.M.
HOTEL ROOSEVELT
i,h Street, N. Y.
Madison,Avenue and

C.',.o=,

they confine themselves often to

system; e.g.,

KTl KTl KTI

a

de

three -one
or.

KUX

(or. by the way. means that a particular
transmission is ended, or can be used to
This
terminate a message, thought. etc.)
is in calling. and is generally answered by
a one -one acknowledgment ending with a
laconic k: e.g.. K('1 de KT! k. We cannot get away with such a minimum of key
exercise in our sharply tuned sphere, but the
bushel basket of calls that most of the fellows unload in trying to raise someone is
needless.
A sensible and approved procedure is to
e._.. 5KK
use a double three -three system
:

5KK 5KK a 2KK 2KK 2KK 5KK 5KK
5KK u 2KK 2KK 2KK or. This is fol-

lowed by a short period of listening -in. As
it would take less than thirty seconds for a
reply to this call to be made. that length of
time is long enough to wait before repeating
the call. This repetition of calling is done
as often as the need of communication with
a particular station demands-or. until someone other than the one called answers.
A second procedure; front a practical viewpoint. is good.
it consists of a six -three
used otter. This allows a long call with a
short sign. it should he used in a manner
similar to the foregoing. Either ray eliminates the giving of a long and ORMing
call. And, a fter several years of operation.
anyone will feel certain that the long calls
indulged in regularly are not only not necessary. but arc both tiring and bothersome
to others. Besides. such action makes the
performer an object of ridicule and one to
avoid.
The calling of
should he confined to
a similar system.
The generally approved
CO call is a triple three -three: e.g.. CO CO
co a 2KK 2KK 2KK CO Co CO a 2KK
2KK 2KK CO CO CO u 2KK 2KK 2KK
or. Because, in general, the thing to be put
across is what is being called. it is much
preferred to sign one's own call only twice.
After a person's attention is attracted. his
every fibre is focused on learning who the
caller is: thus there is no need for a long
sign.
ANSWERING A CALL
Tn acknowledging a call, if the station
calling has or has not stated whether it has
messages (traffic. abbr. tfc.), the answer
should consist of a double three -three. If
previous communication justifies a certainty
of the reception of the answer with depend-

co

able QRK, it caul be limited to much less,
say, simply a three -two. This answer should

include complete information. The information consists of indication of willingness to
relay, readiness for copying the message if
there is such and a mention of the signal
strength of the station that called; e.g., 2KK

2KK 'KK u 5KK 5KK 5KK 2KK 2KK
2KK tl 5KK 5KK 5KK OSA QSR QRI'
as a matter of courtesy-and a good
precedent, well established-one might start
the remarks with a salutation of some sort,
such as ye out-good evening old man, or
hello on,. More than this should be avoided,
for the man who called might have been in
a hurry and, as a mere matter of consideration for the other one, his time should not
be wasted. If, on the contrary, the calling
station is weak, possibly tori weak to make
copying easy, warn hint. If impossible to
copy with any certainty, by all means refuse
an attempt at a message unless urgency demands trial. Possibly. however, the signal
strength justifies a trial and the transmission of each word twice might prove successful. Mention these things: e.g., QRZ
out hi QSR QRI' Q.SZ l,. (your signals
are weak, old man, let's try. will forward
message, am ready, send each word twice,
go ahead).
TAKING CARE OF THE ANSWER

Or,

While calling a station, it is easy to incorporate in the call the signal signifying
:hat one has a message, or messages going
his tray. This can be indicated by the use
of one of two abbreviations; QTC, the international abbreviation manning "I have something for you," or tn.cg (plural, msgs) which
is in general tuse to mean "I have a message
for you." incorporated in the call-5KK 5KK
5KK a 2KK 2KK 2KK QTC an, or 5KK
5KK 5KK u 2KK 2KK 2KK itsg ar. The
commercial operators tuse one of these two,
or else another that is just as prevalent,
perhaps more so. They tuse a single number
to indicate both that they have messages and
the quantity of them; e.g.. KSK de KPI 2.
KSK knows from that. that KPI has two
messages for him. The system is certainly
short and snappy in a profession where
brevity and snap are required.
After the station called has answered with
the "go ahead." there are certain courtesies
that ought to be observed in addition to
the business of sending messages. These,
too. take up but little time. He should be
given an idea as to the strength of his signals and the character of his note.
This
action may be considered as self-defense, for
it will be asked for anyhow, as well as
courtesy. Consider the audibility scale given
below which is in more or less general use:
Pd-Weak signals barely readable.
R2-Weak signal: easily readable.
R3-Signals readable and fair strength.
R4--Good. clear. but easily interfered with.
R5-Fairly strong signals.
R6-Strong signals. not bothered by average QRN.

R7-Very strong and dependable strength.
R8-Extra strong signals, audible several

feet from pitones.

R9-Tremendous signal strength.

If he is being received well, using the
international abbreviation for that, add the
"r" signal that denotes how well; e.g.,
ORK r5.
In referring to the tone of the received

signal. the international abbreviation QSB is
in use.
Tts correct meaning is. "How is my
tone?" Used this way, it is followed by an
abbreviation indicating the character of the

note; viz.:
(Continued on page 774-B)
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SO MUCH interest has been shown

in

the writer's series of articles which
appeared under the title of "Getting
On the Air" that it has been decided
to continue to present information and details on short-wave work from time to time.
as important phases of the subject arise or
may be requested by readers. Recently.
several requests have been received by those
interested in amateur reception asking for
full information on the construction of a
receiver that will be more general in use
than the one published in the April issue of
THE EXPERIMENTER. The writer, using accumulated data, has constructed a receiver
that he is sure will fulfill all the requirements for a set capable of tuning iii all of
the short waves used by amateurs and which.
furthermore, can, with a few changes, be
adapted to broadcast reception as well.
The set that has been designed and constructed and that is illustrated in the photographs herewith is oné employing a rather
unusual circuit. At first glance it appears
to be a combination of several types. and
that is just exactly what it is. A feed -back
arrangement is used for regeneration and
oscillation, but the control of this part of
the circuit is not the usual movable tickler
coil. The coil is, of course, present in the
set, but is fixed in its relation to the secondary. The regeneration, or oscillation, is
controlled by means of a variable by-pass
condenser and the results are astonishing.
Instead of the usual home-made, rickety,
flimsy, movable tickler coil with its troublesome pigtails and unstable operation, all we
have to do to control the set is to rotate
a smooth -running and easily operated variable condenser. In this way. many of the
defects of the standard three -circuit coupler
are overcome. When the writer finished
the set illustrated, a great surprise was in
store. When everything had been correctly
adjusted, it was found that the oscillation
control was the smoothest of any set that
he had ever operated. By rotating the variable feed -back condenser, the circuit could
he brought up to the oscillation point and
would go into oscillation with a smoothness
that was astonishing. Only a soft hiss was
heard in the phones when the circuit started
to oscillate and after a C.W. signal was
tuned in with the tuning condenser it could
he brought up to its maximum volume, with
relative ease. All of this action. of course.
depends upon the correct adjustment of one
or two of the parts. In the first place, a
variable grid leak must be used in order to
get the very best of results. Of course. if
you have two or three dozen fixed grid leaks
on hand, of various rated capacities, you
could probably find one of them that will
suit the purposes of this set. However, it
is far better to use a good standard type

of variable grid leak, such as the one illustrated. With different tubes, you will have
to change the value of this device and.
therefore, a continuously variable leak
comes in handy. Inasmuch as it it not often
used, it was located on the baseboard. This
was done not only for the reason mentioned,
but also so that the lead from the combination grid leak and condenser to the grid
binding post on the socket will be as short
as possible. This is another important point
to remember. If this lead is long. the set
will be hard to control and unstable in operation. Therefore. make it as short as is
physically possible.
The distance between the tickler coil and
the secondary coil must also be determined
by experiment. The position shown ill the
photographs is approximately Correct for the
particular coils that the writer used. A
small variation of this distance may mean
the difference between an unstable and a
stable one. The third point to be carefully
watched in the operation of this set is the
capacity of the tiny antenna coupling condenser. This device is built of two small
sheets of aluminum with active areas about
/-inch square. The space between them is
approximately 1/4 of an inch and must be
varied until the best signal strength with
good control is obtained. It can be varied
merely by pressing the top sheet down and
bending it a little so that it stays closer to
the bottom sheet.
Let us next consider the construction of
the coils. The one which is the combination primary and secondary should be of the
low -loss type. An excellent method of constructing coils of this nature can be seen
in the various photographs of the set and in
the close-up of the coil in Fig. 5. This only
applies to the secondary coil. The tickler
need not be wound in this fashion and was
wound on a standard basket -weave form
for convenience sake. It was then tied
together and used as shown.

The complete method of constructing the
low -loss secondary coil was as follows:
Double cotton -covered No. 12 wire was
used. although this may be slightly smaller.
The form for making up the coil was first
made as shown in Fig. 6. A tube 4 inches
in diameter and of arbitrary length was
slotted for 3% inches with four slots, each
1/4 of an inch wide and spaced evenly around
the circumference.
The heavy wire was
then wound on a 3-inch form. being careful
to straighten the wire out as the winding is
being done. \Vind 3 or 4 more turns of
wire than you will need on your finished
coil. Upon releasing this wire, after it is
wound on the 3 -inch form, it will spring
out slightly and will form a spiral about
31/4 inches in diameter.
This can now bé
worked over the 4-inch form, and will he
found to hug that form closely. By following this procedure, the usual difficulty experienced in holding the turns in place on
the 4-inch form will be eliminated. Put as
many turns of wire on the form as you will
need for the particular band that you have
to cover, consulting the table of turns below. Now cut up some strips of fairly
heavy celluloid, 3/16 of an inch wide and
about %-inch longer than the length of the
coil. Four strips will be necessary and the

material from a draftsman's discarded triangle will be found excellent. ' Clamp .the
four strips in a vise, allowing the edges to
project about half of their width. Hold
three hacksaw blades together and cut slots
through half the width of the strips. The
number of slots necessary will be determined
by the number of turns on the coil and their
distance apart should be equal to the thickness
of the wire used. Now take these prepared
strips of celluloid and hold one of theta
under and against the wire wound on the
form, using one slot for this purpose. Work
the wire into the notches cut in the strip
until you have every turn in its correct
position. Fasten them with collodion or
amyl acetate. In case you find trouble in
holding the strip to the wire with this material, dissolve a small quantity of celluloid in the liquid. This will make it heavier
and of a consistency that will surely serve
the purpose. After all four strips are securely fastened in place, allow the coil to
dry for several hours, whereupon it can be
slipped off the form and the ends shaped
for mounting. In the particular coil that
is illustrated, which was designed for 40 meter work, the coils happened to be wound
in the wrong direction and. therefore, the
leads had to be crossed, as shown in Fig._ 5.
Inasmuch as the ends were cut too short.
an additional length had to be soldered 'on.
as shown. Probably, however, the reader
can profit by the writer's mistakes and wind
the coils correctly the first time.
(Continued on rage 745)
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An AllWave Shorl. Wave Receiver
(Continued from page 736)

The mounting for the two inductances
consists of a square of hard rubber, Bakelite, radion or celeron, supported from the
baseboard by four battery nuts and equipped
with five binding posts. Two of these hold
the tickler coil; two, the secondary inductance, and one, the upper plate of the antenna coupling condenser. The antenna is
also connected to this latter binding post
and the ground to the same post as the
opposite end of the coil.
\When the writer built this set, only one
single section Bruno condenser was at hand
and later one of the two-section types was
pressed into use. However, only one of
the units is used for the oscillation control
and. therefore, you can use any condenser
with a maximum capacity of .00025 mf. that
you may have at hand. The tuning condenser. however, is much smaller in size so
that the range will be spread over a greater

Left:

The

form used for
winding t h e
low -loss coils
used in this
tuner.
FIG 6

space on the dial. A standard 11 -plate condenser was taken apart and reduced to
5 plates by the mere process of tearing out
the surplus plates. The result can easily
be seen in the photograph in Fig. 3.
In case the reader desires to adapt a set
of this nature to broadcast reception, it is
not advisable to use the capacity coupled
antenna scheme shown. In fact, an inductively coupled primary should be incorporatéd
and may consist of four or five turns of
No. 16 D.C.C. wire, wound in the same low loss style as the secondary. This will prevent radiation, which would cause trouble
if the capacity coupled antenna system were
used on broadcast wave -lengths. For this
_work, the circuit described and the method
of regeneration control used will be found
to be very good. The contról of volume,
as the condenser C2 might be called, gives
very good results. A signal can be brought
up to its maximum strength and held at
that point without the usual distortion that
takes place when a tickler. coil is brought
up to full regeneration or suddenly spills
over into oscillation.
The following sizes of coils will cover
the amateur bands very effectively

ure to do this will make you most unpopular
with your neighbors, inasmuch as a set of
this type with a capacity coupled antenna
circuit will radiate terrifically. If you so
desire, a little ingenuity will enable you to
fix up a switch or plug arrangement whereby you call quickly change your set from
short-wave to broadcast -wave reception. In
fact, ít is entirely possible, and some amateurs prefer, to make this set inductively
coupled over its entire range. Some do not
like the capacity coupled antenna system
and, therefore. a separate primary can be
used for all waves. In such an event, use
the primary mentioned above for broadcast
reception and a 3 -turn coil for short-wave
reception. We are sure that a set of this
nature will furnish all your expectations
for a short-wave set and wiil give you all
the satisfaction that is possible.
\Vhen you start tuning down around the
20- and 40 -meter wave -length bands, you
will find that the tuning is extremely sharp.
In fact, you will be able to do much better
work if you incorporated an external vernier on the panel of the set. The cheap
types using a rubber wheel in frictional colt tact with the dial are perfectly satisfactory
and give excellent results. Possibly one will
say that they do not look as good as standard
vernier dials, but on the other hand they
work just as well, so why worry about looks?
In tuning this set, place the oscillation control dial at a point where the set is in quiet
oscillation. You can test for this point by
listening for the 'pluck" that will be heard
if you touch your finger to the grid binding
post of the socket when the set is in oscillation. You will find that the oscillation control dial need only be varied over á space

Fig.
Above: One of the low -loss collet showing the

supporting strips and testis.

of possibly ten degrees on either side of
this point, and it should be varied simultaneously with the tuning dial as you cover the
entire range of the set. After you have
worked the set for a short time you will acquire the knack of tuning it correctly, as it is
very simple to handle. Because of the type
of oscillation control that is used in this set,
varying slch control has little if any effect
on the tuning of the set.. Therefore, you can
log this tuner quite accurately and can check
your transmitter with it.
Considering the fact that there are quite
a few foreign amateurs on :he air using
20 and 40 meters. the one who constructs this
tuner will find himself amply rewarded for
his labors. Certainly one cannot help feeling
thrilled by the signals from some far-distant

country!

1

:

Wave -length. Secondary turns. Tickler turns.
1

2

15

3

3

30
50

7

3

9

3

125

18

4

220

25

6

6

For the broadcast band the type of coil
described will be rather bulky, although it
can be used. In such an event, use 45 turns
of No. 20 D.C.C. wire in the secondary, 10
in the tickler and a .0005 tuning condenser
with a .0005 feed -back condenser.
In the above table, the lowest range that
can be reached with the smallest coil or the
one -turn coil is much lower than you will
ever need. The maximum wave -length to
which this will tune is approximately 10
meters. From there on up to the 25 -turn
coil you will be able to cover every band
of wave -lengths used by amateurs today.
Do not forget, however, if you wish to
adapt this set to broadcast reception that
you must use a loose -coupled primary. Fail -

, ...al
.

Fig. 3

'

o

1

.

The top view of this highly efficient receiving set showárg the layout of the various instruments and the straight connections between them.
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crhe Sacred Palm
By Robert Hertzberg
GENTLEMEN, GENTLEMEN.'

BROTHER

WHAT SEEMS TORE THE
DIFFICULTY
THIS
UPROARIOUS ARGUEf ICATION
MUST CEASE___ BROTHER

?-- -

MC GURGLE

ALL SET FOR HIS

MAIDEN SPEECH

M<GURGLE

WILL ELUCIDATE

ON THAT RADIO

- SILENCE
SHALL HAVE
TO YOU

TO

RIDDLE- OR [

1

SPEAK
- !!!

\

QI

!i`,

NOT

50 SACRED

The auspicious occasion on which the Palen or the Prodigious Prevaricator is awarded always
brings to life the scanty -haired and fossilized old gentlemen of the %manias Radio Club.

G«ENTLE
seated,"
be

lemen,
gentpray
evening-

clothed man on the platform at
the end of the room, as he vigorously rapped his gavel on the table.
"Gentlemen, please take your seats. It is
time this meeting commenced. There is important business. on hand."
The tumult in the smoke -fogged room
gradually quieted, and the little groups in
the córners broke up as the men filed into
the rows of chairs that faced the raised
plat form.
"In the name of the Ananias Radio Club,"
briskly declared the man with the gavel,
when the last straggler had finally stretched
his legs, "I call this meeting to order."
Followed in quick succession the usual
trivialties of parliamentary procedure. Then
the president arose. He carefully smoothed
his rebellious shirtfront, turned half way
to his right to smile benevolently at four
dinner-coated men fidgeting uncomfortably
in small chairs, and then started to speak,
slowly and grandly.
"Gentlemen," he said, and he swept the
gathering with an inclusive gaze, "we are
assembled here this evening for the purpose
of awarding our annual and eagerly sought for medal, our far-famed P. P. P., our
sacred Palm of the Prodigious Prevari-

cator."

\iurnttirs of "Yes, yes," "Go on, spill the
rest" and ''\Ve know all about that," drifted
disturbingly across the platform.

"You will recall, gentlemen," proceeded
the president, unperturbed, "that our 1924
medal went to Mr. Eustace B. Blatherskite,
for receiving Honolulu on his home-made
one -tube radio set. This year it appears that
the marvelous radio is again to be honored,
for. gentlemen, all four candidates are radio
members of the club. Allow me to introduce'
them: Mr. Claudius J. Grimp, Mr. Archibald Blister, Mr. Herman Q. McGurgle and
Mr. Horace B. Whimple."
Each of the respective gentlemen jumped
to his feet as his name was announced,
smiled mirthlessly at the small sea of faces
in front of him, and then sank quickly back
jn his seat.
A buzz of speculation arose from the club
members. The man who won the 1922 palm
for killing a deer at 535 yards with a .38

caliber automatic and the man who took
the 1923 prize for purchasing a ticket for
the opening of the "Follies" at the box
office on the very evening of the event,
snorted contemptuously and exchanged
superior smiles. They started to say something to each other, but Mr. President
silenced everyone with sharp raps of the
gavel-on the table, of course.
"As has always been our custom. "we will
let the P. P. P. candidates tell their own
stories. \Ve will hold the open vote later.
Mr. Grimp will be the first to present his
qualifications."
A light patter of applause, insidiously
ironic in its slow tempo, greeted Mr. Grimp
as he arose. He mumbled the standard preliminaries in the direction of Mr. Chairman,
coughed a bit, and then essayed speech:
'On the evening of February 18, 1925,"
he began, "I was experimenting with my
super -flex. The set had always given me
excellent service, but lately it had been acting queerly. I examined the batteries and
found them to be all right. I decided to
switch the 'bulbs around, thinking this might
do some good. I removed the first bulb,
with the set going, and prepared to exchange it for the second, but, gentlemen, I
never got that far, for the instant I lifted
the bulb out of the socket, station \VIMP,
to which I was listening, came through the
horn twice as loud as it ever did.
"I thought this might be a temporary
phenomenon, and remained immovable with
the bulb in my left hand, but the music
continued. I then pushed the tube back ill
place, and the music died to half of what
it was.
I again removed the bulb and
presto! WIMP was again twice as loud."
Mr. Grimp stopped, turned, and sat down
abruptly. A deathly silence prevailed over
the audience, but was broken in two or
three moments by a low babel. Cries of
"Piker!" "Cheap skate!" "Is that all?"
made themselves audible. Mr. Chairman
banged for order.
"Gentlemen, gentlemen," he boomed, reprovinglv. "Reserve your comments for
afterward. The time is getting short. We
will now hear from Mr. Blister."
An attentive silence greeted Mr. Blister,
a perfectly ordinary man.
"On the evening of January 13, 1925, I

was entertaining some friends with a radio
concert. I tuned in various stations with
the aid of the earphones before plugging
in the horn, as is my usual practice. One
of my guests had picked up the loud speaker
and was examining the name plate under a
wall light. I was at the set at the time.
and hearing a particularly good number, I
turned around to rescue the horn. I removed the earphone plug from the set. but
left the phones on my head as I walked
across the room. As I passed a china
closet. I stopped suddenly. Gentlemen. I
was hearing the very selection I had just
tuned in! I held the phone plug straight
up in the air, and so help me, Hannah!
fellow members, 1 heard that music! It
was only when I was near the closet that
I could do so; if I walked away the music
would stop."
A thunder of applause drowned out anything else Mr. Blister might have had to
say. He blinked for a second at the audience and then resignedly reclaimed his
Shouts of "Bravo! Bravo!" rechair.
sounded through the hall, and even the
pistol expert and the "Follies" patron
joined in the commotion. Finally Mr. Blister. realizing that the demonstration was a
friendly one, got on his feet, bowed graciously and sat down a second time, a glint
of satisfaction in his eyes.
Only after smashing the water pitcher
and hitting the secretary on the thumb did
Mr. President restore peace. He screamed,
"Order, Order I" and finally got it after
five minutes of expostulation.
"Mr. McGurgle will now take the floor."
he announced shortly and sat back to mop
his brow.
Mr. McGurgle, a meek looking little fellow, liad been watching the proceedings
apprehensively, and when he now spoke he
was extremely nervous.
"My experience is a very modest one,"
he squeaked apologetically.
The crowd,
1101V
in good humor, listened attentively.
"One evening when I got home from the
office I found that the batteries of my set
had been entirely disconnected. My wile
told me the maid had just pulled them all
out when cleaning my room.
"I untangled the mess and finally got the
set working. However, I was a little uncertain about the polarity of the "B" battery wires, so while the set was pouring
forth music, I deftly unhooked the plus and
minus wires and quickly reversed them.
Gentlemen, you may believe it or not, but
my set kept right on working as if nothing
had been done to it I"
Mr. McGurgle liad raised his voice as lie
finished this sentence and he now sat down,
apparently exhausted by his brief exertion.
The club remained quiet and did not change
its attentive attitude. It was only after a
few minutes that they realized that Mr.
McGurgle had said his say. Then heads
turned to each other in interrogation, and
questions were asked. ''What's he talking
about, anyway?" "Is that all he has to
say?" "Isn't that thrilling?" "How'd he
get voted in as a candidate by the Board
of Governors?" etc.
"Gentlemen," addressed the President, between blows of the gavel on the uncomplaining table. "I am afraid you do not
appreciate the technical significance of this
accomplishment. However, it is not my
place to defend candidates. We will now
listen to Mr. \\ himple."
Mr. Whimple eyed the gathering sharply
as he shook the wrinkles out of his trouser
knees. He was an executive -looking man,
(Continued on page 774-A)
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A. Successful '['bree Stage Amplifier
By Herbert E. Hayden
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To the top and bottom of the pill box are pasted two
discs of cardboard 3 inches in diameter. A long machine
screw 111111 battery nut are fastened through the center
and allow the winding form to lie placed in the chuck
of a band drill. %flee the winding operation has been
completed, the form is discarded.

4For-

ON/1nti

i

21

r;LJ.C.j,

\lore than two stages of transformer -coupled audio frequency amplification mudded to any radio receiver have never been used. Tito
main reason for this has been (he excessive distortion and unearthly
howling that has resulted. By introducing into the input of the first
transformer what is known as a variable impedance, it becomes possible to regulate the fluctuating studio frequency currents. A pill box. a
15 -point inductance switch, a pot of paste, and a pair of scissors
together with one -que rler pound of No. 28 enameled copper wire and
wheel of cardboard are needed.
11

isrelrelaslnnalal Walla) nnnnrib)

rr

.

The completed coil and the discarded winding
form. Immediately after finishing the winding
and taking off the last tap. the coil is tight y
bound with a strong string so as to prevent the
wires from loosening. If desired, the coil may be
dipped into molten paraffin for several minutes
anti then will remain impervious to moisture. You
will be surprised nt the wonderful volume and
charity control that it affords.

Itere we see the winding jig with time coil abut half way completed. Taps
are taken off at every 20 turns, lhere being 300 turns in all. It will be very
easy to keep count of the number of turns since the step-up ratio between
the driving handle and the chuck facilitates the work. Time taps should be
carefully soldered and taped. In order to eliminate Ike possibility of making a mistake, the taps should be numbered successively and lie connected
to their respective switch points.

The completed variable impedance ready for use. At (lie
left, ne note in the diagram time input of which may be lime
familiar three -circuit tuner. the connections for the device.
The degree of control cannot be emphasized too strongly,
but even as an experiment, the device is worth coshing.
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Piano as Loud Speaker
By

\\ ALLACE

Transmitting with a Crysta

R. TURNER

By NEIL THOMPSON

READING about a physical law stating
that a piano string or a tuning fork
sets another string or fork of the same frequency into sympathetic vibration when it
is struck, led me to experiment, by placing
the phones upon the hammers of our upright piano, a half -inch from the strings,
to see if a station miles away broadcasting
a piano recital' wouldn't set the strings of
our piano into vibration, thus amplifying the
music.
I found that the strings would not vibrate
in sympathy with those in the studio, but I
discovered that the sounding board of the
piano amplified the music coming from the
phones sufficiently to be heard all over the
house. The music was found to be reproduced faithfully, which cannot be said of
many loud speakers on the market.
This discovery will prove to be a boon to
those who possess a piano and a powerful
radio set, but who either do not like the
conventional loud speaker, or cannot afford
one. The procedure for using the piano as
a reproducer is as follows: If the piano
is of the upright type, the music rack is
opened wide, and left in that position, and
the phones (without removing the headband)
are placed on top of the keys, one-half
inch from the strings, and facing the sounding board. Two or more pairs of phones
can be used to better advantage, by placing
them at equal intervals along the tops of the
keys. If the piano is of the grand type, the
phones are merely laid on top of the strings
with a ring of felt or other shock -absorbing
material between to keep the strings from
rattling.
By keeping the piano closed and concealing the wires, one could lead a friend into
believing that spirits are playing the piano.
Not only does the piano reproduce piano
music, but it reproduces other musical instruments and speech equally as well.

A Rotary

Tuning Coil

NE of the most unsightly pieces of radio
apparatus is doubtless the tapped coil.
The many taps and switch arms that are
used on the average homemade set can be
eliminated very effectively by the use of the
rotary tuning coil as illustrated below.
The instrument described is very easily
constructed by cutting a circle four inches
in diameter from a piece of heavy cardboard.
An inner circle is cut out, leaving a rim one
inch across as indicated below. The rim is
wound in toroidal fashion with No. 24 S.C.C.
wire.

h.7

The above drawing shows you how to place
this rotary tuning coil in the circuit.
-

The arms are of %-inch square brass.
Sliders, mounted on the ends of the long
arms, are kept in place by set screws. The
insulation is removed on the top of the coil
where the arms make contact.
-Contributed by [Vin. E. Gilbertson.

Coil Winding Board
HERE

is a little device which I have
found very useful in aiding me in
winding coils quickly.
It is bothersome to hammer nails into a
board, sometimes getting them out of alignment, every time one desires to wind a
basket weave coil.
Procure a board of soft wood, about 18
inches long, 6 inches wide and approximately
1
inch thick. Next, take a good sized,
round saucer or bowl, about 4 inches in
diameter, and draw a circle on one end of
the board, using the circumference of the
bowl or saucer for drawing the circle. Now
take about nineteen 5 -penny nails, cut the
heads off and file the rough edges smooth.
Larger nails and larger shafts make larger

.
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Thin coil winding board eliminates the
troublesome remaking of forms of practically
all 'types of coils. The 15 nails at the left of
the board are for basketweave coils; the 11
nails on the rotary base are for the spider web or stagger-wound coils. The two headless nails make an effective bus bar bender
while the pliers held to the board by staples
are for cutting.

Drive these nails evenly along the
This completes the winding form
of the basket weave coil.
The next step will be to make a wooden
spider -web coil form. As this has been described so many times in past issues of THE
EXPERIMENTER, it is not necessary to repeat the process. After the spider -web has
been wound on the form, it may be secured
by passing a thread in and out of the apertures, tying the two ends together. By the
use of this coil winding board it will not be
necessary to cut out new forms for each
spider -web coil, for the process may be -epeated as often as desired.
The board may be made a bit more elaborate by arranging a system of all convenient
size wire on rolls and mounting them at the
back of the board. This will save time and
make it far more adaptable to wind large
numbers of coils.
-Contributed by Cyril A. Bost.

INCE the average radio fan has no ex pensive apparatus to work with, the parts

used in this experiment consisted of a crystal
set and a three -tube regenerative set. In
this experiment the crystal was used as a
transmitter, voice being received with very
good volume in the tube set. The transmission was made either by direct wire or
a form of wired wireless.
The crystal set, which acted as the transmitter, consisted of a Baldwin loud speaker
unit, a home-made 3,000 -meter tuning coil
and a standard crystal detector. When the
electric light line is used to connect the sets,
it is necessary that a fixed condenser be
placed in the aerial lead of the set. This
was necessary as a protection for the set
as well as the fuses in the house. The tube
set is a standard single circuit regenerator.
The condenser was used here also in the
aerial lead.
The connection to -the light line is through
a standard socket and plug. The wire from
the plug was connected to a fixed condenser,
thence to the set. This was followed out in
both the transmitter and receiver. When
the experiment was started, the tube set was
made to oscillate. The crystal set was then
adjusted to the wave by the oscillation of
the tube.
The headphones of the crystal set were
spoken into and were picked up by the tube
receiver. The speech was picked up very
loudly owing to the sensitivity of tite receiving set.
When instead of the electric light line
direct wire connection was used, the signals
were stronger. However, in either case the
signal strength was unusually loud. The
two accompanying diagrams explain thoroughly how the set is wired.
There certainly must be some energy radiated by the crystal. No doubt, this energy
is very small, but due to the fact that the
two 110 -volt lines ran parallel and very
close together, from my home to the home
of my friend, this energy was enough to
cause a transmission from one wire to the

other.
This simple experiment, I believe, should
lead to bigger things in the way of crystal
transmission, and I feel that there is really
something in this idea that should be carried
further.
110

V LINE

coils.
circle.

This ro ary coil may be easlb built by a few
minutes' careful study of the illustration.

110 V

LINK

You may be able to spend many pleasant
hours, speaking with your friends, using title
system of crystal transmission, utilizing the
110 -volt line for "aerial."
It was found that
two crystals in series resulted in a more pow-

erful transmission. This wrinkle presents
meat for the radio experimenter.
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EXPER((iCNTAL CHEMISTRY
Uses of Paraffins at Home
By Dr. E. Dade

.i
.

2. The fused and cooled acetate is mixed with 3 grams of sodium
1. Fuse Ilt grams of sodium or potassium acetate over a small flange.
hydroxide and lO grans of calcium oxide (quick lime). Mix thoroughly. 3. Place the mixture in a large lest tube and heat the mixture, collecting the gas evolveul over grater. 4. '1 rust preventive solution is prepared will, benzol, kerosene and paraffin wax. .. An anti -match strike surface is produced by rubbing with vaseline. Save your walls and paint.

THE simplest carbon series

I

'

in organic
chemistry is known as the paraffin
group and it contains gases, liquids
and solids, many of which are members of vital interest to all walks of life.
There are a number of reasons why this is
so; one, and probably the most emphatic, is,
that they are so common and easily obtained,
while the other is based upon their comparative inertness. This latter factor is both
an advantage and a disadvantage.
The mineral oil wells, which are found in
many parts of the world in large quantities,
make up this series which are obtained from
sand or conglomerate known as "sand rock"
by boring and pumping. The origin of such
oil deposits has not, as yet, been established,
although many interesting theories have been
advanced to account for their presence. One
calls attention to the fact that aluminum
carbide gives methane, or march gas, the
simplest of the paraffins, by the action of
water, and, therefore, presupposes that underground deposits of such carbide, acted on
by steam, may have resulted in the formation of the rock oil. Others claim that their
presence is due to the decomposition of the
remains of marine life under pressure and

this view is supported by other experiments
whereby a quantity of paraffins have been
obtained by heating the blubber of fish under
pressure.
The simplest paraffin is marsh gas, or
methane, and it occurs in oil wells, bogs and
swamps, coal mines, where it is known as
fire damp, etc. It also is produced by decomposition under water by means of certain bacteria, and this is a special process
of fermentation. Then, too, methane forms
about 35 per cent. of the gas produced by
the distillation of bituminous coal for the
production of illuminating gas.
There are many ways in which methane
can be prepared in the laboratory. The
most common method uses soda lime and
fused potassium or sodium acetate, which
are heated together, whereby the acetate
gives up its methyl group. Fuse about 10
grams of sodium acetate and cool. Grind
together equal quantities of this fused mass
with about 10 grams of quicklime and 8
grams of sodium hydroxide. Place the mixture in a large test tube, stopper and pass
a bent glass tube through the stopper to
the end of which a rubber tube is connected
Heat
with its other end under water.

the test tube strongly and collect the gas.
It will be methane, the simplest of all the
paraffins. The gas is collected over water.
Fill a small bottle or large test tube full
of water, carefully invert over the pneumatic trough so that no water is spilled.
No air should be in the tubes when they
are inverted. Let the gas bubble into the
inverted tube or vessel; this will displace
the water and the pure gas is thus easily
collected. After the first test tube full has
been collected, collect more gas in a small
flask in the same way. Place a match near
the open end of the test tube; a slight explosion will result. This is due to the mixture of air and gas. the air coming from
the gas generator. The gas also burns with
a luminous flame, due to impurities present,
which can be removed. Into the flask containing the collected gas pour a few cc. of
conc. sulphuric acid. Do this very quickly
and stopper as rapidly as possible, for no
air should be allowed to mix with the gas.
Rinse the flask with the acid. Then add a
few cc. of fuming sulphuric acid and repeat
the rinsing after quickly stoppering again.
Let the closed flask remain for about an
(Continued on rage 777)
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Combustible
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CEILING

and Vapor Detection

E. F. Bacon
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FIG. 3
Fig.

FIG 3-A
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Unglazed porcelain vessels are placed one at the ceiling and one on the floor. There is a difference in pressure in two limbs of
a U gauge. If one is In air and the other In gas or gasolene. Fig. 2. Effusion of gas or contaminated air through a small orifice under
pressure
indicates the specific gravity by the time it takes to escape detecting contamination. Fig. 3. By catalytic action
platinum produces slow combustion as of alcoholic vapor in air. Immersion in a mixture of a 'co Ito lie vapor and air heats the wire and affects
the
current going through
it. Finely divided platinum will light a Bunsen burner. Fig. 3a.
bulb coated with finely divided
If immersed in a mixture of air
and combustible vapor or gas is heated if placed in a combustible mixture and moves a little columnplatinum
of mercury in a connecting tube. or the
same principle may be made to operate a thermo-electric couple producing a current s lab nn on right. Fig. J. By heating
the coil as shown. if
combustible gas is present mixed with air it will be burned up and reduction In volume will indicate its presence. The water
should be alkaline.
1.

AGREAT many fires and explosions

directly traced to the accumulation in closed spaces of combustible
gases or vapors.
can be

The only common means of detecting
these gases and vapors is by the sense of
smell. Carbon monoxide, for instance, the
deadly gas present in automobile exhaust
gases, is practically odorless, and for this
reason, impossible to detect without suitable
apparatus. In view of this widespread danger to life and property, it is pertinent to
consider the characteristics of these gases
and vapors, especially those characteristics
which could be most easily used as a means
of detection. Two such distinctive characteristics are density and combustibility, and
many instruments can be conceived which
use either of these qualities as the activating medium. The several schemes outlined
below and shown are laboratory methods of

measuring the dénsity or the combustibility
of gases. Anyone with an inventive mind
should be able to incorporate one of these
principles into a simple, practical instrument for gas detection.
Fig. 1 shows the method of detecting a
heavy vapor, such as gasoline vapor, by
means of two porous porcelain chambers,
connected to a U -gauge or other differential
pressure gauge. The gasoline vapor diffuses through the chamber near the floor,

and causes an increase in pressure which is
indicated on the gauge. This type of instrument could also be used in detecting
gases which concentrate near the ceiling.
The use of two chambers compensates for
temperature changes.

The method of determining density which
illustrated in Fig. 2 is a common laboratory procedure. The time for any two
gases to escape under the same conditions
of temperature and pressure has a relation
to their densities. Two gases, S and Si,
take time t and t, to pass through the orifice.
The density varies with the square of the
times.
If air is taken as 1, then density of the
gas tested can be easily determined.
The remaining diagrams illustrate the possibilities of employing the combustibility
characteristic of the gases and vapors. The
catalytic action of platinum. palladium and
rhodium on combustible gases and vapors is
of great value for their action. These
metals, under certain conditions. greatly
accelerate the combustion of gases. especially those which contain hydrogen or hydrocarbons. Fine wires of these metals. when
heated to a dull red, and then exposed to a
combustible mixture. will glow brightly, due
to the burning of the gas by flameless combustion on the surface of the wire. When
finely powdered forms of the metals are
is

used, such as the so-called black or sponge,
the metal when exposed at ordinary temperatures to an explosive mixture of hydrogen and air will glow brightly.
A pellet
composed of platinum and rhodium black
will ignite a stream of illuminating gas. The
preparation of this black or sponge is a
simple process which is outlined in any

standard book on chemistry.
\Vhile this catalytic action at room temperatures is most noticeable on hydrogen
and illuminating gas. the black is slightly
heated by alcohol and gasoline vapors. In
the case of these latter vapors, the catalyzing action soon becomes sluggish and fails.
For this reason most satisfactory results
can be obtained by the use of the metal in

the form of wire heated to

a dull red. Fig.
illustrates a few experiments on the catalytic effect obtained with these metals in
combustible mixtures.
Fig. 4 shows a method of determining the
per cent. of combustible gas present in the
air by measuring the shrinkage of volume
after burning the combustible element. The
products of combustion, principally CO:
and water vapor, have a smaller volume than
the combustible gases'
Fig. 5 represents an apparatus which detects combustible gas by indicating the pressure drop across orifice plates before and
after burning the combustible elements with

3
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RED LIGHT

FIG. 7-A

FIG. 7

difference of pressure on two sides of the diaphragm will inFig. 5. If air under test contains gas, its volume wilt be reduced and the
affects its temperature MO as to affect a thereto -couple or battery
dicate its presence. Fig. 6. Itere platinized asbestos acting on a gas mixture
which act as a %Wheatstone bridge. Two arms are, exand Indicates the presence of gas. Fig. 7. An apparently complicated set of connections
gas throws the bridge out of
posed to pure air and two to the air to be tested; all four arms are kept at a ill o' red heat, and the presence of
balance and operates a relay, the diagram of connections being shown on the right.

oxygen of the air. An increase in pressure
at the lower gauge and a decrease at the
upper shows gas to be present.
In the apparatus shown in Fig. 6 the air
to be tested is heated to 300° C. (572° F.)
and passed through a cage containing platinized asbestos. The platinum causes flameless
combustion, and a higher temperature results in the air which has passed through
the cage. Differential thermo-couples measure this rise in temperature which is proportional to the amount of gas present in
the air.

Fig. 7 shows a method of utilizing the
change in resistance which accompanies the
rise in temperature of heated platinum wires
when they are exposed to combustible gases
or vapors. This instrument is essentially
a Wheatstone Bridge, the arms of which
are fine platinum or palladium wires. A
battery is connected across two corners of
the bridge and a relay galvanometer across
the other two. Sufficient current is passed
through the bridge to heat the arms to a
dull red heat. If now, two opposite arms
of the bridge are exposed to pure air, and

Ammonium Amalgam
1311

J. Harold Byers

SODIUM
CRUCIBLE OF
./ MERCURY

FLAME
AMMONIUM
CHLORIDE
SOLUTION

-SOOIUM AMALGAM
NOT

-/

WHOLLY CONVERTED

Amalgam of sodium acting on all I,monium
chloride solution is supposed to produce an
ammonium amalgam. as most interesting dentun-lration.

AMMONIUM amalgam, NH,-Hg, is
an alloy of the ammonium radical

with mercury. It may be made from sodium
amalgam and concentrated ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac) solution.

First prepare the sodium amalgam by
adding sodium to about 10 times its volume
of mercury which has been heated to 70 to
Having
100 degrees C. (138° to 212° F.)
:arefully removed the oil from the sodium
with blotting paper, plunge it quickly into
the mercury.
Take precautions to protect yourself
against flying bits of mercury, as the reaction is violent.
When cool, drop the sodium amalgam into
ammonium chloride solution. An astonishing increase in volume will be noted. The
metal will rise to the surface and froth over
the mouth of the test tube. due to liberation
of hydrogen and ammonia gas from unstable
ammonium.
Since only metals alloy with mercury.
ammonium must act 'like and represent a
metal, although it is not known to exist
alone. It differs from ammonia gas only
Ammonium
by one atom of hydrogen.
amalgam is the probable means by which
the chemical experimenter will eventually
effect the isolation of hypothetical metallic
ammonium.

the other two to the air -gas mixture, the
bridge becomes unbalanced by the catalytic
action of the hot platinum on the combustible vapors. The vapors are burned upon
the surface of the wires with flameless combustion, thereby heating the two wires exposed to the vapors, and increasing their
resistance. This unbalanced condition of
the bridge causes the relay galvanometer to
close a circuit containing alarm devices,
such as a red light, or an electric bell. The
two wires which are protected from the
gases are encased in a thin copper cylinder.

Experiment in Deflagration
a tin can cover. Place on it
a mixture of two measures of zinc dust

PROCURE

and two measures of sulphur.
Run two wires front a dry cell, one to the
tin can clever; on the other attach a needle
Rub the needle around in the mixture until
it unites. and, presto ! it will go off with
a flash, followed by a legit of smoke.
Be careful to keep the hands and face
away; do not touch the remains while the
combustion is still active.
In this and in the preceding experiments
it is well to boltl a pane of glass in front
of the face.
Contributed by IIAROLI You NG.

Iaetlagratíng a mixture of zinc and sulphur
with a spark directly produced from a battery
without any spark coil being required.
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Experimental Cracking Of Oils
Dy

w.

.A.

Sperry

distillation is continued under higher temperature and increased pressure for some
time, but as the experimenter will doubtless
WATER OUTLET
STEAM INLET
have no method of ascertaining the specific
gravity of the residium, at this point the
experiment must cease.
LIEBIG CONDENSER
STEAM
The process so far has paralleled typical
GENERATOR
refining practice, save that in the industry,
cuts are controlled by Baumé gravity inOIL
stead of entirely by temperature. The residue in the flask will vary according to the
source of the crude, possibly there will be
a wax base, or it may consist of asphaltic
CLAISEN FLASK
material or "coke." From this residuum,
lubricating oils and paraffin wax are made,
dependent, however, on the percentage of
WATER INLET
original wax in the crude.
Now for cracking. For stock, practically
DISTILLATE
any oils one has may be used. Moreover,
in the process which I shall describe, ordinary cylinder oil, universally obtainable, is
Petroleum is rectified not only by fractional distillation, but also by' processes of cracking.
utilized for this demonstration. A quantity
which cause chemical decomposition. Above is shown a simple apparatus for studying thel
subject in the laboratory, using familiar apparatus. Note the two thermometers, one for the
of this is put into the flask and the steam
liquid and one for the %apor.
inlet closed, at the same time making sure
that all other connections are tightly fitted.
THE so-called "cracking" of oils is a 2Cn1-1,n ,=2C (.n-m)H,(n-m) -}-mC H, Since a fairly high pressure is necessary, the
mC
term used to denote the breaking up
condenser tube is also closed. A suggestion
Applying this to Pentadecane (Win):
of the hydro -carbon molecule. It is
which decidedly hastens the reaction is the
+
7C
+
7CH,
2C,5H
=
2CSHpa
those
procgenerally applied only to
idea of building a "pressure cracking bomb"
Methane
Carbon
Octane
Pentadecane,
esses which make use of this decomposition
front pipe fittings, which is capable of within
experiformula
The application of this
for the production of light, valuable gasostanding a markedly higher degree of presof
mental work helps in the determination
lenes and naphthas from heavier, more comsure than the flask. Heat is applied until
the constituents of a cracked oil.
plex mineral oils. The refining industry
400° C. (752° F.) is reached, when crack*
*
a:
*
t
considers any means of accomplishing the
ing will begin. Thirty minutes at this temabove reaction a cracking process, and this
The apparatus needed for experimental
perature should suffice to bring about partial
includes the use of heat, pressure, chemicals
cracking in the laboratory is quite simple,
decomposition, so that there will then be
and electricity.
and comprises only standard equipment. A
light products in the flask, which will distill
At the present time there are two broad
fractional distillation set is built tip as in over upon lowering the temperature and
systems employed commercially for crackFig. 1. and will suffice for cracking under
opening the condenser tube. These products
ing,' aside from chemical methods; these ordinary pressure or wit:, the use of chemiare synthetic gasolenes and naphthas, arid this
are known as cracking in the vapor phase cals. If the Liebig condenser or the rather is the process by which a large part of the
and cracking in the liquid phase, but the
rare Classen flask cannot be obtained, the present artificial gasolene is made, only the
former holds out so many difficulties to the
arrangement shown in Fig. 2 will work pressure in the commercial still is well up to
commercial refiner that it has been largely
practically as well. This is easily set up 200 atmospheres. which, of course, cannot
relegated to the production of gas from oil.
from materials not hard to get; the con- be accomplished by our apparatus, although
Cracking in the liquid phase is the principle
denser is made from a length of glass tub- the pressure in our bomb at the end of an
on which practically all the successful moding, pipe, or even rubber garden hose, and
hour may be as much as 100 atmospheres.
ern cracking processes operate, and their
has its ends plugged by rubber stoppers proTo make up for this deficiency, a longer
reproduction in the laboratory is easily
vided with holes for the condenser tube, time is required, so that at 400° C. (752° F.)
executed. A somewhat fuller explanation is and water inlet and outlet. It is imperative, at least three to five hours are needed.
necessary before attempting the experiments
however, to have at least one thermometer,
If the experimenter has saved the cuts
submitted below, and this should be carepreferably Centigrade, of either half or total
taken from the distillation experiment, lie
fully read and digested.
immersion, in order to adequately control
may further duplicate refinery processes by
Petroleum refining is a treatment consisttemperature. If only one is available, it placing some of the gas-oil or some of the
ing of fractional distillation, chemical
record
vapor
the
as
to
should be so arranged
water-white distillate in the flask or bomb.
processing,
filtering and compounding,
temperature, and then to read the liquid
proceeding as in the above experiment. The
supplementary
crackinto
while there are often
temperature it must be forced down
results will yield considerable gasolene and
ing processes involved between these operathe solution. Besides the outlets for ther- other distillate, having densities ranging all
tions. The oils used as cracking stock are
mometers and vapor, the flask should be the way from far above the original stock
distillates or "cuts" taken off after the
provided with a gas or steam inlet.
gravity to those having low densities reprenaphthas, gasolenes and kerosenes naturally
Before attempting to do any cracking it is senting high-grade naphthas.
contained in the crude petroleum have disbest to use the apparatus as a simple still,
By means of the Cross process of. cracktilled over and are called "gas oil," "fuel
not only to test it but also to familiarize
ing, a synthetic crude oil is produced, which
oneself with its manipulation. Pour about is then fed back and mixed with the natural
distillate," etc.
There are two elements in cracking that 250 ces. of crude oil, if you have it, into crude. To do this in the laboratory. use the
are important and should always be conthe flask and proceed to raise the temperasame flask but disconnect the condenser tube
sidered. They are: temperature and the
ture gradually to about 210° C. (410° F.)
and construct a reaction chamber from a
time during which the molecule is subThe first distillate that comes over is crude
jected to that temperature. In accord with
benzine (gasoline and naphtha). When the
Boyle's law, the pressure and temperature
temperature of the oil has reached 104° C.
are functions of each other, so that as the
(219.2° F.). it is wise to introduce steam or
SOCKET
VAPOR
pressure is increased the time element is
some inert gas into the still ; this not only
AND PLUG
decreased. Every petroleum hydro-carbon brings oler the distillate at a lower temhas a characteristic temperature at which
perature. but also sweetens and deodorizes
PACKING
it. incidentally, in working with oils, one
decomposition takes place; for the gas-oil
PIPE
/N/iIiNITY.t
urvsri/Ii
and fuel -oil distillates mentioned above this must expect to he assaulted by unpleasant
temperature is between 280° C. and 315° C. odors most of the time. After the mercury
(536° F. to 599° F.) Heavy oils crack in the thermometer has remained at 210° C.
=./.
with comparative ease, while the lighter cuts
(410° F.) for a few minutes, raise the vapor
\r\\\a\\u\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v\\\u\\u\\uu
require extreme temperature and pressure.
.I
/////ih//%%r
temperature to' approximately 300° C.
'IU/G/i/I/rºr ],
Commercially. therefore, the cuts above the
(572° F.). when the next fraction (keroe
kerosene fraction are seldom cracked.
sene or water -white distillate) will come
OIL
HEAT
PLUG
Theoretically, the cracking reactions are over. Leave the steam generator connected.
but vaguely understood. The following as the steam will prevent cracking and con.t high pressure iron cell or still for operatformula is advanced* in explanation of
sequent discoloration of the product. The
ng at higher temperatures to crock petroleum
next
them:
cut is distillate oil or gas oil and the
products.

FIG.I

VAPOR THERMOMETER

LIQUID THERMOMETER

r

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\w'¡rimx.

,

'Cross: Bulletin
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City Testing Laboratory.
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section of iron pipe, as in Fig.
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The stock

is gas-oil or kerosene distillate and isi
heated in the flask to a temperature of 480°
C. (896° F.), at which point it is transferred to the reaction chamber by shoving
the tube (a) down into the oil so that the

vapor pressure will force the oil out into
the pipe. Here the cracking reaction takes!
place with the disposition of carbon in the
chamber. Upon opening the cooled pipe, an
artificial crude oil resembling the source
crude will be found. This may be distilled
or cracked again at pleasure.
Here's something peculiar. Since paraffin
wax is a derivative of petroleum, it is easily
possible to crack the same and thus to
manufacture an excellent quality of gasolene! To do this follow the procedure of
the first method outlined above.
There are several chemicals which have
the property of decomposing. by catalysis,
hydro -carbons heated in their presence.
Aluminum chloride has proven the best and
most active reagent, but other metallic
chlorides exhibit the same catalytic action.
The anhydrous chloride is mixed with the
stock which, is then heated to about 260° C.
(536° F.) ; at this stage the solution probably will volatize and it is needful to keep
the temperature just below this point. Decomposition takes place, yielding octane,
heptane and hexane as constituents of the
resultant light oils. whose recovery is accomplished in the usual manner, with, how-

REACTION CI-IAMBEF

FIG. 3
FIG. 2
Fig. 2 shows a simplified construction, dispensing will one of the thermometers. of what is
shown as a more elaborate apparatus in Fig. I. Fig. 3 shows the use of the high temperature
still, for the heavier products.
the omission of further chemical
processing.
The question of where to secure the
necessary oils with which to perform these
experiments may prove troublesome, as it
did to the writer. Many service stations
keep on display, racks of samples of the
different crudes, distillates, etc., from which
its gasolene is make, and it is highly probable that the earnest experimenter can obtain one of these, or part of one. Of course,
there are always kerosene, cylinder oil and
ever,

Preparation of Fluorescein
TO make fluorescein powder, mix 4 gm.
of naphthalene. or moth balls, as such
are sometimes called, with 8 gm. of potassium chlorate.
Put this in a beaker and
add slowly 38 c.c. of hydrochloric acid,

NITRIC

ACID

-.
BURNER

NAPHTHALENE
TETRACHLORIDE
CRYSTALS

BUNSEN

I

utilized.
Thus far. only petroleum products have
been mentioned in connection with cracking.
It is possible, however, to crack animal oils.
such as lard, butter, etc., and, as a result,
a batch of more or less complex, volatile
oils is obtained, and by following the suggestion given for cracking petroleum oils
the experimenter may be able to obtain these
products and duplicate the operation of the
great oil refinery.

Simple Laboratory Burners

the) are different, the two solutions show
a wonderful fluorescence, one color by reflected light; another color by transmitted

light.
Put about

many kinds of lubricating oils that may be

shape as a metal tube % inch in
1

1

grain of the fluorescein in
a test tube and add about 2 drops of bromine (prepared according to any standard
textbook`. When the reaction is over,
drive off the bromine if in excess, by a
gentle heat. Put 5 c.c. of this solution in
a test tube and boil, adding potassium carbonate from time to time until the beautiful
tint is properly intensified. The exquisite
colors and fluorescence are due to the potassium salt of eosin (tetra -bromo -fluorescein)
which is sometimes used as a dye. Add some
gum arabic to the solution and use it as ink.
Drop a few drops in a test tube of water
and notice the delicate pink of the early
t'a

-

-A-

METAL TUBE
y-

X

6"

*B TIN RING

WOOD

BASE

HOLE

dawn.

Contributed by Edward Mackey.

IN

chemical experiments where an alcohol;

lamp or Bunsen burner are needed. inexpensive ones may be made which will do the

work.
For the alcohol lamp an ink bottle serves
as the container. A strip of tin bent into a
Treating napthalene tetrachloride with nitric
acid, a step in the production of the beautiful
fluorescein, a minute quantity of which develops high fluorescence in water.
gr. about 1.18. Operate either out of
doors or under a hood, on account of
chlorine gas generation.
Naphthalene tetrachloride Is formed and
sinks to the bottom of the beaker as crystals.
Wash with water and add slowly to 35 c.c.
of nitric acid, sp. gr. about 1.42, and boil
in a retort with the neck upright. When
the crystals are dissolved, evaporate the
acid and distill the residue; phthalic anhydride passes over. Recrystallize from water
and add from 5 parts to 7 parts resorcinol.
Heat in a test tube to about 200° C. (392°
F.) or until the mass fuses and boils, then
cool. Fluorescein is formed.
Dissolve the fluorescein in a solution
of sodium hydroxide, also in a solution of
potassium hydroxide.
Notice that while

iñternaídiam-

inch long will make the holder
for the wick which is made of string doubled
up a number of times. A glance at Fig.
will show the arrangement of parts with (A)

eter and

=C

FIG.

2

A simple Bunsen burner made of the most

primitive materials with adjustment for the
air mixture.

the wick, (B) the tube, (C) the cork and
(D) the ink bottle.
The Bunsen burner is made of a real metal
tube about % inch inside diameter and 6
incites long. A small hole a short distance
from the bottom is drilled through the tube.
A tin ring wide enough to cover the hole
just drilled, fitting snugly yet so it will slip
tip and down on the tube, is needed to regulate the air supply. A wooden base may be

sp.

FIG.

I

An alcohol Lump for the laboratory extern porized from au ink bottle.

constructed as is shown. In Fig. 2 (A) is
the metal tube, (B) the tin slide ring, and
(C) the rubber tube leading to the gas
supply. In lighting this burner it is rather
important to cover the air aperture with the
sliding ring first. Then after lighting it
you must gradually give more air until the
desired non -luminous flame appears.
-Contributed by Carl W. Fischer.
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Six Interesting Chemical Experiments
By Milton L. Keyes

--111,4tyN
111
'

Fire on ice with metallic potassium.
M/I

AKE

a small, deep cavity in a piece of
ice and into it dibp a small piece of

potassium. Immediately a flame, tinged with
purple, appears. A sharp explosion follows,
so it is imperative to stand at a distance.
The flame is produced by the burning of
hydrogen, which has been pushed out of the
water molecules by the potassium, and the
color is due to the metal vapor.
To make "rock candy" dissolve enough

Spontaneous combustion of metals in chlorine.
Put a small piece of potassium chlorate in

a test tube, cover with a few drops of hydrochloric acid and warm gently. Collect some
of the chlorine gas given off in a jar and
throw into the jar a small quantity of iron
powder. A shower of brilliant sparks is
produced as the two elements combine. Also
try powdered antimony.
The reaction is exothermic; that is, it
generates heat and causes the incandescence
of the iron particles.

Suger and potassium chlorate ignited by acid.
In a clean porcelain mortar pulverize a

small quantity of potassium chlorate. Avoid
heavy pressure in doing so. Place the powder on a paper and mix with an equal
amount of dry sugar which has been crushed
to powder. Do not rub the two materials
together, as they are liable to explode. Place
the mixture on a stone and let fall upon it
a drop of sulphuric acid. Immediately a
violet colored flame appears. This is due to
the vapor of the potassium salt.
tr

11111111111111fill

16
Making rock candy in the laboratory.

sugar

water to give a saturated soluSuspend a string in this solution and
crystals will form on the string. When the
crystals cease growing, suspend them in a
fresh solution and they will again grow.
in hot

tion.

Flames from water with floating potassium.
Into a glass tumbler a third full of water
drop a piece of potassium. This causes hydrogen to be given off which is set on fire
by the heat from the chemical action. The
flame is tinged with a bright violet as above.

Chemical smoke with hydrochloric acid and
ammonia.

Rinse one tumbler with ammonium hydroxide and the other with hydrochloric
acid. Cover one with paper and bring it to
the mouth of the other. The white solid
formed is ammonium chloride.

making Oxygen and Hydrogen by Electrolysis
By Lester S.

THE accompanying illustration

shows
how oxygen at d hydrogen can be made
in large quantities in the laboratory by electrolysis.
The main part of the generator consists
of a large beaker or a wide mouthed bottle
fitted with a cork to prevent the escape of
gas. Since twice as large a volume of hydrogen is made as of oxygen, the hydrogen
must be made in this part of the generator.
An iron ring, fastened tightly in the beaker
about half way from the bottom, serves as
the negative electrode. The ring Must be
above the bottom of the glass tube in which
oxygen is generated to prevent a mixture
of gases which would explode when used.
The oxygen generator is made of a piece
of glass tubing inserted in a hole in the
cork, which may be an inverted test tube
with the bottom cut off and a one -holed cork
with a delivery tube fastened in the end.

Rñomas

THISTLE

.9-TUBE
OXYGEN-.

HYDROGEN-.
GLASS TUBE
V

gen and hydrogen gas by electrolysis is shown
here. By adding water as fast as the solution is expended the apparatus can be used

indefinitely.

BEAKER

COPPER
RINCS

WATER

WATER

The bottom of this tube should be about
one and one-half inches below the level of
the liquid. An iron ring is also used here
as the positive electrode. Rubber covered
wire should be used to connect the electrodes
to a battery.
A very neat arrangement for producing oxy-

-

AND It?SO4

The electrodes should be covered with the
liquid at all times. A thistle tube in the
large cork serves to introduce a solution
of sodium hydroxide or water and its lower
end should be under water. A delivery tube
is also provided in the large cork to collect
the hydrogen. All corks should fit tightly
and should be shellacked. The solution is
made by adding caustic lye to water until
it will easily pass a current. A battery of
from 6 to 8 volts is used:
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Vacuum As Insulator
Iiy q. Lagerctuist
MOST people that think of vacuum in
connection with electricity have the
idea that it is a good conductor of
electric current. This assumption is maintained even among a great number of engineers.
And they are right if by vacuum
we mean the best evacuation that could be
attained twenty years ago or let us say the
degree of vacuum we have in .a Crookes
tube.
EVACUATED

INSULATORS

CLASS

VESSEL

INSULATOR
CE

APING

CLOSING

COIL

OPENINC COIL

NON- MAGNETIC
MATERIAL

-

IRON

FIG,

I

The figure Illustrates a circuit breaker whose
contacts are placed in a vacuum. The disadvantages arising from the use of oil in circuit
breakers is here eliminated. %t the same time
adequate provision is made for preventing excess. e temperature rise of the electrodes while
the circuit is broken under heavy load.

\\ hat

is vacuum

then?

vacuum tubes and so much has been written
about them that I will not waste any words
I will show the reader
on that subject.
other and probably not less important possibilities for the use of vacuum space.
In the generation and distribution of electricity, so-called oil circuit breakers are used
partly to switch off and sectionalize parts
of the system and partly to protect generators and transformers. It happens occasionally that such a breaker explodes when
efforts are made to break a heavy current.
\\Then this occurs, burning oil is thrown
around and ignites everything. Many a substation has burned down as a result of an

líl 11

II,
T-1-

'VACUUM

INSULATOR
.

FIG. 4

types.

METAL
COATI NOS

f the electr,des to the temperature at which
By means of these
they emit electrons.
electrons the current can pass through the
evacuated space.
We now may ask how the insulating quaIities of vacuum can be utilized.
Everyone now -a -days knows about the

METAL COATINGS
GLASS
WALLS

illustrated
The multiple plate condense
above makes use of vacuum (that is to say,
pure ether) as its dielectrie. The walls of the
rite expericondenser are made of glass.
menter after a little practice in gt+ts.. blowing
-I
Id find no difficulty in building such
condensers.
fast that even under very heavy currents
the temperature would hardly go up to 400°
C. (752° F.) and copper does not emit any
great amount of electrons before it is at a
white heat. Fig. 1 shows the vacuum switch.
Calculations matte me think of what a wonderful condenser there could be built with
vacuum as dielectric. I started in on new
calculations and designed three different
so

FIG. 2'

I

Another form of vacuum condenser. The
glass walls are here eliminated, the external
copper cylinder being made air -tight. %s indicated, alternate copper cylinders are connected to each other. The only glass part
required is the terminal support. This, however. may be made of some other insulating
material.

million millionths (8 X 10-") of a millimeter mercury column. The one means of
passing electric current through vacuum of
this degree is by heating either one or both

%acuum has not been employed as much as
it deserves in condensers. In that shown above.
two pleces of glass tubing are sealed together
with metal coatings between them. The narrow cylindrical chamber SO formed is (ben
ex boosted.

SEALING MATERIAL

I

Vacuum is gas

4

GLASS OR OTHER

oil switch failure.
Several years ago I started to figure out
how to avoid these failures, which are such
a danger both for the operator and for the
equipment in generating stations and in substations. I considered all kinds of substitutes for the oil and at last I came to think
of vacuum. I made the most careful calculations in order to find out whether or not
the contact surfaces of the switch would
heat up enough to emit a considerable amount
of electrons while opening it. According to
my calculations the switch could be opened

at any pressure below the atmospheric. All
gases except neon and argon are pretty good
insulators at atmospheric pressure and
higher; but when the pressure is lowered,
the resistance drops and reaches a minimum
at about one -tenth of a millimeter of mercury column. \Vhen lowered still more, the
resistance starts to increase again and will
undoubtedly reach infinity at absolute
vacuum. Absolute vacuum nobody has yet
been able to attain, only pressures as low as
one billionth part of a bar or about 8 ten

VACUUM SPACE

-'CONNECTING BAR

Fig. 2 shows

a

type that can be

built in small cylindrical units of increasing

diameter and placed concentrically and outside of each other to any convenient size.
Fig. 3 shows a later design which I thought
could be built at once in large units. When
(designing these condensers I had in mind a
110,000 -volt power system in which they
could be used with great advantage for
power -factor correction. The space between
the condenser plates need not exceed one
millimeter for this high voltage, but the
condenser has to be so designed that the
glass tvalls do not intersect the electrostatic
field. If they do, they will have to be very
thick or they will be pierced through by
sparks and the vacuum will be lost, and if
they are heavy enough to withstand this
they will heat up due to so-called electroFig. 4 shows a design
static hysteresis.
which it was thought could be built entirely
of copper except for one terminal outlet and
an evacuating opening.
Many different uses can be found for high
voltage static condensers. The power -factor
correction, of course, ought to be the main
one, but another place where a vacuum condenser could he of advantage is where carrier
current telephone waves are impressed on a
power line. The condensers now used for
this purpose are very expensive and very
clumsy looking affairs. In the high voltage
testing and research laboratory the vacuum
condenser will surely be accepted with acclamation because the cost does not increase
with the voltage as is the case with paper,
mica, glass, porcelain and oil insulated
condensers.
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High Capacity Chromic Acid Yiaiierii
13y C. A.

JUDGING

by recent

of the
"block" type

numbers

EXPERIMENTER, compact

batteries have again come into fashion. Many years ago. when the storage battery was in its infancy, such "block"
batteries were the only means of generating
heavy currents, if a dynamo was not available, and the latter were then few and far
between.

From the experimenter's point of view,
the "block" batteries llave many advantages:
they are small and compact and require but
little room for storage. In addition, they
can be built far more cheaply than the
standard types of batteries.
Before describing the construction of the
new battery, we might do well to glance
back and review the stages through which
the chromic acid battery passed during its
development.
The high potential of over two volts in
a cell attracted the research workers' atten,WOTAICn OILED
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The Illustrations show the construction of
the chromic acid battery. The battery is made
up of alternate layer of zinc and carbon plates
separated by a thin layer of glass Wool.

tion at quite an early date, and many attempts were made to improve this powerful
battery. Although even a comparatively
small chromic acid battery can supply a
current of over twenty amperes, it dropped
out of use more or less, as far as commercial purposes were concerned, on account of
lack of constancy. After a few minutes the
original twenty amperes would fall to fifteen, to ten, and then to a more or less steady
.
.
the battery had befour or even less
come polarized!
Every avenue was traversed to find a
means of preventing polarization, and many
new designs were the result. Air was blown
into the battery jars to keep the acid moving small lead pumps circulated the acid
constantly, and many other ingenious contrivances saw the light of day. Unfortunately, the battery and accessories became
more and more complicated and expensive.
To show what the large chromic acid
batteries of over forty years ago were capA
able of, two instances may be given.
large bank in Paris. then the home of electrical research. decided to install electric
lighting. A dynamo was out of the question, as a gas engine would have been too
noisy, and a steam installation needed far
more space than could be spared.
So a huge chromic acid battery was decided "on; the jars were over three feet high
and capable of supplying a steady current
for hours. on end. The battery was located
in the cellar. where also the storage tanks
for the acid were placed. A small pump
circulated the acid through the numerous
battery jars; after the acid. had passed
through two or three times it was strengthened and used a few times more. Finally it
was discarded.
The installation proved a great success,
.

.

Oldroyd

although the cost of running this plant was
very high.
The other case that comes to the writer's
mind is even more interesting in this age
of aviation, for it concerns one of the very
first dirigible balloons or airships that ever
sailed through the air under their own
power.
In 18822, M. Tissandier, of Paris, constructed what we would today call a very
small airship capable of lifting a total
weight of about a ton and a quarter. The
propeller of this ship was driven by a Sic men's electric motor, then quite a novelty!
It weighed just under a hundred pounds
and gave approximately one and a third
horsepower.
Current was supplied by a battery of two
dozen cells, needless to say of the chromic
acid type. Charged with acid, the batteries
weighed close on five hundred pounds, an
immense figure for the small airships of
that time. Using fresh solution for every
ascent, the batteries were able to keep the
motor going at full speed for two and a
half hours. Propelled by this small motor.
the airship attained a speed of about seven
miles per hour.
And just as the chromic acid battery
appeared to become the battery of the
future, rivals appeared: the Bunsen type
with its porous cup, later the storage battery, and finally the power driven dynamo.
The chromic acid battery disappeared from
the maker's lists, and only a few experimenters used it for their work.
Very
little progress has been made since that
time with this battery, although many believe that it may yet re -appear in a new
guise and score heavily over the batteries
we are generally using just now.
"Well, granted all that, the reader may
say, "when arc we going to hear some more
about that new type of battery? The answer is "Right now, but the writer hopes
that the reader will not consider the prologue a waste of time, for it has shown
that once research workers and experimenters alike were more or less dependent
on the good old chromic acid battery.
As you may llave guessed, the battery
now to be described is of the "block type
(Fig. 1). The set is built up as follows:
First comes a carbon plate, then a layer
of absorbent material, next a zinc plate.
This is followed by the carbon plate of the
next cell. then comes the absorbent layer,
and so on, until the last zinc plate is
reached.
For clearness' sake a battery of only
three cells is shown, but quite large sets
can be built up in the manner indicated
here.
Owing to the high voltage of the
chromic acid battery, which is twice that
of a Daniel cell, fewer cells are needed for
a specific voltage than with other types.
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FIG. 3
To prevent electrical leakage around the
edges of the electrodes. the plates are dipped
into paraffin as shown. The edges are in this
way given a thin coating of insulating paraffin.

BOTTLE HOLDING
CHROMIC ACID

GLASS TUBES

CLAMPING
BARS

/
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GLASS JAR

GLASS ,WOOL

TAIL

FIG.

4-5

A view of the assembled chromic acid battery. Note how the electrodes are held bettveen clamps. The ch ran, is acid Which forms
an electrolyte In the battery is supplied by
small feeder tubes.

The three -cell set shown in the illustration
has a voltage of six, for twelve volts a six cell battery would be needed. The latter
should be ample for the ordinary needs of
the experimenter.
The novelty of this battery lies to a great
extent in the nature of the absorbent material, as glass wool is used for this. Glass
wool is finely spun glass, and is commercially used for the manufacture of non spillable storage cells for pocket lamps; it
can be obtained from electrical dealers.
Its price will seem high, as it is sold by
weight, but a quarter of a pound costs only
a few cents and will be more than ample
for even a large battery. This glass wool
is "teased and placed in an even layer between the plates; the thickness of the layer
should be about a quarter of an inch át
least, as the latter is compressed when the
plates are clamped together.
Two sets of clamping bars press the
plates against each other, as shown in Figs.
4 and 5. The upper clamps are longer than
the lower ones, as they also support the
battery as it hangs in the glass jar.
Only sufficient pressure to hold the plates
in position should be used when clamping
up. to prevent the glass wool being compressed too much. After the set is assembled. the glass wool is tucked in at the
edges so as to be about %-inch from the
edge of the plate. The lower side of the
glass wool layer is then drawn out to form
a "tail." as shown at '')C" in Fig. 2.
This
allows the used acid to drain off in one

point only.
The completed set is then hung from the
longer clamping strips in a wide glass jar
(Figs. 4 and 5). The acid is contained in
a glass bottle placed inverted over the cells.
its neck rests on a small board; into the
latter a slot is cut so that the acid 'container can he easily placed in position and
withdrawn.
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Through the cork pass as many thin
glass tubes as cells are used, in our case
three.
The center rube is straight, the
others are slightly bent so that the open -

the

flow

will

be

is carefully adjusted, the
spent by the time it has
passed through the cell, and the accumulated acid in the large jar can then be

acid
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Fig. 6 and - show
various details of
oonstrucl ion of this
battery. They should
be studied in connection w i t
the
preceding illustraions to get a clear
idea of the settting
11
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up.
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TOP EBONITE CLAMPING BAR
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FIG. 7

ings are immediately over the glass wool
layers. The ends of the tubes are drawn out to
fine points, about the diameter of a fountain pen filler; the actual diameter of these
tubes need not cause the constructor any
trouble, as long as they are not too tine.
Finally some wood strips are screwed to the
slotted board supporting the acid storage
jar; the lower edges of these strips rest
on the upper clamps and can be notched to
fit securely.
To make our battery work, we set it up
as shown in Fig. 4, after the storage jar
has been charged with chromic acid solution. Then we invert the jar and turn the
glass tubes in their holes in the cork until
they are just above the glass wool layers.
To supply air to the jar, a bent glass tube
is also passed through the cork; this
reaches nearly to the upper end of the acid
jar; the outside end is bent over and a
short length of rubber tube is slipped over
it.
If we fit a pinch -cock over the free
rubber tube, we can adjust the air supply
within fine limits.
The acid will now trickle out of the ends
of the glass tubes and saturate the glass
wool; it will spread through the whole
layer in an even stream. and finally reappear at the bottom "tail" (X), whence
it will fall into the large jar which surrounds the cells.

THE

The heavier the load, the
greater must be the flow of acid; for average work drop should follow drop without
more than a perceptible interval.
It will be seen that such a battery is
very economical, as only a minimum of
acid is used.
Storage jars for used acid
are no longer required, and the action can
be interrupted at any time by closing the
pinch -cock on the air tube. The upper jar
serves also as a storage jar for tine fresh
acid when the battery is not in use; it is
then simply taken off and inverted, so that
the bottle now stands on its base and tine
tubes are pointing upwards.
After use, the cells are cleaned by filling
the large jar which surrounds them with
clean water, renewing the water several
times, then the glass wool will be clean
and the assembled set can be stored to dry.
If the cells are carefully washed in this
way, they need not be taken to pieces every
time they have been used, and the greatest
drawback of the "block" type of battery
is overcome.
If a large number of cells is used, it will
be found difficult to arrange for the great
In
number of feed tubes for the acid.
this case a perforated lead pipe, one end
of which has been closed, can be placed
horizontally over the tops of the cells.
From the holes in this pipe, the acid will

thrown away.

the size desired and the mass is then subjected to great pressure in a hydraulic press.
The compressed plates are transferred to a
drying room and when perfectly set and
hardened are immersed in a solution of

chloride of lime (calcium hypochlorite),
which converts the surface into lead peroxide.
Finally, the peroxidization is carried to
the highest possible point by electrolysis in
LITHANODE

a

bath of magnesium sulphate.

Some

of the

best plates contain as much as 10 per cent.

of lead peroxide.
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electrolyte bottle arranged to supply
the ~lttng solution drop by drop to the battery; by adjustment of the opening of the air
inlet the rate of feed Is regulated.
This

Simple mercury motor

The Kingsland Cell

Kingsland cell employs for its del. polarizer lithanode (stony anode). This
is a composition devised by Mr. Desmond
Fitzgerald, and consists of a mixture of

flow into the glass wool la) ers. The other
of the pipe is, of course, connected to
a large jar containing the acid.
It will sometimes be found, particularly
when the battery has to supply a great deal
of current and the flow of acid is heavy,
that the acid will leak around the upright
edges of the carbon and zinc plates, from
one cell to another.
This must be prevented, or else the current will fall off;
for the cells will be partly short-circuited.
The simplest means of curing this is
shown in Fig. 3.
Before assembling the
cells, the carbon and zinc plates are immersed, at their sides, for about %-inch in
a bath of melted paraffin wax, and then put
up to allow the paraffin wax to harden.
This should be done on every side of tine
carbon and zinc plates. As paraffin repels
aqueous fluids, no leakage will take place
around the sides, from cell to cell, if the
plates are treated as described above.
1 he wax is melted in a suitable tin lid,
the latter resting on a layer of sand to distribute the heat evenly. This wax layer
must be carefully scraped away at the back
of the carbon and zinc plates, where they
join when assembled, in order to enable the
plates to make good contact with each other.
end

The lithanode plate thus
prepared is said to be the only one which
does not disintegrate when placed in an

electrolyzing fluid.
\Vhen used in the Kingsland cell against
a zinc plate acted on by dilute sulphuric
acid, sp. gr. 1.170, the EDMF is 2.5, and this
remains constant for a long time. As the
cell is sealed, this form is convenient for
testing purposes, as it may be recharged

2 inches; a brass plate 2

incites across; a
horseshoe magnet, and some mercury.
Cut a small groove an inch long and %inch across and fill it with mercury; make
two uprights for the bearings of iron; punch
a hole through the disk and put a needle

through it.
When a direct current circuit is connected to the posts, the disk rotates relative
to the poles of the magnet. To reverse. turn
the magnet over or use a reversing switch
and reverse the current.
-Contributed by O. Fairchild.

/- DISC
t'iERCURV
IN GROOVE

when

A battery using lithanode for the positive
plate; it can be recharged over and over again.

oxides of lead with glycerine, ammonium
sulphate or dilute sulphuric acid.
The composition is placed in moulds of

exhausted by passing .5 ampere
through it from lithanode to the zinc.
Contributed by DAVID TERRTERE.
TO

r-INE

of the simplest motors to construct CURRENT
n -Jis the "mercury motor." The materials
.4 vraion of
needed are

a

base

of hardwood

4

inches by

a well-known motor; a radial
current through the disc causes It to rotate.
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Low Tension Magneto grinding Set
By William L. Jones
MOST workshops are dead without a
motor. There is hardly .a job that
does not take twice the time by hand
that it would take with machinery.
The following is a description of a homemade electric grinding -set driven by an old
low tension magneto. It has been giving
constant service for the past year, running
on the average of about six hours a day.
The motor has also been used for many
other purposes, such as driving a fan blower,

MOTOR

3000-3600

R.

P.

M.

etc.

Fig. 1 gives the general view in side elevation showing how the structure is fastened
to its base; the different part, are described
by the wording on the diagrams.
Fig. 2 shows an end view of the relation
of armature, field and pole pieces. and below
the main figure is shown the commutator,
which is in two sections of brass tubing,
and the brushes.
Fig. 3 gives the construction of the armature. which is to be studied out in connection
with the cross-section shown in Fig. 2. The
winding should be between 3% and 5 ounces
of No. 19 to 22 wire. The motor is made
from an old low tension magneto or an old
telephone magneto; in the latter case the fine
wire on the armature is removed and the
wire mentioned above, single or double covered, is substituted therefor
A wooden cylinder shown in Figs. 4 and 5
is driven on with a very tight fit and
cemented on the end of the shaft. Brass
tubing shown in Fig. 6 is sawed into two
this is cemented or
pieces longitudinally
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Fig. 1. Side elevation of the magnetos. Note
particularly the spool for the belt.

Fig. 2. End view showing relations of field,
armature, commutator and brushes,
Fig. 3. The scheme of winding the armature ,a bi-polar one, more or less of the old
shuttle variety.
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screwed to the hollow wooden cylinder, and
the ends of the armature winding are connected, one to each section of the tube. This
gives the commutator connection. A thick
solution of shellac will be found a satisfactory cement. The position of the armature
and commutator section in relation to each
other is shown in Fig. 2.
In the motor used in the writer's shop the
magnet came from an old telephone magneto, wound with 5 ounces of single covered
magnet wire.
It is simplicity itself ; in
order to start it, the electricity is switched
on and a slight twist is given by the fingers
to the armature. when it will run by the
hour. No fly -wheel is required.
The armature wires come through the
hollow end of the shaft and are soldered to
the commutator segments as shown in the
lower diagram of Fig. 2. The bearings for
-inch
the aramature shaft are two plates of
brass. % inch thick, with holes as shown
in Fig. 7. The oil hole must not be forgotten.

FIG.8

PLAN VIEW

FIG. 9

SIDE

VIEW

Fig. 4. Tho two-piece commutator; the two sections of tube cemented or screwed to a hollow wooden shaft, the batter is shown in Fig. it. Flt;. 6 shows the tubing before and after sawng into tao pieces. Fig. 7 is the bearing for the shaft. Fig. A and 9 are plan and side views
of the complete appliance for grinding and sanding.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the layout for the
grinding and sanding wheel mounting. It is
wonderful how much can be done with a
sand -wheel as compared with the slow work
of the detached sheet of sandpaper. The
edge and the face of the wheel can both be
used; it must be remembered that the action
of sandpaper is a cutting not a grinding
action. so that hard pressure is not required.
It is well not to have the emery wheel of
large diameter: it is shown on the left end

of the shaft

in

Fig.

8.
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generator for Static Electricity
By C. A. Oldroyd
and the first two or three turns can then be:
readily straightened out. The end of this
straight part is threaded for a brass ball.
We can now assemble our generator. The
glass tube is well cleaned and dried in front
of a fire or in any other warm spot. To
give the best efficiency, both inside and outside of tube must be kept perfectly dry.
One end, the left one in the illustration.
is permanently closed by a well -fitting cork
stopper; after insertion, the stopper can be
cut off flush with the tube end. Insert the
spiral spring into the glass tube so that it
extends for a length of approximately 12
inches. The other end of the tube is closed
by a second cork stopper provided with a
hole through which the straight end of the
spring passes. It is well to paint over the
faces of the corks with a touch of shellac
varnish, or with sealing wax. to ensure an
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very odd version of the old-time frictional electric machine which gives good results and is of the simplest construction.
Fig. 1 shows a section of the tube and Fig.
Is a view of the apparatus.
.1

FOR simplicity and efficiency, as well

as for workmanlike appearance, the
novel
static electricity generator
shown cannot be excelled. It can he
constructed in less than five minutes, if the
necessary materials are at hand, and its output is at least equal to that of an amateur built static machine with a rotating glass
disc.
The illustration shows the machine in section; the body of this generator is formed
by a glass tube having an external diameter
of from ; ¿ inch to 1 inch, and a length of
about 20 inches. A copper or brass spiral
spring is next required; its external diameter should be such that it just fits into the
glass tube. One end of the spring is straightened out, as shown on the right; the remaining coils are then opened out by pulling at
the end, so that the adjoining turns arc
about one-half inch apart.
A brass wire, spring tempered, is best
for this purpose; one end is slightly annealed by holding it over a Bunsen flame,

ste,ppers, which have been fitted after the
interior of the tube has been warmed, the
interior part will maintain its perfect insulation for long periods.
The size of tube mentioned at the beginning serves well for average experiments
which do not require much electricity; if
large Leyden jars are to be charged. and for
experiments making a great demand on the
capacity of the generator. much larger tubes
can be used, say about 25 inches long and
of about 2 inches diameter. Instead of the
glass tube, ebonite tubes can be employed.
resulting in an almost unbreakable gen-

erator.
If a small fan motor or a similar small
motor is available. we can easily convert
our hand operated generator into a power
J'

8 DIA. BOLTS

airtight joint.
If the brass ball is now screwed on the
threaded end of the straightened end of the
spring, our generator is complete. It is
used in the following fashion:
The section under which the spiral spring

TUBE

lies is rubbed well with a piece of silk or
flannel, holding the tube in the left hand
at the handle end (the left 8 inches. see illustration), after a few seconds rubbing strong
sparks can be drawn from the brass ball.

The working principle of this generator is
The rubbing produces an electric charge on the outside of the tube, this
charge induces a second one in the metal
spring. As the tube is held by an insulating
handle, the external charge, on the outside
of the tube, cannot be dissipated. In turn,
this will induce new charges in the spring,
and quite a number of sparks can be obtained without further rubbing.
All static electricity apparatus work best
when slightly warmed, and the least film
of moisture tends to reduce the charge in
the outside of the tube. Bear this in mind
when using the new generator. and warm it
well before a fire or near a radiator.
As the ends of the tube are closed by cork
as follows:

WOOD PLUG CEMENTED
INTO TUBE

Fl G 3
\ttachment of the shaft to the tubes in the
tubular frictional electric machine.
driven one.
The arrangement is very
simple and shown in Fig. 2. On the left.
the end of the glass tube is attached to the
motor spindle by a simpie coupling, details
of which will be given later.
In a power driven generator, the spiral
spring can extend for nearly the whole
length of the glass tube, except for the last
two or three inches from the coupling end
with its metal parts.
(Continued on page 775)

Hedgehog Ctransformer
By William French

3

flow to make the
well known hedgehog transformer.

If

properly constructi n

accordance

paratus

and the

ed

with the description
here give(( it makes
a neat piece of apdisposition of the
ends of the core
wire to characteristic of its type.

THE following instructions for making

a

transformer, if carried out, will produce
a very efficient piece of apparatus, which
will serve for short telegraph lines, miniature lamps, small electric motors, Christmas
tree lamps and other things.
It is a piece of apparatus that requires no
attention at all and uses up very little power.
It is a type of apparatus known as a "hedgehog" transformer. consisting of two coils of

insulated copper wire wound one on top of
the other on a spool through which passes
a bundle of soft bare iron wires.
The dimensions of a suitable spool upon
which to wind the coils are given in Fig. 1.
The spool is best made in the lathe by turning it out of a solid piece of hardwood, but
a good one can be made by gluing two
wooden heads on a tube of pasteboard or
else by winding several layers of stiff

paper around a
-inch rod and gluing them
together.
For lighting circuits of about 110 volts.
60 cycles, the primary coil should be wound
with 4.800 turns of No. 28 double cotton covered wire, which will weigh about one
pound. Wind 'the wire in smooth. even layers, like thread on a spool, passing the ends
through holes in one head.
The secondary coil is to be wound on top
of the primary coil, the latter being first
covered with two layers of tape. For 8
volts there will be needed in the secondary
600 turns of No. 18 double cotton -covered
wire, of which 1'/. to 2 pounds will be required. This is most conveniently put on
in eight layers of 50 turns each. which allows
taps to be brought out at intermediate layers for lower voltage.
Fig. 2 shows the primary with its two
fine wire terminals projecting from the head.
and the secondary coil on top with three
connections.
For the core of the transformer about 3
pound of No. 20, or finer, soft annealed iron
wire is required, cut in pieces about 11
itches long and carefully straightened. The
3 -inch hole through the coils is then packed
with as many of the wires as it will hold.
This, with the necessary insulation of the
secondary coil, is shown in Fig. 2.
(Continued on page 776)
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Operating D.C. Motors on .A.C.
110

V.

A.C.

60 CYCLE

TO REDUCE RESISTANCE AND INDUCTIVE
VOLTAGE DROP IN FIELD COILS FOR
USE ON A.C.. REWIND FIELD COILS TO
HAVE ABOUT I/4 RESISTANCE PREVIOUSLY FOR D.C. CHANGING. WIRE SIZE TO

STEP-UP AUTO
OR REGULAR

TRANSFORMER

4TIMES CIRCULAR. MILS AREA.
FIELD AND
ARMATURE
MUST BE
LAMINATED

ALSO RECONNECT OLD D.C. FIELD
COILS IN PARALLEL TO REDUCE
RESISTANCE AND INDUCTIVE DROP

THUS:

110 TO 150

VOLTS A.C.

(HIGHER POTENTIAL)

.

TO OVERCOME RESISTANCE

DROP.

-SERIES CONNECTED

D.C. SERIES

MOTOR

t:4

ARMATURE-,y,__

TAPS FOR LOWER
THAN 110 V. A.C.

NI

A
1

110

V.

TO ARM.

A.C.

'CHECK FOR
POLE POLARITY
CAREFULLY
WITH
COM PASS

N

-CONNECTING 2 POLE

.--*T0

ARM.

-4 POLE

FIELD. COILS IN PARALLEL-

Fl ELD-

60 CYCLE

II0V.

110 V.

STEP-DOWN TRANSF.
SIZE TO SUIT MOTOR.
(FIGURE WATTAGE ETC.)

60 CYCLE

A.C.

IIIIIIIIIUIII
TAPS FOR 110 V. A.C.
OR HIGHER

AUTO -TRANSFORMER

RAISING

A.G.

y

A C.

STEP- DOWN,
TRANSFORMER
BATTERY OR OTHER
D.C. MOTOR, SERIES
OR SHUNT.

ARMATURE

0111111111

FOR

F

POTENTIAL-

ARMATURE

F
SYN. LAMP

2

WEAK FIELD' BEST ON A.C. BUT IF TOO
WEAK BAD COMMUTATION RESULTS;
SPARKING. ETC.

3TO 20 VOLTS

A.C.

BRUSHES

LOW VOLTAGE BATTERY MOTOR , SERIES

60 CYCLE
A.C.

&

TYPE. ALSO PERMANENT MAGNET
FIELD TYPE

MAIN
SWITCH
SYN. LAMP

1

T1

HIGH SPEED SERIES WOUND D.C. MOTOR
WORKS BEST ON A.C. DUE TO LESS
RESISTANCE AND INDUCTIVE DROP

IN FIELD.

FIELD COILS MAY BE JOINED IN
PARALLEL IF NECESSARY

\

I

Fig. 1 shows use of step -an transformer to
increase the applied A.C. potential in order to
overcome the high resistance drop found in
MOM! D.C. motors of the series type.
These
relations are more fully discussed in the text.

FIELD STRENGTH,/
REGULATOR
SW.

BATT.

SYNCHRONOUS

MOTOR OPERATION

Fig. 2 illustrates bow auto transformer is 4e signed for increasing the voltage of the line.
Fig. 3 brings out the salient, fact that a high
speed series wound ID.('. motor is the best
suited to operation on t.C.

In the diagram Fig. 4 directions are given
for changing the resistance of a II.C. motor so
as to render it suitable for operation on t.C.
The field windings frequently have to be connected in parallel, its shown, in order to reduce

FIELD
COILS

the impedance.

Fig. 5 shows the simplest type of repulsion
or where the fields are excited on A.C.
type
while the urmature brushes are short-circuited.
BRUSHES

BRUSH

SHOULD BE
ON REVOLVABLE ARM

JUMPER
OF HEAVY

WIRE
110V.
60 CYCLE

MOTOR

we see how a D.C. motor has two
slip rings mounted on the shaft and connected
to diammetrtealiy opposite commutator segments in a two -pole machine. In this fashion
u synchronous motor may he divided.

In Fig.

A.C.-

-REPULSION

Fig. C shows how toy battery motors can br
npersted front 110 -volt :t.C. circuit by means
of a step-down transformer, such as those sold
for operating toy railways.

HOOK -UP -.-

'7

SEVERALTURNS OF
COPPER WIRE WRAPPED
`AROUND COMMUTATOR
-

110 V.

A.C.

Fig. 8 allows a simple Induction motor, thin
armature of which has to be spun until synchronous speed- is reached. A piece of bare
copper wire is wrapped several times around
the commutator and twisted tightly in putee;
or for a permanent Job it may be soldered to
the bars.
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Operating D.C. motors on A.C.
13q H.

Winfield Secor

As'.ociate Member, American In<titute of Electrical Engineers.

on flow to Operate Fractional Horsepower Direct Current Motors on
Alternating Current Circuits.

flints

D.C.TOOTHED ARMATURE

IT

IS often desired to operate fractional
horse -power direct current motors on

z

alternating current circuits, usually of
110 volts potential and 60 cycles frequency. In general, the best type of D.C.
motor for this purpose is a series wound
type. i. e., having the armature and field
windings connected in series when used on
direct current; it was recently pointed out
in the Journal of the A. I. E. E. that almost
any D.C. series motor will run on alternating current, provided sufficient voltage is
applied to the terminals.
One of the main problems in operating
many D.C. series motors on A.0 is that the
field has too great a resistance and inductance to permit sufficient current to flow
through the armature to give any worthwhile speed and torque. The frequent result is that a D.C. motor operated on A.C.
shows poor speed and torque.
The inductive voltage drop across the windings Of
the motor increases with increase of frequency, and vice versa; and, hence, with a

e

FILL SLOTS WITH
COPPER BARS. JOINED
AT ENDS BY COPPER
PLATES.

110

FIELD
COILS

.

G

JUMPER

-ASELF-STARTING AS
A REPULSION MOTOR

CHANGED TO
INDUCTION

usually nearly alike on either current. It is
also noticeable that these motors, as aforementioned, are usually of quite high speed.

Raising A. C. Voltage Applied to Motor
The applied A.C. potential may be raised
above 110 volts, the usual potential available, either by means of a step-up 2 -coil
transformer, as shown in Fig. 1, or by
means of an auto -transformer, as shown in
Fig. 2. Care should be taken to see that the
motor does not over -heat, and it is well to
llave the A.C. potential variable, either by
means of taps on the transformer winding.
or else by means of an adjustable choke coil
placed in series with the line to the motor.

Out

great deal Ihereby.

MOTOR AT FULL SPEED

given motor, the higher the frequency of the
A.C. applied, the less will be the value of
the voltage reaching the armature of the
motor. The inductive drop in the field can
be compensated for in a fashion by changing
the number of turns and the size of the wire
on the windings, and using the minimum
numbc- of field turns, but this procedure is
limited as commutation becomes unsatisfactory. when the field is weakened to any
great extent.
It is clear from the above considerations
that the high-speed D.C. motor is more
satisfactory for operation on A.C. than those
designed for lower speeds. in any case, the
motor to be operated on A.C. should have
both armature and field built up of iron
sheets, i. e., laminated.
So-called universal
A.C. and D.C. motors have their windings
carefully balanced out so as to operate on
either form of current, and their speeds are

try

these mutor% in his
h o in e laboratory
and will learn a

STRAIGHT
0MOTOR
10

It will usually he (mind that the armature
doesn't have a sufficient number of slots, and
that more slots will bare to be provided.

For the experimenter interested
In operating U.C.
motors on A.C..
there is a great
deal
of novelty
and merit in the
motor shown schematically at the

easily

GOVERNOR
BRUSHES OFF.,

Such a variable choke coil or impedance
may comprise a small coil wound with
several layers of insulated mag.tet wire (No.
14 to 16 B. & S. gauge) having a laminated
iron core, which can be slid in and out of
the coil.
Fig. 3 illustrates the features mentioned
above, and refers to the desirability of using
a high-speed D.C. motor with as weak a
field as possible if it is to operate on alter-

nating current.
Reducing

Resistance

and

110 V.

iThe simplest form of self-starting single
phase A.C. motor is shown in Fig. 9 above.

left, Flit. 10. The
experimenter can

BALL

.-

CONVERTING D.C. MOTOR TO

SELF-STARTING S.P.

fit

I

mom
TO A.C.
SUPPLY

STARTING
SWITCH

CIRCUITED; OR ELSE
INSULATED MAGNET WIRE
FED IN SERIES AS ,1 SPLIT PHASE
WINDING FOR STARTING ONLY.

COMMUTATOR
SEGMENTS

II

N A.C.

SHADING PLATE.
MAY BE COIL OF BARE
COPPER WIRE SHORT

IARMATURE\

a

illlll
~Ml

SHORT-CIRCUITING RING
PRESSES AGAINST ALL
COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS

BRUSHES

COPPER END
PLATES

inductance

of

Field
D.C. motors, when connected to A.C. of
similar potential frequently will not even
turn over, owing to the high resistance and
inductive voltage drop in the field coils.
The armature usually has a sufficiently low
resistance to render it satisfactory for A.C.
service, provided we reduce in some way
the high resistance and inductance of the
field windings. As shown in Fig. 4, a 4 pole series wound D.C. motor may have the
field coils reconnected in parallel, which will
reduce the resistance sufficiently to allow the
motor to operate satisfactorily on A.C. The
terminals of the whole field winding are
connected in series with the armature, of
course, as indicated in Fig. 4. The parallel
connection for a 2 -pole field is also shown
in that diagram.

Replusion Motors
The repulsion type of A.C. motor hookup is shown in Fig. 5. Here the commutator brushes, which should be mounted on an

arm so as to be -moved around the commutator to determine the best point of commutation with the least sparking, arc connected
together by a jumper of heavy copper wire.
The field coils may be tried in series, but if
sufficient current does not pass to permit
the motor speed to pick up sufficiently, they
may be connected ill parallel to reduce the
resistance. In all of these experiments, it
is best to have all adjustable choke coil or
rheostat in series with the main line, and
to make a test on the motor for a half hour
or so, to see that it does not unduly overheat. In any case, the motor should not become too hot for the hand to be borne on it
comfortably. The repulsion type motor is
self-starting, as is the series type D.C. motor
when operated on A.C. The simple squirrel
cage induction motor is not self-starting,
unless some means, such as starting coils or
shading plates, are used to enable it to start.

Low Voltage D.C. Motors on

110

Volts D.C.

Fig. 6 shows the use of a step-down or
toy transformer for operating a low voltage
motor, such as those intended for battery
circuits. This applies to the toy electric
The
railways so much in vogue today.
motor is series wound, and rated at 6 to 8
volts usually. The other day a friend asked
if he could operate a 6 -volt %-h.p. series
wound D.C. motor on A.C. IIe seemed
to think it was out of the question, but all
that is necessary is to see that the transformer is big enough to supply the necessary current required by the motor. Stepdown transformers of small size arc used,
as shown in Fig. 6, for operating a number
of D.C. appliances nowadays, including
electric door bells, induction coils, sounders,
relays, etc.
For experimental work, the circuit shown
in Fig. 7 is often valuable. This shows Itow
to operate a low voltage battery motor from
step-down transformer in synchronous
a
fashion, i. e., where the speed of the motor
will be constant and in step with the alternations of the supply circuit. Two slip rings
(Continued on- page 774)
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JUNfOR EXPERIMENTER
Elevation of an electric

bell vhose clapper carries
the elect ro -magnet itself.
This hits the bell and
gives the sound.

By

a.

Small Electric Bell

II.

WINFIELD

SECOR

bell or
as shown in
the illustrations.
The gong of the bell
should be of soft iron or mild steel, as it
forms part of the magnetic circuit for the
actuating mechanism of the bell.
The single magnet coil used, wound with
about eight layers of No. 26 insulated magnet wire, enameled or cotton covered, has
a U-shaped soft iron core made of IV" by
'.t" strap iron. One terminal of the magnet
winding is secured to the short contact
spring, as shown, while the longer contact
spring connects with one of the terminal
posts of the bell. The brass or phosphor
bronze spring (A) supporting the magnet
has the second terminal of the magnet coil
soldered to it at its upper entl, as the diagram shows, while the lower end of this
magnet -supporting spring is connected to the
second terminal post.
When battery current is applied to the
bell terminals, the electro -magnet is attracted toward the gong, striking it a blow
which gives forth a sound. At the same
instant the circuit is opened by the separation of the two silver contacts mounted on
the springs in the manner shown. This action is repeated rapidly, causing the bell to
give forth the usual vibratory or musical
note. By adjusting the bell gong, so that
the v ibrating magnet cannot strike it, a buzzer sound will result or the same sound
effect may he secured by pasting a piece of
thin paper around the inside of the gong, so
that the magnet cannot strike it.
IRON

/

¡16

A

BELL

4

.

-.

TIP BROKEN
OFF

60 WATT
two incites long. The legs arc made of
strap iron riveted to the sides of the yoke

as shown.

A SIMPLE
and cheap electric
buzzer can be constructed

//

CARBON FILAMENT

LAMP

--Building

caused by the sudden condensation of the
steam produced in the immediate vicinity of
the filament by the cold water in the bulb.
It will he seen at the start of the experiment that there is a small space at the top
of the bulb. This space will gradually fill

Each of the poles and pole pieces are in
one piece and are made of the head end of
one -inch machine bolts. The heads of the
bolts are filed with a half -round file so as
to form a concave surface which will conform with the curved surface of the armature. A shoulder is filed on the opposite
end of the pole as shown. The reduced
portion is passed through a hole of corresponding size in the yoke and riveted down.
The field coils are form -wound and placed
on she pole core before the poles are riveted
into the frame. The coils should be well
insulated with tape before being put in place
and wound in the way to produce poles
of the proper polarity, that is, alternate
north and south poles.

WATER

SOCKET --,-

110 V.

I

A curious experiment with a lamp bulb, heating the filament .chile the bulb is full of water.
The top has been broken or flied oil under
water. The air pressure fills it with water.

up

'

I

--BOLT

GONG

as the water becomes warmer and
warmer. This shows that water expands on
being warmed. As the water warms up
connection currents can be seen, similar to
those produced by pouring acid into water.
The filament of the bulb vibrates quite
energetically during the experiment, and, in
mine, drew itself over to the glass until at
the end it was touching the side of the bulb.
Why this is so I do not know. It worked
the same with A.C. or D.C. current.
When the water commences to boil, the
filament becomes covered with bubbles of
steam.
Whenever these bubbles become
large enough so that the water cannot cool
the wire very much, the wire turns red.
Sometimes half the filament will become
bright red. This makes a very interesting
spectacle.

SOFT IRON

1- COIL LIAO

SOLOERLO

Nest

Ii

~

A Pill Box Galvanometer

8 LAYERS
Na 25 INSULATED
nACNET WIRE

THIS simple and novel galvanometer was

ÍI
COIL LEAO
SOLDERED HERE

SPRING BRASS

INSULATION

-TIBER

Experiment tjith Lamp Bull,

TO

BATT.,

Details of construction of the electro -magnetic clapper or hammer of the bell just described.

Field for Small Motor
HE field magnet shown

:,.111111! construction of the field of a small
mot( r, using a section of li-inch iron pipe for
the yoke. This line of construction is of
special Interest to amateurs.

in the illustration is very simple to construct and
offers very little impedance to the magnetic
circuit. The circular part or yoke is made
of a section of six-inch pipe which is about

By J. ALSTON BRIDGES
ON exceptionally interesting experiment
can be performed with an ordinary 60 watt, carbon filament electric light.
The bulb is immersed in a bowl of distilled
water and the tip snipped off with a pair
of pliers. The water will rush in and fill
the bulb. It should be inspected afterwards
to be sure that the filament is intact.
The bulb, now full of water, is screwed
into a socket in a vertical position and connected to the supply as shown in the illustration.
When the current is turned on a drumming sound will be heard. This sound is

constructed from a pill box, a little wire,
about No. 30, and a dime store compass.
I wound the wire around a circular piece
of cardboard and slipped it into the bottom
of the pill box. I then put a small binding post on each side of the box and fastened the ends of the coil to them. I then
put the Compass in the box and the instrument was complete.
Contributed by Joint Pierce.

THE COIL IN PLACE

THE FINISHED

INSTRUMENT
Exceedingly simple galvanometer, contained
in a common pill box. This is the last word
in extemporized apparatus.
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Simple High Frequency

Experiments
AHIGH tension transformer, % k.w.. 400

volts to 6600-volt secondary, is required.
A high
The following list gives the rest
tension condenser composed of 60 glass
plates 5 x 7 -inch with tinfoil interleaved.
Spark gap with 3!: -inch faces. Twelve feet
of copper ribbon .5 -inch wide by 22 -inch
thick wound in a compact circle 8 -inch in
diameter. Forty to sixty feet of No. 14
gauge wire fairly heavily insulated, wound
in a compact circle 8 -inch in diameter.
The transformer is operated from 110-volt
60 -cycle circuit and should be tapped so
that the current can be regulated. The secondary current is connected to the condenser
in parallel. The spark gap is connected in
:

CORE Of TRANSFORMER
(SECTION) 2 SQUARE INCHES

r^t

BRASS BALL (

11~111113
IN

olA

4'1
Diagram of connections for a simple high
frequency apparatus. The primary of the
transformer is tapped so that the secondary
potential can be varied.

series to the oscillation transformer which
is composed of heavy wire. The sixty feet
of No. 14 wire is placed about y2 -inch above
and directly over the other coil of wire.
The experimenter gets strips of tinfoil about
three inches wide and two feet long and connects these to his wrists, making sure that
the tinfoil makes good connection with the
skin, or a burn may result. He then connects the terminals of the second coil to his
wrists by a No. 14 wire.
Now for the stunt. Turn on the transformer, adjust the spark gap to about rig inch spark, get a 110-volt 40- to 60 -watt
light and touch the terminals of the light
with your finger tips, and lo, and behold, it
lights to about one-half the power which it
generally gives on the 110 volts. The effect
is very mysterious when the spark gap is
muffled and the wires from the wrists are
concealed. The diagrams and circuits are
shown here.
No shock is felt while conducting these
experiments on account of the high frequency of the current, and the "skin effect,"
which means that the current travels on
the surface only. A hollow copper tube
would be just as good a conductor of electricity as a solid rod. In this case the current travels on the surface of the skin and
32'

CONDENSER

electric light bulbs that have burned out.
we describe a novel way in which they can
he turned into very attractive bud or flower
vases.
Remove the brass ferrule very carefully
until the sealed end is uncovered. Then with
a quick tap with a metal tool knock off the
tip and thus destroy the vacuum. With a
glass cutter cut off this harrow end, remove
the filament holder and enlarge the opening
sufficiently to allow the insertion of two or

electricity? It doesn't sound reasonable, but it can be done nevertheless.
First, get a large tin cakepan and turn
Drill a small
It bottom up on the desk.
hole in one edge, solder in a short length
of wire and lead it to the negative or zinc
plate binding post of one or two dry cells
connected in seics as shown. Connect a
second wire to the carbon binding post of
the other cells, the two being connected in
series, and attach the free end to a steel pen

-

TRANS. 3500-6000v..
KW.

TINFOIL TO BE
CONNECTED TO WRISTS
30 -SOT N=14 INSULATED WIRE

This form of the high frequency apparatus

is especially adapted for demonstration. '. ith
Die tin foils connected to the wrists, incan-

descent bulbs may be lighted by bringing them
In contact with the bands.

goes to the finger tips where it lights the
electric globe with about one-half its usual
intensity.
Instead of lighting the bulb by passing

Willi the steel, pen connected to the positive
electrode of a battery, and a sheet soaked in
potassium Iodide connected to the negative terminal, electric writing can be done.

by pushing it between the pen shank and
the inside of the pen holder.
Buy a few crystals of potassium iodide
.,and dissolve them in warm water. Then
soak a piece of clean, white paper in the
solution and spread it on the pan while wet.
Write with the dry pen on the paper while
the connections are on the battery and the
writing will show up in brown letters on

the paper.

Contributed by L. B. Robbins.

2.1nch Throw Knife Switch
IN

A novel use for discarded incandescent bulbs
illustrated. The bulb with the base reniosed provides an unusual flower vase.
is here

three rose stems.

ó

DID you know that you could write with

INSTEAD of throwing away those old

PRIMARY WINDING 400 T.
N, II WIRE
SECONDARY Na 26 WIRE

o
m

Writing With Electricity

Flower Vase from Old Bulbs

í

3-IOT. COPPER RIBBON 4i<

the current through only part of the body
we can pass the current over the whole body
by taking two electric bulbs 40- to 60 -watt
size, holding on one brass contact piece of
each lamp and touching the other contact
piece to the terminals A and B. Then both
bulbs in the experiment light quite brightly.
apparatus, when the coils are about %-inch
apart, if the spark gap is properly adjusted
and the condenser is of right capacity. The
A 100-watt light can be lighted with this
lamp if connected to A and B.
To make an efficient Tesla apparatus the
only article that is needed is a cardboard
tube 4 inches diameter and 14 inches long.
wound with No. 30 S.C.C. wire closely
wound. This coil is then placed in the center of coil C. The wire from the end of
the Tesla coil is then connected to the inner
turn of the copper ribbon. Sparks 4 to 8
inches long can be obtained from this coil.
-Contributed by E. A. Thompson.

Then heat this cut edge

in an alcohol flame until hot enough to be
moulded into a round edge as suggested in
the illustration. This can be done with a
thin strip of glass field in one hand while
the end of the bulb is being heated.
The base can be made of a small, square
piece of wood with a small hole bored in
the center. The bulb is turned tip end down

in the hole and then a four -legged wire
frame is formed to encircle the bulb near
the top with the ends of the legs thrust into
'four holes in the .base. This makes a neat

holder, although any other suitable way of
retaining and supporting it will answer that
pleases the fancy.
Cover the frame with fancy paper if desired and fill the bulb with water. Two or
three pretty roses inserted in this vase will
prove very attractive.
Contributed by I. B. Robbins.

most double throw switches the switch
handle has to move through a semi -circle.
The switch shown here is designed to eliminate most of this swing.
The base and the upright that carry the
switch jaws are made of hard rubber. The
uprights are bolted to the base. The dimensions of this base and the uprights depend
on the size of switch used.
A double throw switch is taken apart, and
the two jaws are placed in the position
shown, and connected to binding posts. The
switch blade and the jaw, which the switch
blade swings on, arc taken apart and a hole
of the correct size to receive a- rivet is
drilled near the handle -end of the blade.
The blade and its pivoted support or jaw arc
riveted together, mounted as shown, and
connected to the other binding post.
While this switch is harder to "throw'
than the other type, because of the decreased
leverage of the blade, the handle of this
switch does not have to swing in so large
an arc, as it does in the other type.
-Contributed by Roger Anthes.
BINDING POST

HANDLE
SWITCH BLADE
+

0
HARD RUBBER BASE

Modjfcation of It switch PO that a small motion produces the same effect us a movement
through an ar,, of 180 degrees does in the ordinary type of throw switch.
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Service from Bottles
AERIAL INSULATOR,

STAND-OFF INSULATOR

WIRE

WALL

/

\

41-41j

CONTAINER
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WIRES
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HOLE

CORK
1

LEYDEN JAR
CONDENSER

-

CORK

FIG. 2

FIG.3
FUNNEL

W IRE
-CONTAINER
-OUTSI DE

CONTAINER

PLATE

--INSIDE

TOP OF

COIL FORM.

PLATE

BOTTLE

FIG. 5

FIG.4

FIG 6_r__\

{{'hat can be done with bottles? Fig. 1 shows a stand-off insulator and Fig. 2 an insulator for your aerials. If you want a condenser
you ,,n'make the container as shown in I''ig. 3, building up the condenser as shown In Fig. 'I, while Fig. r. shows the section of a bottle used
to ,.ind the coil on. The discarded top of Fig. 3 can be used for a funnel.

THERE are many uses for old bottles.

but an ingenious and mechanical experimenter will ever find many more adaptations.
In Fig. 1 there is a stand-off insulator.
This will find its place in many a radio
amateur's shack for aerial and high tension
insulators.
In Fig. 2 is shown an aerial insulator.
and 2 that there
You will notice in Figs.
is a hole in the bottom of the bottle. This
hole call be drilled with a broken file held
in and rotated by a carpenter's brace. This
insulation is very desirable because if we
have a long bottle, the length of the insulator will be great, thus making leakage from
the aerial very slight. Use a solution of
camphor or turpentine for the drilling.
Now if we cut the top of the bottle off
1

we have a container. There are several ways
to cut a round glass bottle, but I shall men-

tion two good ones. The first requires a
red hot. tart wire which is pressed against
the bottle where the cut is to be made. Then
dip it in water.
The second requires a piece of cord long
enough to go around the bottle once. This
is dipped into alcohol and tied around the
bottle at the spot where the bottle is to he
split. Then the cord is lighted with a match
and allowed to burn. When we see that
the flame s about to go out, we dip the
whole bottle into a pail of cold water, and
presto, the bottle will be cracked at that
spot. The beginner should make several
trials on scrap material before attempting to
use a good bottle.

We may use the container of Fig. 3 as a
Leyden jar condenser as shown in Fig. 4.
Thin sheet copper or brass may be used for
the plates or coatings. In Fig. 5 is shown
another very useful article, a glass coil
form. This will make your coils low -loss
and he much better than the regular forms in
many ways.
Those fans who like to utilize whatever
they can lay their hands on will find that
the tops which they cut off the bottles with
narrow necks make fine funnels. This is
shown in Fig. 6. The sharp edges of cut
bottles can be removed by rubbing with a
file or whetstone. The latter ís probably
preferable. Do not try to round them in
a

flame.

Contributed by Harry II. Farb.

Inexpensive flasks
Bq Harry R. Lubcke

¡t/(
lvl ANY

experimenters know that an electric light bulb will make a good flask.
However, the difficulty in securing a clean,
smooth cut in separating the base from the
bulb causes many to give up in despair. By
following the procedure outlined below it is
possible to make a very satisfactory job.
The "nitrogen" filled bulbs with a nearly
round shaped bottom, or what is to be
the bottom, and a long stem or neck. are, of
course, the best for a Florence flask. The
tipless type is to be preferred since it gives a
stronger base for heating. The cutting is
done electrically. A piece of resistance wire
of about No. 22 B. & S. gauge and nine
inches long is secured. Such wire can be
taken from an old electric heater coil. This
is attached to pieces of copper wire which
run to a six -volt storage battery as shown

1.
About 7% inches of resistance
wire between the connection with the copper
pieces will give a red heat on six volts.
The resistance wire is wrapped around the
neck of the bulb where the cut is to be made.
care being taken that the two ends do not
touch, so that the loop around the glass will
not be shorted. If the wire is put in place
when heated by the curernt it will bend
more readily. The current is allowed to
flow for about one minute. after which time
the neck of the bulb is plunged into cold
water. This sudden change of tempera.
tore will cause the bulb to crack evenly
where the wire was located. The base and
lead-in wires can now be pulled out.
Round off the sharp edge by "fire polishing." holding it in a gas stove or Bunsen
flame until the flame is colored intensely

in Fig.

yellow and the glass begins to melt.
be spread with a carbon pencil.

ELECTRIC
LIGHT BULB

It can

°RAGE
BAITERY

o._

Using ,. resistance wire heated by a storage
battery for cutting oil' the neck of an electric
light bulb. Will cut bottles as above.
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,Awards in the 150 Special Prize Contest
'

For Junior Electricians and Electrical Experimenters
First Prize,

14~>.._.1 1411.1..HM04 0~0......,~11.
Third Prize, $10
G. V. Kimmel,

Second Prize, $15
H. J. Russel,
23 Institute Road,
Worcester, Mass.

$25

Edwin Crosby,
649 4th Avenue,

Troy, N. Y.

925 S. 22nd Street,

South Bend, Ind.

First Prize
Home Made Buzzer

(A)

with a soft iron
is slotted at one end and a
small hole drilled there for a pin. (B) is
a heavy brass strip, slotted at each end, and
a hole drilled near the center for a pivot.

SWITCH

four nails of a convenient size. each
into a sort of U-shape, with the head of
the nail on the short leg, which is to be one half the length of the larger leg; arrange
with two coils as in the diagram.
If used on a 110 -volt circuit the coils must
be wound with a great deal of No. 30 B. and
S. gauge wire, but if used with a step-down
transformer, less wire of larger gauge may

iJ

be used.

The armature is a small bar magnet with
a hole drilled in the center or supported in
some other suitable way so as to allow easy
vibration. A small nail through the hole as
an axis will answer.

The

general

rangement

ar-

of

switch, battery,
light and thermometer. The thermom-

is a small solenoid,

The core

core.

BEND

1

Honorable Mention
Ralph Townsle),
Emison,
Indiana

DRY C ELL S

eter is supposed to
he fixed in position
outside the window.

®15

SWITCH SOLENOID

I have liad such a device for several years
and have also constructed some for gifts for
friends. The only upkeep expense is a 10c

91

battery occasionally.

si.»_.staro.sea..,.

J

PRIZES

$50 IN

110V

A special prize contest for Junior
Electricians and

Electrical

AC

Experi-

will be held each month:
There will be three monthly prizes
as follows:
First Prize $25.00 in gold
Second Prize $15.00'in gold
Third Prize $10.00 in gold
menters

Total

WIRES

wire

\\ hen the buzzer is arranged as shown in
the diagram, the alternating current sets up
a changing magnetic field in the electromagnets, driving the armature back and forth on
each side of its axis. producing a strong

one.

Illuminated Thermometer
a glass outdoor thermometer; ground
glass if possible. Bend a piece of %inch brass to the shape as shown in A.\,
with holes to attach it as required.
Cut a piece of glass tubing (cost about 5c)
with cork in each end about Vt inch shorter
than the inside of the bent brass strip. Two
(toles in the end of the brass strip provide
for screws to hold the corks in place.

WIRES

l.I

I

be paid upon pub-

two contestants sumbit the

will receive the same
prize.
Address, Editor, Electrical Wrinkle
Contest, in care of this publication.
Contest closes on the 15th of each
month of issue.

BUY

,

If

same idea, both

Second Prize

:_ I

All prizes will

lication.

vibration.

\

gold

This department desires particularly
to publish new and original ideas on
how to make things electrical, new
electrical wrinkles and ideas that are
of -benefit to the user of electricity, be
he a householder, business man, or in
a factory.
This prize contest is open to every-

TO 110 V HOUSE CURRENT

extemporized buzzer using bent
for the magnet cores.

$50.00 in

THERMOMETCR J,a.
i.l...

CORK

The tube with lamp may be placed behind
glass -scale thermometer or alongside a

wooden scale one.

Third Prize
Photographic Timer
SNITCH

BRA35 6TRIPs,,

I.

a

.I

CORK'

A system of illuminating a thermometer for
use outside of a window. By touching a button a light is turned on to show the tempera.
tore on the scale.

Buy a battery and lamp (lOc each) ; solder
insulated wire to bottom and side of lamp
base.
Run wires through bottom cork to
the battery inside the house. A switch is
put in the line where convenient. I made
one by screwing a round head brass screw
for one contact, attaching one wire to it,
and the other part was a 2-inch long thin
strip tempered brass to touch against the
screw head when pressed.

BULB
Diagram of the conneel ions for 'the photographic timer. The solenoid attracts its armature, but its speed of action -is restrained, by.
what may be termed an air dash pot.

(C) is a small bicycle pump, which is cut
off three inches from the top and a small
brass plate soldered on: this plate should
have a small pin hole. It is used as a dash pot; the compressed air slows down the action
of the solenoid. The piston of the pump is
cut the right length and slotted and a hole
is bored for a pin. (E) is a small brass strip,
tl rich is soldered to the piston of the pump
and not to strip (B). (F) is a brass strip
slotted at one end for the screw (G). (H)
is the guide for the strip (F).
(J) is a

slritch.

A set screw with a needle point regulates
tite air compress, but most of the adjusting
should be done with the strip (F).
If the city current is not direct, dry cells
must he used to operate the solenoid, as illustrated. The coil is excited and the bulb
lights at the same time.

Honorable Mention
Electricity for Sitting Hens
Q. BOUT this time of year on most farms
it is desirable to stop hens from sitting.
This is nothing more than three or four
dry cells, a Ford coil and a few feet of bare
wire. Simply turn on the coil current to
see things happen. The fun is worth all the
time and trouble and the hen won't come
back to the nest until she is ready to lay.

%n
apparatus
for timing photographic expos-

ures with special
reference to

making prints.
.tn air brake regUlutes the tinte
of exposure.

j

AIR ARtuaTe

chrr

HIS simple timing device is an original
idea of my own. It can be used to time

photographic prints, or by connecting any
electrical device (in place of the bulb as
illustrated) the exact time of operation can
be governed.

WIRES TO SECONDARY OF
FORD COIL OR SHOCKING MACHINC

An

electrical

apparatus for

discouraging

hens front sitting and by this discouragement
it Ls supposed that they will be induced to
lay eggs.
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What Our Readers Think
.1~1,1i011...1.1

Electrolytic Hydrogen for Power
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
While reading THE EXPERIMENTER for July I
noticed an article entitled "Power Generation in
the Future," which stated that the use of hydro-

which had been separated from water by
electrolysis, would probably be a factor in future
power generation.
Isn't the production of hydrogen by electrolysis
rather an expensive process? According to my
calculations it takes a very large power to liberate
A small amount of this
hydrogen from water.
gas would probably, however. he quite sufficient in
quantity to operate an explosion engine. I would
like your opinion.
I would also be pleased to have your opinion on
the use of acetylene in an explosion engine.
Yours truly,
gen.

ELMeR R.

CAMPBELL.

Taunton, Mass.
(The idea of the power plant is to utilize wind power and only to maintain a reserve of hydrogen
to take rare of calm days. The author is a Cambridge (England) University than, and although
his idea is extravagant from our point of view
it is interesting as an attempt at a glance into flue
future. A great deal has happened in the last

end is not yet.
We would not advise you to use acetylene in an
explosion engine. The gas is endothermic and is
liable to explode by breaking trp into its constituents hydrogen and carbon. If it did this in
the engine cylinder it would tend to interfere

fifty years, and the

701.111its

regular cycle. It has been used to facilitate
starting automobile engines, but met with little
Sn CCCSS.-EDITOR.)

Electronic Cells
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I noticed your article on the "Electronic Cell"

of THE EX TERIMENTER. It is
really a very revolutionary application of radiolead
to revolutionary changes in
activity and may
generation of electricity if it advances as fast
as generation by magnetic fields has.
would
i wonder if the electromic cell battery
drop ought
ever need recharging? The polarization
electo be practically nil since the radio -active
trolyte is active for some hundred or more
in the June issue

thousand years.
it appears to be
If it never needs recharging goal
of practically
a big step toward the ultimate
utilizing atomic force.
live Your magazine is just about ideal for
wire tradesmen and experimenters in all science
fields.

Yours truly,

RAYMOND WAGNER.
exelectronic battery is decidedlyin tothemake
stage and it is not possible.

(The
periment
One
any predictions concerning its possibilities.
prithing is certain, the electric battery towhether
the
it
give
change
much
needs
mary or storage
battery is
standing it should have. The storage
battery
primary
the
too hew: y and too expensive;

too
too e.rprnsive "fuel," namely zinc. and
expensive a source of "oxygen." namely the elecsoliution.-EDITOR.)
battery
trolyte or
uses

Wants Articles for the Beginners
Editor, EXPERIMENTER:
"THe EXPERISIEN
I have just finished reading
On page thirty-six was a voting coupon
TER."
you. As

to
which I was asked to cut out and mail and
Science
I keep all my magazines (Radio Newsthis magazine
to
cut
like
not
do
I
and Invention)
up and so I am writing instead.
You asked for my opinion of the magazine and
not
what I would like to see in it. First it doesNews
come up to Science and Invention or Radio
me
for
advanced,
too
is
in size or material. It
anyway. I refer to the articles such as "Little
HearKnown Methods of Producing Oscillations,
ing Muscular Action, and Simple Telegraphone."
I should like to see a monthly page for the beginner. Radio owes its popularity, in my opinion,
to the ease with which it is learned. It is easy to
learn because most radio articles are written for
beginners,
Science and Invention has the majority of its
contents put in pictures which are very easy to understand.
THE EXPERT NI ENTER would increase its circulation
greatly if it had monthly articles for the beginner.
Since it is called "THe EXPERIMENTER" why not
have a simple monthly experiment which the beginner could do?
I enclose one which I think would prove a good
It proves a common statement
one to start with.
and is very interesting.
I hope you will see fit to publish this experiment
and continue to have a page for the beginner.
Yours truly,
Worcester. Mass.
ERNEST CARPENTER.

i

These columns are reserved for YOUR
opinions. Do not hesitate to communicate your comments and suggestions regarding THE EXPERIMENTER.

-EDITOR.

1

i
jj
1

1

Highly Pleased With "The Experimenter"
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:

Just a line to let you know how a highly pleased
I bought
reader of Tile EXPERIMENTER feels.
the first issue of THE EXPERIMENTER and it has
taken its place along with SCIENCE AND INvex
noN on my laboratory bench. You are to be
congratulated upon the change. "Practical Electrics" I didn't care for at all, but the new magazine is a Wowl
I have a small chemistry laboratory of about
sixty reagents, so of course I would like to see
more of Dr. Ernest Badés and Raymond B.
Wailes' stuff. In the February issue. J. Edmund
Woods and Earle R. Caley's articles were enjoyed.
More!
The radio department is great. for those that

like, it.
There is only one drawback to your publication
fl think) and that is: Your articles on the future.
I think you let your imagination run a little too
wild. Your drawings and your captions seem to
be a little too positive.
You tell all about bow
to do it without giving any details.
This is a pretty long "word," but I wanted
you to know that THE EXPERIMENTER fills a long
felt Rant in the heart of the American experimenter.
Long may she wave!
E. UPCHVRCH,
S. & I. Reporter.

F.

An
Atlanta, Ga.
(You will find the details you seek for in the
text of the articles. We wish we could be sure
that our readers depended more on the text of
iVe give
the articles and less on the captions,
our best efforts to securing good material and
some very remarkable articles have already appeared on otir pages and more are corning.Ent TOR.)

LUAt1TEU
ELECTRICAL articles on automo-

mobiles, also electrical short-cuts,
kinks and handy turns for the car and
the man who goes camping.
There are thousands of little ideas
of use to the automobilist, tourist and
the camper, and it is such ideas that
the Editor of MOTOR CAMPER AND
TOURIST requires, which are paid for
at the regular space rates.
In order to acquaint yourself with
what is wanted secure a copy of the
magazine from your news dealer. If
he cannot supply you write for free
sample copy to

Motor Camper & Tourist
53

Park Place,

New York City

Danger

ín the Chemical

Motor

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:

\t

I am not a subscriber to Tue Exbut I chanced to note with interest
mixed with some apprehension the illustration on
the cover of the June issue of that magazine as
it appeared in an advertisement in Radio News.
This illustration is of a "Chemical Flask Motor"
which operates due to the vaporization of some
volatile liquid. the pressure thus produced forcing
an excess of the liquid over into the other side
of the motor, and thus causing it to rotate. I
have not read the article describing the construction of this motor- but unless the article is at
variance with the illustration, the presence of a
bottle marked "ether" would indicate the tuse of
that dangerously inflammable liquid in the motor.
Any sane person having any knowledge of the
properties of ether would hardly use it in thin
walled glass bulbs which were to be heated by a
direct flame as in the illustration.
The possibility of a leak or of breakage of
some part of the apparatus is too great under
such conditions to warrant suggesting such an
experiment where it might be performed by some
unskilled technician. with genuine danger to his
person and to those who might be near. In my
opinion. the use of chloroform, which is uninflammable. and yet sufficiently volatile for the
experiment. would have been nnich saner and
wiser.
Of course, if the use of some non -inflammable liquid was specified in the article proper, the
above criticism does not apply, and in that case.
I would beg your pardon for the criticism.
PERI

present

SI

ENTER,

Sincerely.

HERMAN P. ROTH.

Olivet. Mich.

Private Laboratories
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
Having purchased a lot in this locality, I am
preparing to erect a combined dwelling shop
The laboratory work is to inand laboratory.
volve physics, chemistry. etc.

it has occurred to me that if neighbors conI
sider this dangerous I may have to note.
wonder if there is anything you can roll me in
snd
if
so.
regard to my rights in this matter,
would be pleased to receive an early eply.
Respectfully,
G. M. L.
(There is no danger of the neighbors forcing
Your laboratory a you speak of
you to move.
it, will be no more dangerous tin n any dwelling
house.
When you have insurer you will auto.'rustically get the views of the underwriters on
the subject of laboratories, Thi re are laboratories
all over the country and no o le should object.EDITOR.)

An Appre' iation
Editor, THE EXPERIMENTE

I am but one in a gre ,t army of experimenters
and ant trying to learn : it i can about the theory
and practice of electricity and radio.
Your
magazine has been a very great help to me in
these matters.
The 'uly, 1915, number was exceedingly good.
Those articles by radio amateurs 2ABM, 2DB,
2FZ and 3M0 w:re excellent and the one by
Leon Adelman called "Circuit Analysis," is also
to he highly contaended. Here's to the continued
success of your r tublicatioti.
Very truly yours.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

JOHN O'DONNELL.

Binding the Data Sheets
A Question of Magnetic Poles
Editor, THE

EXPERIMENTER:

The question has often arisen, where is the
North and where is the South Magnetic Pole.
According to E. E. \Veber, map maker. the
North Magnetic Pole is situated near the North
Taking \mundson's voyage
Geographical Pole.
to the South Pole into consideration, the above
statement is false.
When he, Amundson. reached the South Pole.
his compass needle deviated so that his south end
pointed down. showing the presence of a North
Magnetic Pole.
Therefore. the South Magnetic
Pole +oust he in the vicinity of the North GeoMoreover, a south -seeking pole
graphical Pole.
showing that the
is sometimes called north,
north side of a compass needle is attracted by a
South Pole (Magnetic).

Yours sincerely,

RAYMOND A. LlstsQueN.
(There is no doubt that the correct name for
the north pole of the magnet is the "north seeking pole." But the short names "North Pole"
and "South Pole" have iron acceptance and it is

too late to chatter

now.-Eot'roiu.)

Editor, THE EXPERIMENTER:
I wish to make a little contribution in the line
of a suggestion. To keep the radio data sheets or
any others from being torn at the holes I suggest
making gummed reinforcements as follows:
Get
some gummed strips of paper such as grocers
use to fasten paper hags and stick two pieces
together one on top of the other so that one
side is plain and the other gummed.
Then make punches from two brass tubes TA

inch diameter by filing the ends to a
With a compass make as many tA
inch circles or washers as possible and make
inch circles in the centers. First use the ie inch
punch and then the ;4 inch punch. Stick these
on either side of the data sheets where the filing
inch and

34

knife edge.

holes are.

Hoping for the future success of the EXPERII am,
Yours truly,

MENTER,

SIMON CHERRY,

Montreal, Canada.
(We are glad to publish this suggestion. There
is no doubt that reinforcements are desirable,
although other arrangements could be devised.Eot TOR-)
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Latest Electrical Patents
Amplify ng System

-41 2'

-VTV-

9b
La

L5

Vz

i
Loud Speakel-

This new system of radio frequency amplification has been patented
by John Scott -Taggart, the eminent engineer. 5n auxiliary condenser
is used to enhance the inherent tube capacity while at the same time
another one is used to neutralize the tendency to oscillate. The Inter electrode capacity of the tube is so very small that the proper neutralization cannot he effectively made when using small neutralizing condenser. The capacity is increased by means of one of the condensers
Greater stability is
and then counterbalanced by a second one.
thus insured and higher amplification is obtainable. The neutralizaand when the con.rove
-length.
tion is not affected by changes in
densers are once adjusted it will be found that stable operation is as
good on long wave -lengths as it is on short. (": and (4 are the neutralizing condensers, while ('I and ('3 are the counter -balancing ones.
Patent No. I.521.7,80 i..ued to John Scott -Taggart, Ilford, England.

Vacuum -Tube Holder

to this loud speaker, friction due to armature
bearings and fulcrum points usually employed
to support the armature are eliminated. It is
claimed that considerable tone improvement is
obtained in this way.
Patent No. 1.533,3:2 issued to C. E. Brigham,
E. Orange, N.

Electric -Arc Welding and Preheating Handle

This is a bundle for operating two diagonally placed carbons for are preheating and
welding. The numerous joints give opportunity for various adjustments and at B and at
A there is a linger piece fur opening the arc C.
Patent No. 1,:33.814, issued to
Livermore, East Orange, N. J.

J.

Henry W.

Electric Welding
Telephone Diaphragm

The object of this intention is to secure a
vacuum tube in its socket by the use of a
bayonet joint. To make it doubly secure there
is at spring In the bottom of the socket which
pushes the tube upw'a rd to secure the grip.
Patent No. 1,533.209, issued to John W.
Radu, New York. N. Y.

Electric Condenser
In electric welding a groove Is often plowed
out to start the operation. Here a coupling is
made by shaping a piece of iron into a cylinder
and then by driving a die down into the gap a
proper shape Is given to the gap to facilitate
welding, a thin edge being produced at the
bottom for the operation to start at.
Patent No. 1.531,823 Issued to Chas. S. Smith.
Milwaukee, Wisc.

NeVI

Combined Storage Battery and
Rectifier

Mica Condenser

In this condenser each plate of mica is coated
on one side with black oxide of lead or graphite and then electroplated on this side only
with copper. In this way a more compact
assembly of the strips is made possible.
Patent No. 1,533.334 issued to H. O. Russell.
et al, Dayton, 01110.

The telephone diaphragm illustrated is corrugated in concentric circles. The lengths of
the radii of the circles are prime with each
other numerically, so that each corrugation
overcomes in great measure the resonance due
to the circles adjoining it.
Patent No. 1.522.158. issued to Phillips
Thomas, Pittsburgh, Pa.

This condenser, the intention of the distinguished electrician, Elihu i'homson, is made
by rolling up sheets of metal and of dielectric
into a cylinder placing them in a case which
then can be charged with oi.
Patent No. 1.536,948, issued to Elihu Thomson. Swampscott, Mass.

The above patent covers the combined stor-

age battery and rectifier for charging by rectifier connected in series with the battery and
cut out of circuit when the battery is to he
used. It is particularly adapted for use as a

':B" battery in radio.
Patent No. 1,533906. issued
Therm. Cincinnati. Ohio.

to
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HE idea of this department is to present to the layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood by everyone, and that
A will be instructive too.
There is a monthly prize of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustration and then send us your own particular "ShortCircuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something
that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will
have a good chance to win the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, or to write the verses. \Ve will attend to
that. Now, let's see what
you can
do!

Here rests in peace
Poor Harry sIacLawter.
He stuck his soldering iron
In a pail of water.

Here lie the remains
Of Miss Lizzy ticDubb.

She massaged her neck
\Vith one hand in the tub.

-Harry

-Ron.

Sand.

ar

Sy1,1111t.

Entombed 'neath this spot
Lies Willem Van Camp.
He hunted for trouble with
An uninsttlated lamp.
-Harry West.

'LIVE WIRE LINE

d

KILIS LINEMAN,

<;

Cutting Into' a 19,000 volt line by
mistake yesterday, Al 'Meadows, 35,
lineman for the Washington -Water
nd Power company, at Moscow. suffered
o,

his
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shock that caused his death less
than two hours later. Meadows was
working on a high voltage line three
miles cast of Moscow yesterday after.
noon when he reached a point where
the 19,000 volt feeder doubled back on
the same line of the poles from the
Moscow substation to supply Troy.
It is believed he did not see the
19.000 volt line below the 60.000 line.
Life was not gone when Meadows
arrived at the hospital and a perimeter was rushed to the stricken man
from Colfax by airplane, but it arrivedtoo late. He died at 4 o'clock.
Meadows had been connected with
the Washington Water Power company for some time, having moved
from Spokane several years ago.
a
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Beneath this sod
Is little Jimmie Durkt.
He put his finger in the socket
To see how it worked.

Electric Vibrator Kills
Cirl:Preparing` Her Bath

Louleoina . Ky., June 21s -OM -A
titlark vibrator, which she may
t81hS yoo trtaestge. bee -deck,' electro
1 Was -Loretta' Morrison, 19, ii
ha
he bathroom. of her,ttome lore today
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A scholarly death
Died operator Mitch,
He pointed his pencil
At an electric switch.
-Leo R. Lieder.

-Ron. Symms.
In connection with our Short Circuit Cont est, please note that these Short Circuits started in our November, 1921, issue and have run ever since.
Naturally, during this time, all of the simple ones have appeared, and we do not wish to duplicate suggestions of actual happenings or short circuits. Every
month we receive hundreds of the following sugge stions, which we must disregard, because they have already appeared in print previously. Man or woman in
bath tub being shocked by touching electric light fixture or electric heater. Boy flying kite, using metallic wire as a string,
touching an electric
line. People operating a radio outfit during a thu nderstorm. Stringing an aerial, the latter falling on lighting main. Picking up alatter
live trolley wire. Making
contact with a third rail. Woman operating a v acuum cleaner while standing on floor heating register, etc. All obvious short circuits
of this kind should
cot be submitted, as they stand little chance of being published.
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Tills

department is conducted for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity in all its phases. We are glad to answer questions for the benefit
of all, but necessarily can only publish such matter as interests the majority of readers.
1. Not more than three questions can be answered for each correspondent.
No attention can be paid to penciled letters.
2. Write on only one side of the paper; all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink.
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge.
The Editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate of
25 cents for each.
On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc., a special charge will be made. Correspondents
will be informed as to such charge.
Kindly oblige us by making your letter as short as possible.

Conventional Splicing
(530) James R. Morgan, Des Moines,
Iowa, asks:
Q. 1. \Vhat is the, standard practice used
by wiremen in splicing twisted cable?
A. 1. The method in use the world over
is that known as "staggering joints." The
f miliar Western Union connections are employed in splicing the ends of the wires. The
following procedure is used:

wr

{

á

; 1: ..

e,4 .,..,+,

I

a bell ringing generator so as to light 6-volt

tor. I want this so that it will be protected
from dust and mechanical injury.
A. 1. The crystal cup is soldered to a
short length of brass rod, to which is fastened a knob, and which rod projects through
a bushing in the panel. A short length of
spring bronze, or even spring tempered
brass is fastened, as is shown in the diagram.
and to one end is soldered a small cat whisker of phosphor bronze wire. Regulating the pressure on the crystal is done by a
short threaded rod with a binding post head
soldered on it passing through the panel imnicdiateely underneath the larger knob. The
arrangement provides for extremely delicate
adjustment and is quite convenient in operation.

a-

WRAP HERE
CRYSTAL CUP

automobile lamps?
A. 1. The simplest method by far is to
use a small step-down bell ringing transformer. The average voltage generated by
the bell ringer is approximately 110 volts.
and secondary of the transformer will thus
deliver approximately the necessary voltage.

Rain Jllarm
(533) Jackson Stewart, Glen Cove, L. I.,
inquires:
Q. 1. Is it possible to make a successful
rain alarm and which will warn one immediately after it commences to rain. I have
seen many described in various journals, but
it usually takes too long for them to func-

PANEL

tion.
A. I. The accompanying diagram shows
how utterly simple it is to make a rain
alarm which will work effectively as soon
as rain begins to fall. A spark plug fitted
with a funnel is fastened to a piece of board
projecting from the window sill. A few
grains of salt are placed around the elec-

SWITCH

KNOB

CAT WHISKER

The upper figure shows the American connection or ,joint. If the straight portion of the
wire lying between the two twisted portions
were also tightly twisted It would be the
Western Union connection. The lower figure
shows bow to connect flexible wire for lamps
and so forth so us to avoid short circuiting
and arcing.

e

The ends of one of the cables are cut so
that one wire is three inches longer than the
other. The insulation on both is then removed for a space of 2% inches. The other
cable is treated in a similar manner and the
standard Western Union splice made. Thus,
there remains a space of about two inches
of untouched insulation between bout joints,
which prevents accidental short circuit. After
the connections are thoroughly soldered they
are well taped and in such a manner that
the joints arc almost unnoticeable.
What are known as McIntyre sleeves arc
used to some extent in different parts of the
country instead of the ordinary standard
splice and soldering practice. The sleeve
consists of two copper tubes having a slightly
larger diameter than the wires which arc
to be connected. By inserting the ends of
the wires into the tubes, which are practically welded together. and then twisting
thetn two or three times about each other
an excellent joint is secured. Soldering may
he used with advantage, or may be dispensed
tvitit.

trodis and then the device is wired in series
with a 6 -volt battery and electric bell. As
soon as rain water trickles down the side of
the funnel it dissolves the salt which, upon
solution in the rain water, ionizes and the
saline solution becomes a fairly good con-

ductor. If a small switch is included in the
circuit, it will be possible to shut off the
alarm when it has been answered and thus
save the battery.
4 BRASS

8

SCREW

ROD

1

B NDING
POST CAP

I" LONG

!D
Ib

NUT

FIBRE TUBE.

4LONG
A very neat arrangement
rated
detector
switch knob in front of the
able by it bleeding post rap
ery'sha

I

knob.

for

a

calnlisker

by the familiar
panel and adjustbelow the switch

Bell Ringer
(532)

Jerry Bass. Oshkosh. Wis.. asks

Q. 1. How can
BELL RINGING
TRANSFORMER

I

convert the output of

A rain alarm. It operates by the moistening
f salt by the rain, a spark plug being used
to give the terminals. A metal funnel is connected to the one mire.
i

Ti,.' Mcfntyre sleeve; the straight ends of
the n:res are inserted in the tubes which are
then twisted as shuu'n in the lower figure.
making a very secure joint and one of high

High Voltage Experiments
(534)
writes:

lief ivity.

.Crystal Detector
(531)
asks:

Leon P. Peck. Bronx, New York,

Kindly give me constructional details on a hack -panel -mounted crystal dace *Q., 1.

Operating a bell -ringing generator giving
the usual high voltage; by means of a transformer the voltage is lowered so that it can
light a low voltage lump.

A.

R.

Ibbotson, Souris, Man.,

Q. 1. I am particularly interested in your
article by Lester Reuketna on high voltage
experiments. Please give me page reference for the second instalment.
A. 1. You will find this in the May issue
of THE EXPERIMENTER. page 494 with additional illustrations and diagrams.
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Operating D.C. motors on A.C.
(Continued from page 765)
are connected to diametrically opposite commutator segments, as shown, and synchronizing lamps connected across the main switch.
These lamps should be of similar voltage
rating to that of the motor. Full details on
how to synchronize can be found in any A.C.
textbook. The field coils are excited or
polarized by means of battery current, which
may be varied through a rheostat. For this
110 V.

A.C.

A.C.

AMMETER

MOTOR

AC.vOLTMETER

DIRECT READING
A.C. WATTMETER

A.C. TEST

D.C.

AMMETER

110V. D.C.

O

O.C.

MOTOR

VOLTMETER

D.C.

TEST

The connection of volt and ammeter, as well
direct reading wattmeter,' are shown in the
iagrant above, both for testing D.C. as well
ass %.C. motors.
Some laboratories are equipped with a direct reading power -factor meter.
as
J

sort of work a shunt motor may be used, as
well as a series motor. Some means must
be provided to speed up the armature of the
machine until synchronous speed is reached,
and as soon as the main switch is closed the
accelerating means may be dispensed with.
The accelerating device may be another
motor belted to the synchronous machine,
'or it may he spun by means of a belt and a
pulley provided with a handle.
Inductance Motor from D.C. Machine
Fig. 8 shows a simple method for converting a D.C. motor into an induction motor
simply by wrapping a few turns of bare
copper wire around the commutator bars,
thus short-circuiting all of the armature
coils. The field coils are connected to the
A.C. supply, preferably through a controlling
impedance coil or rheostat, or, failing this, a
lamp bank. This induction motor is not
self-starting and the armature has to be
spun by pulling on the belt, or otherwise,
until it reaches a synchronous speed. The
connections of the field coils may be changed
until best results are obtained.
Self -Starting A.C. Motor from D.C. Machine
To make a squirrel cage induction motor
self-starting, one or two tricks are usually
resorted to, vi:., either to provide copper
shading plates placed in the leading field
pole tips, as shown in Fig. 9. or else to use
starting coils in place of them. opening the
starting winding as soon as the motor has
reached synchronous speed. It is a simple
matter to make a squirrel cage rotor out of
a D.C. armature by filling the slots with
copper bars and soldering these at either
end of the rotor to copper discs in the manner shown. Usually, however, it is best to
have more rotor inductors than can be got
into the average D.C. armature. Those interested in this particular phase of the work
may refer to books on A.C. motors. or to
an article by the writer, entitled "How td
Build a i'g-h.p. A.C. Motor," in the October,
1921, issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION,
page 531.

Combination Replusion-inductance Motors
For the electrical experimenter working
on the problem of how to operate a D.C.
nlott., on A.C., Fig. 10 may provide an interesting field of thought. Here we see two
diagrams, (A) showing a motor of the D.C.
type starting as a repulsion motor with shortcircuited commutator brushes. After the
motor has reached synchronous speed, a
centrifugal ball governor device causes the
brushes to rise from the commutator and
pulls a copper or brass short-circuiting ring
against all the commutator bars simultaneously. This. as will be seen, converts the
armature into a sort of squirrel cage rotor.
The motor is thus operating as an induction motor.
This unique principle has been used for
many years on well-known A.C. single-phase
motors. For small motors in experimental
work, the action can be simplified by not
having the ball governor lift the brushes
from the commutator, but simply by causing
such governor to open a switch in the jumper
circuit connected across the brushes. Of
course, as with all the previous motors described, the main field frame through which
the field flux passes from one pole to another, including the field poles, must be of
laminated sheet -iron. The field coils are
connected, of course, to the A.C. supply, and
the number of turns, as well as the connections of the field coils, may be changed until
best results are obtained. All this sort of
work is very enlightening to the embryo
electrician, and he will never regret the hours
spent in studying and experimenting with
motors in their relation to A.C. and D.C.
circuits, as it is difficult to absorb the necessary practical knowledge of actual results
obtained from the theory given in textbooks.
Keep a record of all tests, as they will prove
of incalculable value in later years.
Testing Motors on A.C. and D.C.
In Fig. 11 is shown a method of connecting an A.C. ammeter and voltmeter, as well as
a direct reading A.C. wattmeter, to a motor,
in order to determine the watts consumed,
and the power factor of a machine. The
connection of the D.C. ammeter and voltmeter is also shown for, making a test on
D.C. circuits.
After obtaining readings from the A.C.
instruments, the following factors can be
computed. The apparent watts consumed
by the motor is found by multiplying the
amperes by the volts indicated on the ammeter and voltmeter, respectively. The true
watts expended in the circuit and for which
we pay real money is volts times amperes
tintes power factor. The power factor is
found by dividing the true watts, indicated
on a direct reading wattmeter, by the apparent watts. The power factor is about
80 per cent. for motors.
In making changes in the windings on a
machine intended for use on A.C., it is well
to keep in mind that the heating effect is
sensibly the same for A.C. or D.C. Therefore. it is permissable to allow the same
cross-sectional area for copper wire used
in windings as for D.C. machines, viz., 1.000
circular mils per ampere for non-moving
coils and 600 circular mils per ampere for
moving coils. such as armatures, etc.
Use of Rectifiers
Small D.C. motors can be operated from
a rectifier, preferably of the electrolytic or
vacuum tube type. Of course, the rectifier
must be designed to have a sufficient output
in volts and amperes (or watts) to take care
of the.motor in question. The current from
vibrating rectifiers is of too pulsating a
nature for operating motors satisfactorily,
and ill any case the rectifier should correct

both halves of the cycle and not one half,
or else the D.C. supplied will be too pulsating.
One means of operating D.C. motors from
A.C. is to use a motor -generator set, as
shown in Fig. 12-B. This may be an un RECTIFIER (ELECTROLYTIC,TUNGAR ETC. OF
PROPER VOLTAGE FOR MOTOR)

110 V. A.C.

A.C.

MOTOR

-AD.C.
DYNAMO

STORAGE BATT.

BEING CHARGED
In the diagram at %, a reclliter of sonic form
is indicated for the purpose of operating a
D.C. motor on A.C. Diagram It shows a reliable method of operating D.C. motors and
other apparatus, including storage batteries to
be charged. etc., by supplying these with direct
current front a dynamo drisen by an A.C.

motor.

economical method of accomplishing the
purpose in many instances, but in some cases
it is the best method. An efficient and extremely satisfactory method of charging
storage batteries is to use a small A.C.
motor directly connected to a small D.C.
dynamo in the manner shown. Arc lamps
for motion picture projectors and for many
other purposes are best operated on D.C.
supplied in this way. As a hint to experimenters, we might mention that, for battery
charging, a water motor may be substituted
for the A.C. motor.

Notes on Electric Machines
There arc three principal types of motor
and dynamo, depending on the arrangement
of the armature and the field windings. These
types are series, shunt, and compound
wound. The compound wound machine is a
combination of the series and shunt wound.
The series wound type gives the most constant speed when used as a motor and the
most constant voltage when used as a generator, under changing loads, and is the
most widely used.
Dynamos are divided into two clasess according to the nature of the current they
deliver. Direct current dynamos deliver a
direct current or one always flowing in one
direction; one terminal being positive and
the other negative. Any direct current
dynamo may he used as a motor. Series and
shunt wound motors turn in the same direction whether used as a dynamo or motor.
By weakening its field, the speed of any
motor is decreased and the torque increased.
Alternating current dynamos or alternators deliver an alternating current or one
that periodically reverses its direction of
flow, from positive to negative, Rnd so on.

i
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How to Make a loMeter Radio Transmitter
(Continued from page 733)
slightest conception of what the fundamental
frequency may be. The Lecher wire system
is, perhaps, the simplest and best method
to be used.

Measuring the Frequency
Accurate knowledge of the frequency of
the waves is of great importance, and they
can, literally, be measured by a yard -stick
or meter-stick.
All that is necessary is such an arrange-

ment as shown in Fig. 2, which embodies a
system of parallel wires spaced four or five
inches apart, one end of each being left
free, while the other ends are connected to
two variable condensers and a small pick-up
coil. Then, with the oscillator going, it is
possible to pick up voltage nodes by means
of the sensitive meter which is moved along
the wire. The actual distance between successive nodes is one-half the wave-length.
This system has been described so many
times that it is not at all necessary to go
further into the details of standing waves,
reflected waves and harmonic waves. Suffice to say that the experimenter .will more
than probably find numerous experiments to
perform and measurements to take with this
device.

Experiments
Of great significance and interest are the
field measurements to be taken with the aid
of the simple wave -meter. Unless the planes

of both the oscillator coils and resonator
coil are parallel, little or no energy will be
picked up. If at exact right angles, even
the most sensitive meter will give no reading. Again, if the resonator coil is brought
in proximity, parallel to the oscillator inductance, but near to the supporting metallic
screw on top of the glazed porcelain insulator, complete absorption will be manifest and
for a radius of several inches around the
screw it will be impossible to obtain a light
in the lamp. On the other hand, even several inches further away, it might be possible to burn out the lamp, due to the excessive field strength.
It will be noted that with the inductance
clips on various portions of the inductance,
the tuning condenser will have little or no
effect on the frequency but will have an
enormous effect on the output. In fact, the
radiation may fall to an extremely low
value when the condenser capacity is made
a minimum. We can readily account for
this if we remember that the resistance of
a condenser increases with the frequency
and with a decrease in capacity value.
In experiments, the inductance clips have
been so placed as to include the tuning condenser alone and leaving the inductance coils
themselves to act as antenna and counterpoise, respectively. The inductance of the
entire oscillatory circuit is made up only by
the short leads between the grid and grid

condenser, between the grid condenser and
tuning condenser, between the tuning condenser and plate stopping condenser, and
from the latter to the plate. It will at once
be seen, therefore, that the values of the
series condensers must naturally be low, but
it also must be kept in mind that losses must
be prevented, since the resistance of the
circuit becomes so exceedingly high.
To further increase radiation, it has been
found that short lengths of brass or copper
tubing connected to the ends of the oscillator inductance, causing a greater load to be
placed on the tube, give increased radiation
and but slightly increase the wave -length.
Strange as it may seem, at certain points
between the grid and plate inductances it is
impossible to pick up any energy whatsoever, whereas, alongside of the coils, several 31/2 -volt battery lamps have been burnt
out, due to the excessive energy radiated.
Experiments were carried on both during
daytime and at night but no marked differences were noted.
While further experiments may bring to
light some interesting facts concerning reflection, refraction and absorption of these
extremely high frequency radio waves, we
must content ourselves in acknowledging
that we have made a big step forward in our
attempt to differentiate between Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory of light and Hertz's
electromagnetic waves in the ether.

The Sacred Palm
(Continued from page
tall and well-groomed, with a visage calculated to strike fear into the heart of
any subordinate. He spoke deliberately and
decisively, as if deciding an important business issue.
"There was no element of chance in my
feat," said Mr. \Vhimple proudly. "This
you will see as I go on. My story is this:
Mrs. Whimple and I enjoy violin solos
better than any other kind of radio music.
but we are always annoyed by the fact that
the phno accompaniment is invariably too
loud for the soft playing of the violin.
'Horace, dear,' she said one evening, 'Can't
you get rid of that piano music somehow?
It spoils Mr. Ludlow's playing.' That set
me thinking. The next day I went to the
public library and consulted several books
on sound and electricity. On my way home
that evening I stepped into a radio store
and bought several special radio instruments.
"After several nights of experimentation.
I finally found what I was seeking.
I
invited Mrs. \Vhimple to isten to a demonstration of my new tone filter device.
That night her favorite violinist was playing, and as usual the piano was too loud.
So, what do you think I did? I switched

ERY owner of

radio receiver has
noticed fading at some time or other.
This is a factor which all who hope for dependable and continuous radio communication must contend with, and has been made
the object of much study.
The illustration shows the instrument
used by many of the observers in recent
tests. The wire carrying the rectified output of a receiving set is connected to the
galvanometer at the left: this galvanometer
is an extremely sensitive instrument. A current of 14 millionths of an ampere is sufficient to give a full-scale deflection. The
long line the pen has just drawn represents
a change in current of about 5 millionths of
an ampere.
This minute power, one of whose constituents is represented by this current, is not,
of course, sufficient to actuate the recorder
E\

a
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in my filter, turned its knobs, and, gentle-

men, I tuned out the piano music and left
the violin playing as softly and as sweetly
as a bird!"
The club members by this time were on

their feet, shouting and applauding unrestrainedly. The din was terrific. Mr.
President pounded on the table until the
timbers began creaking, but it was only
after Mr. \Vhimple took two bows that
the excited club members resumed their
chairs.
"Gentlemen, please, gentlemen".
The
president was hoarse. "It is _rowing late.
Let us vote now. I will hold my hand over
each candidate, and the strength of your
applause will indicate your opinion of his
story". The president walked over to Mr.
Grimp, held his hand over his bald cranium,
and looked questioningly at the club. "He
removed his tubes from his set", he reminded
them. A weak and lifeless patter dribbled
across the hall.
Mr. Grimp very definitely
would not win the P.P.P.
Mr. Chairman had hardly reached Mr.
Blister when another near -riot occurred,
There was no need to remind the club that
Mr. Blister had heard music with the phones
disconnected.

Fading Recorder

The fading recorder which la operated by
hand and motor working together.
Photo
courtts> of General Radio Co.

Mr. McGurgle, poor soul, received nothing
but a few scattered and impolite hisses.
Mr. \Vhimple, however, was the recipient of
another enthusiastic display of approbation.
"Messrs. Grimp and McGurgle, I am
afraid, are eliminated", declared the president. "We will now vote again on Messrs.
Blister and Whimple".
The two candidates received equal shares
of vociferous acknowledgement, and it appeared as if the vote might result in a tie.
However, Mr. Whimple's story was fresher
in the audience's mind than his opponent's,
so finally the president lead him to the

platform.
"Mr. Whimple, in the name of the Ananias
Radio Club," he said solemnly, belying his
following words. 'it gives me great pleasure
to award to you this 14 carat solid gold palm,
our sacred Palm of the Prodigious Prevaricator, for succeeding in tuning out the
piano accompaniment to a violin solo. May
the Lord keep you and guide you, amen".
"Did I hear a motion to adjourn? Gentlemen, the meeting is adjourned.
NOTE:
Each of the four incidents has
actually been attested to by unsuspecting be-

ginners.-Entrott.

mechanism. The actual record is made by
the operator, who moves the handle at the
left back and forth with the galvanometer
needle. The handle carries a pointer which
is kept over the galvanometer needle. The
lamp above the meter casts a shadow of the
painter on the meter dial. The pointer is
moved so that its shadow always falls on
the galvanometer needle.
The pen connected to the handle moves
back and forth across the paper, drawing a
permanent record. The paper is carried by
a drum, which revolves once in 20 minutes.
The drum is driven by a small clock motor,
which maintains its speed exactly uniform.
Points on the roller prick the paper at two minute intervals. The time at which the
record is started is noted, and the time of
any particular change is then indicated. A
typical record may be seen on the roll.
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Sound and Audio Frequenci Amplification
(Continued from page 734)
these frequencies, and deliver them at the
car in their exact original proportion.
These harmonics now serve the purpose of
giving what might he called distinction to
They characterize the sound,
the sound.
they impart color, or, as it is generally
called, they give the sound its distinctive
timbre. This timbre is different for different
bodies and substances, because the proportion
in which these harmonics are present with
the fundamental frequency is different.
Without these harmonics and their infinite
changeability, a violin would sound no different from a flute or an organ, no one instrument would have another distinctive or
better sound than any other. With the harmonics, the various instruments are a mighty
tool in the hands of the master and portray
all emotions, as his mood dictates.
And always again the air is the faithful
servant that brings to us all the finest graduations, the slightest variations, though remaining a neutrum all the time.
Yet, our picture would be incomplete when
we imagine that the air particles bring to our
car each and every vibration separately. In
reality the air vibrates in a way, which we
might call a composite of all individual
vibrations imparted to it. And it can do so
with nearly an infinite number of vibrations,
as when we are listening to an orchestra of
many pieces, each .of them vibrating independently in its fundamental and overtones.
And the air particles deliver at our car the
composite or resultant vibration, and in turn
our eardrum repeats merely this resultant
Vibration.

And now comes maybe the most wonderful
part of our story of the magic called sound:
we receive the composite .wave or vibration,
and in hearing, unerringly decompose this
intricate vibration. And we follow the singing. and sobbing of the violin in its tenderest

1

COMPOSITE

SOUND

VIBRATION

Sound

FIG. 4
vibrations

from a number of
resolve
sources
themselves into a
composite vibration
which is again analyzed by the ear.
,

variations. we are thrilled by the triumphal
tones of the cornet, and we wonder at the
crystal clearness of the clarinets. While we
know, little about the way this is accomplished, yet our knowledge is far from complete.

For most persons the range of frequencies
from 16 to 20.000 fall within the range of
hearing. But many people cannot hear the
very lowest or the very highest tones. This
is not detrimental in any way to the proper
enjoyment of musical performances: The
frequencies above 13.000 give mostly a very
In
instrumental
disagreeable sensation.

music the highest tone is below 8,000 vibrations a second. In fact, we rarely_ -go above
6,000 vibrations a second. And in broadcasting, it is customary not to exceed: a frequency of 5.000. In phonographic -instruments even this number is scarcely attained,
due to the physical limitations of this. in-,
strument. And it may safely be -said that -tire
phonograph of the future will llave much -in
common with the radio reproducer, if it will
not be in the nature of a glorified radio set.
Even today we can have better reproduction
by means of broadcast music thanis possible
of attainment in the phonograph.
After this somewhat lengthy discussion óf
sound-and the subject has only been touched
upon very lightly-we may determine what
we will want in an amplifier destined for
pure reproduction. We will try to pitt .the
major requirements in a very simple way, as

follows:

(a) It should be perfectly elastic; in
other words it should function with equal
facility on all frequencies.
(b) It should be perfectly neutral in
other words it should not subtract anything
nor add anything to the original impulses
is supplied with. it should conserve proportions as present in these original impulses.
(c) It should amplify.
This is the first of three articles by Mr.
Nakken, who will deal with quality
radio reception, reviewing detectors,
transformer coupled amplifiers in the
second article, and resistance and choke
coil amplifiers in the third article.-Ed.
:

Conducting An Amateur Station
(Continued front page 735)

ac-a steady throbbing or pulsating note
of low frequency.
rac-a steady clear hum.
icw-a high toned screech or buzz.
dc-a pure or clear whistle.
fb-fine business-simply general praise.
ng-no good, general condemnation.
E.g., QSB ac, QSBdc fb. Assuming that
necessity and general usage justify the warping of QSB from its correct meaning, we
certainly have reason to accept the understood meaning in place of the actual definition.

The social rites having been properly performed, one is ready to go ahead with the
transmission of the message.
HANDING OVER THE MESSAGE
Communication established ends the need
for a long call. The communication should
now begin with a two -two call, an OK and
the courtesies as outlined. Then the double
dash, or break, as it is often called, to
indicate an abrupt change in thought viz.,
after which the message follows, starting with the preamble. The preamble used in amateur work is simple. It
consists of where from, number and date
of origin. The message itself consists of
whom to, text or body and the signature.
Here's an example:
(call)
(politeness)
5KK 5KK is 2KK 2KK r QRK` r7 QSB rac
(preamble)
fb
hr tnsg far Hartford Conn
.

.

-;

:

- - - ...

10X Nr 10 Jan

(address)

15 to R 1htignrski 2345 Alain

...
since forks in general use
St El Páso Tex
Bill ar bfv k.

text)

soup cheaper
sig

...

The "17wv" is not a necessity, it simply prevents the totally blunt and bare ending after

the "sig." A QSL to this, if the message
has been received correctly, can follow a
simple form: e.g.. 2KK 2KK a 5KK 5KK
nr 10 r k. After that, 2KK, if he has more
tfc, can continue with the next msg or start
some conversation. But if the whole or part
of the message has not been received correctly it must be repeated.
ASKING AND GIVING REPEATS

If the whole message has been missed.
there is a Q signal to take care of asking
for. the repetition necessary, QTA.
Had
5KK missed entirely he would have come
hack at 2KK like this: 2KK 2KK u 5KK
5KK ad oar Sri QTA pse k (nothing doing
om sorry please repeat the message).
if SKK had missed only part of the message. his procedure woulcL he different. The
question mark, ..
.. is quite generally
used to mean repeat. This in reference to a
part of a radiogram or casual conversation.
Or. another use for the "?" is in the case
of failing to understand a call. Suppose
5KK hearing 2KK calling him missed
2KK's signal. 5KK would simply call
.. u 5KK 5KK pse 1r.
indicating that Ile desires the calling station
to repeat the call. In obtaining a repeat of
parts of a message, such as a dropped word.
the word before the missing one is sent. a
"?" and the word after the missing one;
e. g., assuming the two words "in general"
in
message
the
were
missed-2KK
2KK u 5KK 5KK forks
.. use
.
rest r k.
Another method
of asking for such a fractional repeat is
best illustrated by an example: 2KK 2KK
u 5KK 5KK? in 'ads after ATiqurski .stop
soup rest r k (repeat in address words after
Migurski. stop with soup, rest of message
'OK). This latter practice is more generally
the amateur practice, while the former, be-

--

--

--

-

--

cause of its brevity. holds sway with most
commercial operators.
SIGNING OFF
If all the talk is. to all intents, completed,
stop. Don't bore the man you're working
with, for you may want to connect with
him again. Try not to use stereotyped endings. "Cal and 73" has been frayed to its
fewest threads. Cut means "see you later"
and it is used with no thought of its meaning. "73" means "hest regards": it is absurd to add an ".c" or "best." Simple
enough to say "so long" and quit.
The closing signal is 5K. It means that
all communication is finished. It must not
be confused with ar, the abbreviation signifying the end of a particular transmission,
such as a call. SK should carry the significance that, since the person signing off
is finished with one man, he is ready to
tune about and try to locate someone else
that might call him. After concluding a
communication thus, one should tune carefully to see that no one else is calling him
before using his transmitter again. In signing off finally, a three-three call precceds
the sk. so that tl-ose listening in may be
warned that the signer is finished with one
and ready for another station. If the operator has a personal "sine." it preceeds the sk
just following the three -three close-this is
not necessary in a one-man station. For

5KK u 2KK tax OM tts all
5KK SKK 5KK u 2KK 2KK
2KK
sk. An sk needs no acknowledgement. However, acknowledgement is often
given without any sort of sign, e. g.. r pa.
Laconic and brief, but certainly effective.
Definitely, in any case. the sk should end
example:
gn

73

things.

(To

be

continued)
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Examining Insulators at One million Volt
Tension

r.

(Continued front page 737)
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laboratory. F.ach one
Four examples of the work done in tl e famous insulator testing
insulators, such as shown
speaks for itself. The flash-overs In Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 over chain
in Fig. 2, are specially interesting. Fig. 4 shows a gigantic high voltage discharge.

The potential of 100,000 volts is no rarity
now. Cautiously 120,000 volts were tried and
already one million volts are considered.
As yet the electric energy has not been
compressed to that amount-in a way concentrated-but technical science is prepared
already for the tasks that are going to be
given for it in the future. The first laboratories have been createed, in which the
electric power line insulators of our electric
plants can be tested tip to a million volts.
Everything depends in fact on these insulators, those familiar appliances made of
porcelain. They prevent the current from
escaping to the ground and avoid losses and
dangers to life and property. They are
comparable to a levee erected on the line
of a river. Should this dam break in some
place, the water submerges the land-ruining and spoiling all. The wire is to be
considered the bed of the electric current,
which must be insulated the better and
safer as the tension of the circuit is higher.
If the supply of electricity is to fulfil all
its present and future tasks, the insulation
of the conductors must be up to the conFor this reason
tinually rising tension.
Freiburg begins testing insulators at a million volts.
The laboratory built for this immense

potential has the form of a large rectangular
hall and is lighted artificially only. Special
transformers make it possible to raise the
tension of the circuit to a million volts.
lo regard to the danger offered by this
tension, the side of the room in which the
investigators work is guarded by a railing.
The gallery for the staff of workers which
lies between the walls and this parapet is
closed by two doors. These only open when
the high tension is switched off. As long
as there is work going on under high tension. that is, as long as the transformers
are fed by current, the investigators cannot
leave the protecting room or area. One of
the long walls has platforms for investigators as well, which contain the switchboard
and all instruments necessary for the examination. Here also the investigator is in
safety.
The insulators which are to be examined
and which are often of gigantic dimensions,
and the insulator chains, are slid on rails
into the laboratory. In the same way they
are brought to the investigators' platforms

Continued from page 763)

On the right, the glass tube is supported
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Cen-e rator 7o7sTa7
Electricity

by a simple insulating bearing consisting of
a strip of ebonite or bakelite. The ebonite
strip is secured to the wooden baseboard by
a triangular or square piece of wood and
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before and after the examination, where
they can be examined without the investigators leaving their place. In the ceiling
there are special constructions which make
it possible to expose the insulators to artificial rain and artificial fog-that is, to all
those accidents that open air conductors are
subjected to. The rain can be changed in its
directions towards the insulators-as in
nature it also is driven from the vertical
direction by the wind, and is sometimes more
or less oblique in its relation to the conductors. Tremendous flashes of lightning
cross the insulator chains with different effects, according to whether the discharge
of the electric tension occurs in dry air, in
rain or in fog. The noise of the artificial
lightning is ear-splitting, but the electric

some wood screws. In the upper part of
the ebonite strip a clearance hole for the
tube is cut, so that it can turn easily and
with little friction.
The fan motor is shown on the left; it is
rai:.ed 3 or 4 inches from the base by a
wood block. The center of the motor spindle
and the center of the hole in the ebonite
strip must, of course, be exactly the same
dis:ance from the base, so that the tube can
run true. The motor is controlled by a
switch screwed to the end of the wood
block supporting the motor. A small rheosta' and fuse may also be included in the
Circuit.
The rubbing of the glass tube is executed
The motor drives
in the following way:
the tube at high speed. Around the upper
part of the tube a strip of silk or flannel is
drawn, as shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig 3.
The ends of the flannel or silk strip are
fixed to the edge of the base, using drawing
pins. This strip should be under slight
tension, to lie against the glass tube; if desired, one end only may be fixed to the
baseboard edge, while the other end is tacked
tó a small lath. as long as the silk strip.
Two or three short spiral springs are attached to the lath at one end, and to the
edge of the base at the other end. The
springs will then automatically adjust the
tension of the silk strip.
The coupling between motor spindle and
tube end is of a very simple type, so that
it can be easily made. The end of the
glass tube is fitted with a well -fitting wood
plug, which is cemented in with thick shellac varnish. Through this plug two holes
are drilled for some small bolts, of about
-inch or iá -inch diameter.
To the end of the motor spindle a metal
disc is attached, clamped between two nuts.
It has holes similar to those in the wood
plug. After the end of the wood plug has'
been recessed for the nuts on the spindle
end, the small bolts are pushed through the
holes in plug and disc. If the outer nuts
are tightened up. the disc will be firmly
pressed against the face of the plug, and
the drive from motor to tube will be transmitted most efficiently. Care must be taken
to get the coupling fitted at the center of -the
tube.
I f we now start our motor, we shall hear
a terrible squeal, caused by the friction between tube and ebonite strip (right-hand
bearing). This can be suppressed by lubricating the bearing with a small amount of
graphite powder. Paraffin wax may be applied before to give it adherence. Now our
machine will run silently, and continuous
sparks can be drawn from the brass knob.
Ito not run the motor too fast, as the
rubbing silk strip will get very hot in any
case. Adjust the motor to its lowest speed
for a start and see how the machine
stands it.
In all types of this generator, care must
be taken that the coils of the spring used
inside the glass tube touch the wall of the
tube. lithe spring is too small the induced
electricity will be correspondingly weaker
and the sparks shorter and less frequent.
An interesting feature of this generator
is that the interior can be kept dry irrespective of humidity in the air and that the glass
part is not readily breakable if of proper
thickness. and if it should break can be
easily replaced. while a hard rubber tube is
unbreakable.
1

'

The apparatus for testing the mechanical
characteristics such as resistance to different
strains. densile strength and the like, of the
insulators, in con uecl ion with their electrical
properties.

force is harnessed and there is no danger,
notwithstanding the high potential. Our
electric plants will, however, profit by the
experiences acquired here-however high the
tension will be raised, which our plants will
send into the land, the distribution will be
safe.
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The Latest Progress in Talking Movies
(Continued from page 741)

The ordinary microphone cannot be used
because it distorts the
sound. answering better for certain frequencies than for others. The Cathodophone, as the inventor calls it, is based oil
the following principles:

for this apparatus,

Incandescent metals. especially when they
are coated with oxides of the alkaline
earths, send out electrons when surrounded
by a vacuum. They do not send them out
under atmospheric pressure to any considerable distance. So each electron as set free
from the incandescent body unites itself to
a molecule of atmospheric gas, forming an
ion.
These ions

will flow from one pole to
another with a certain rapidity, constituting
an electric current called the ion or emission current. This current is affected by
every change. even the slightest in the pres-

The schematic diagram of the cthodophone
showing the mouthpiece and the ".V' and "B"
battery.

sure of the atmosphere, and this pressure
can be influenced by voice and music. Fig.
1
gives a schematic diagram of the Cathodophone.
F is a filament maintained at incandescence by the battery A B. To its left is
seen the mouthpiece. P is the anode carried by the same. R is a resistance. Am is
an ammeter. "B" is the anode or "B" battery, imparting the necessary potential to
the anode. "A" is the filament battery or
"A" battery. When the filament is heated
and the anode potential connected tip at a
definite potential, the ionic current is produced and shows itself by a bluish lighting
up in the vicinity of the electrode and by
the movement of the ammeter index hand.
Acoustic vibrations affect the pressure of
the air in the space between anode and
cathode, thereby varying the anode or plate
current. These little variations are strengthened or amplified by vacuum tubes. As
there is no diaphragm to effect a lag by its
inertia, the Cathodophone is in the highest
sense sensitive to the smallest changes even
at high frequency.
An orchestral production with its many
fundamentals and overtones is brought out
true to nature, and a very slight sound will
affect the instrument. The Cathodophone
is designed for minute quantities of energy
and its emanations have to be amplified
100,000 times in order adequately, to influence a source of light.

The energy of current required to produce the light to project these undulations
upon the film is about a hundred thousand
times that of the Cathodophone and is obtained by means of the usual amplifying
tube. The delicacy of this trembling ray of
light required a special type of lamp, styled
the "Ultra Frequency Lamp," a glass bulb

filled with a rare gas, and the ignition of
this gas gives the light.
In Fig. 3 the reproduction of portion of
a film is shown, with an orchestra playing
a tune; the narrow strip, the "Phonogram."
accompanying the pictures, embodies the
millions of vibrations of the music. Fig. 4
is the "Pilono-Photo" camera at work.
It
must be mentioned that whilst the film remains
stationary during exposure, the
Cathodophone rays are intercepted at that
point, but this infinitely small interval is
imperceptible to the ear.
The next step was to reverse the process
by reconverting the oscillations of light
into electric vibrations first and then into
the original acoustic waves. To do the first.
a photo -electric cell is used, which is composed of a tiny plate of metallic potassium
enclosed in a glass bulb with an inert gas.
When this cell is exposed to light, electrons
are driven off from the potassium, and as
this stands in opposition to a positive electrode, the electrons will flow in proportion
to the illumination. Fig. 6 gives an idea
of the photo -electric cell and Fig. 7 shows
the complete apparatus for reproduction
which resembles very much an ordinary
moving picture machine. The batteries arc
contained in the base and two tubes of the
amplifier for loud speaker can be distinguished in the center portion.
The loud speaker is built oil the electrostatic principle as the inventors found themselves unable to eliminate distortion sufficiently with the electro -magnetic system.
Besides this only about 1 per cent. of the
available electrical energy can be recovered
as acoustic energy. The idea of adapting
a two -plate condenser to this purpose with
one plate to vibrate in proportion to the
variations of the potential is not new; the
acoustic effect, however, was too small to
be of practical use.
As a metallic diaphragm was too ]teas y for the desired size.
mica of no more than 0.05 millimeters in
thickness, made electrically conductive, was
introduced. This diaphragm stands in opposition to a specially shaped metal plate with
perforations so as to obtain a maximum
volume of sound.
Distortion was not entirely eliminated by
this method, but owing to the size of dia-

A film is drawn pout the projecting lens of
the picture and then past the condensing lens
of the cthodophone. The rays of light pararing through It from the scenery, and those
passing through C as affected by the voice,
produce the two Impressions on the film to be

developed afteru Ards.

phragm a horn could be dispensed with and
the distortion overcome by subdividing the
surface of the diaphragm by eccentric rings.
As a result, this arrangement showed no
inclination to respond to certain tunes more
than to others, due to the difference in width
of the sections (see Fig. 8). Practice
proved that it was not sufficient to de -

peed on one type of statophone for increase
of volume: it was found necessary to vary
the distribution of these eccentric rings and
to compose units of statorhones each differing from the other. Fig. 8 shows one
of these units. The portion at the right

FIG. 10
Above, the picture is supposed to be projected on the screen. while below, the voice
pictures, as they may ire called, on the film
produce the sound accompanying the play.
has more compartments and is arranged for
reproduction of the high notes whilst the
one to the left is for the deepest tones. By
suitably arranging the sets of statophone:an opportunity is afforded to tune the re-

production as desired. eliminating practically any notable distortion.
To conclude. this type of loud speaker
would appear to lend itself to ordinary radiu
reproduction. but an electric potential of
several hundred volts is required.
Some
firms are endeavoring to overcome this difficulty. and it is to be hoped that they will
be successful, as the statophone promises to
become the ideal loud speaker.

Hedgehog Transformer
(Continued front page 763)
The next step in the construction is the
bending back of the ends of the iron wire.
except for a small space where the ends of
the coil wires protrude. The iron wire ends
must be drawn down in place and bound
with a wrapping of twine, as shown.
The terminals of the primary coil are so
delicate that they are apt to be broken off.
thus spoiling the entire apparatus. To guard
against this mishap. it is advisable to bind
a piece of flexible lamp cord to the cores
as shown in Fig. 3. and afterward to connect the ends of the primary to this cord.
preferably by soldering them, thus relieving
them of all strain.
To protect the transformer font dampness and mechanical injury, it is advisable
to place it in a wooden box after heating the
box slightly in an oven. Enough melted
paraffin wax is poured in to cover the core
and soldered connections. The lamp -cord is
then led through a bushing, while the secondary is fastened to binding posts. The
box is then covered and painted or stained.
This can be seen in Fig. 4.
In bell ringing. 4 volts will be sufficient.
For Christmas tree lighting with a dozen
3% -volt lamps, connect six lamps to one outside terminal and on intermediate tap; the
other six lamps are connected from the tap
to tite other outside terminal.
If the primary leads are permanently connected to the 110 -volt line it will not draw
enough current to actuate the ordinary meter
except when current is actually taken
through the secondary leads.
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The Experimenter's

BookshelF
Chemical History
CHEMISTRY TO THE TIME OF DAL TON. 128 pages. Oxford University
Press, London.

Contents, list of illustra-

tions and index.

This little treatise is to be credited to the University of Oxford and makes very good reading,
bringing in the great workers in chemistry. It
ends with what may be very justly called the
daring conception of Dalton, when lie made his
great effort to place chemistry on the basis of
atomic weights.

Some of his equivalents for the different elcmeuts are given and their wide divergence from
the present accepted weights is largely due to
the fact that Avogadro's supreme discovery of
the volume of relations of molecules in the
gaseous state had not yet been made.
The description of the work of the Englishman Priestley, much of which was done in
Northumberland in Pennsylvania, and of 'the
work of Lavoisicr, victim of the French revolu
tion. as Moseley was the victim of the \\ orld War,
immediately precede the description of Dalton:
these three chemists are the true founders of
modern chemistry.
The book is the third of a series called Chapters in the History of Science, edited by Dr.
The
Charles Singer, and more are to come.
present work is by Professor E. J. Holmvard of
Clifton College. Bristol, and in the preface he
makes his acknowledgments to Mrs. Singer for
her assistance. The illustrations are highly to be
commended. and we shall hope to review further
books in this series.

Organic Chemistry
for the School
OUTLINES OF ORGANIC CHEMIS-

By F. J. Moore, Ph.D. xiv, 353.
Index. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1924.
$2.50.

TRY.

.

Some years ago before

it had reached the pres-

ent development, organic chemistry to

a

certain

extent was a confused subject and unfortunately
even today there are many compounds especially
in the human system and in the food which we

Rain From Elec.This illustrated article shows high
power and electrical apparatus used
for producing rainfall. It is claimed
to be successful, and it may doubtless be a forerunner of electrical
weather control apparatus of the
future.

!

The Next War

By H. Gernsback

By II. Winfield Secor

Everyday Chemistry
By Raymond B. Wailes
Making Selenium Cells

By Raymond B. Wailes

Wrinkles, Recipes and Formulas
Edited by S. Gernsback
A Suitcase Portable Super-Heterodyne
By Sidney E. Finkelstein
Radio Constructor Series-Elaborately illustrated with progressive diagrams and
photos for the layman-"The Browning Drake Circuit"

By A. P. Peck
kinds de-

"B" Battery Eliminators-All

scribed and diagrammed.
One -Tube Portable Set De Luxe

By Herbert E. Hayden
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Uses of Paraffins at Home

1

(Continued front page 753)

Other Interesting Articles to
Appear in September Issue of
Science and Invention
Life Suspended In Ice

consume whose satisfactory placing can hardly be
obtained. But the great skeleton of the subject
has been pretty well put together and today, organic chemestry has its scaffold or ramifying
framework, which gives the touch and aspect of
exact system to the greater part of the science.
Four elements. carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen plays so important a part itt this science
that they have been termed the four horsemen of
chemistry. Then from these if the student starts
by building up radicals and recognizing the fact that
a radical in organic chemistry plays the part of an
atom in Inorganic, he will have clarified a great
part of the subject. The present book scents to be
built up very much on this line and it is interesting
to see that the author has given a chapter to the
really- obscure chemistry of vital processes. It is
unpleasant to find fault but tite definition of an
ester. as an acid in which hydrogen has been replaced by a radical, is not quite pleasing, as a matter of wording, because an ester is distinctly not
an acid.
But we do warmly commend the book
and only wish that there was more of it.

i

hour, then the pure gas can be experimented
with. It will be found to burn with an
almost non-luminous flame; it is colorless
aced has no odor. ' When mixed with air
and ignited, it explodes.
A peculiar property of vaseline, a property for which it is seldom, if ever, used.
is as an anti -match strike surface. It has
been successfully used for this purpose under
varying conditions. Some people have a
bad habit of striking matches on the nearest
convenient surface. Now, to prevent tite
formation of unsightly marks and streaks
left after striking matches on painted or
varnished surfaces, just apply a little vaseline with a flannel rag. Work the vaseline'
into the surface with pressure while vigorously rubbing. After the vaseline has been
rubbed in, take a clean, dry piece of flanhel
and again rub the surface thoroughly. This
will prevent matches from being struck on
this surface. This is a nice little trick and
I am sure many will find it useful,

R'he Ark of the Covenant
(Continued frosts page 739)
and what then?" I asked.
"Then, sir." he said impressively-"then I'm
goin' ter find a quiet retired spot were I can
just sit an' think-or ntebbe not think at all if

I like,"

'Would you take a job that would give you a
chance to sit and think front sue?"
"Ah! I'd take any job front you, sir!"-very
pointedly.

If

you'll look after this steamer for
from England, I'll take you
to the Amazon and find a quiet spot for you
there."
So I secured Sleepy Sam Smithers, a very
important cog in the mechanism for a time. as
you shall learn. and I pictured with some amusement the delight of Higgins and Grumstock when
they found their old shipmate joining them.
I now left the work in New Orleans in the
hands of Lippencott, with his brother. Steve Curtis, and Smithers to help him, and set out for
England. where I hoped to recruit another half dozen men from among tried comrades.

"Right.
until I

me

get back

II

Other Additions to the Crew
Almost the first person of my acquaintance
I encountered in England was the young
He was coming down
Marquis of Devonridge.
the steps of the Wanderers' Club as I ascended
whom

them.

"Hello, Jumbo!"

he

exclaimed. using the nick-

"Got back from
name my bulk has given me.
hug-stalking in the wild and woolly. have you?
Gat a good show of heads?"
"Fairish." I said. "Doing anything particular
for the next three or four years. Pip?"
suppose the next three or four years will
find me dodging the tax -gatherers, as usual. Why?
Thinking of taking pity on a poor landowner?"
had thought of it, Pip. But I understood
that you had sold all the Devonridge property?"
"9'ou understanding. my dear Jumbo." he re-

"I
"I

plied. "has lost nothing of its limpid clarity.
Excent for a cottage or two given over to old
servants, Devonridge is a barren title these days.
If you're really game to take me out of this

demagogue -ridden country, you may enlist my
services for tite next four years at the remarkable stipend of, say. ten shillings a week. That
is to say, to wit, and videlicet: for five florins
per week you may acquire a cook-secretary-chauffeurgunbearer, warranted free from vice, clean
about the house, faithful, willing. sober. industrious, surprisingly honest, and guaranteed to eat
out of the hand! Do you go me, Jumbo?"
"I go you, Pip. Come and have lunch."
"Very good, sir."
And his lordship touched his hat obsequiously.
We liad not much opportunity for talk during
lunch. The Wanderers' was usually crowded. but
after we had fed, Devonridge and I strolled down
to his rooms at the foot of St. James's street,
outlined the scheme to him.
and there
"My dear Jumbo," Devonridge said, when I
I'm on. Ca to tans dire-as the
had finished,
French always say in novels writ at Tooting.
want
you to take me on false preBut I don't
tences.
The idea of stopping war conveys absolutely nothing to my young mind. except regretif the scheme wins out-that we shall put a lot of
honest lads belonging to my own class- and a Jew
or so, out of a job. Natheless-did you mark the
word, Jumbo?-nathcicss, I am with you, not out
of any high-falutin' notions, but for the lark."
"There won't be much lark about it, Pip."
"Trust me to get sotne fun." he smiled. "But
I'll hang on till you release me-and I'll do my
best for my mob, you may be sure."
"I'll take you on those terms. Pip."
"Righto. And now I suppose you want more
men ?"
"My object in England."
"I can help you there." said Devonridge. "I
know all the good men in London-and all the
Totters, too."

I

Philip Bentinck-Scrope. Marquis of Devonridge

in England and Baron Craigfeanteoch in Scotland.
thus became my lieutenant while I remained in
Britain. He was invaluable, for he enlisted the
services of three young men of good family whom
I knew by repute. They all had honorable records
of service in the European War. two serving at
sea and the other with the air force, and all of
them had been wounded.

The last statement brings up an odd fact I was
beginning to note.
With the exception of the
Master, the whole of the crew up to date had
suffered front wounds taken on active service, and
when I brought in three other men, two mechanics
and an instrument -maker wlio had served on air
ships with me, the tally was not broken.
I need not enlarge on the characters of these
ten. Devonridge's three were of the gay and
well -dressed, rather slangy type he represented.
it I except one. a quiet big young man named
Billy Haynes, who had Sleepy Sam Smither's ox like stare and no great gift of speech. My-. two'
mechanics I knew to be capable and trustworthy
men, quite ready to Inc plucky if occasion demanded'
it, but with the fine mechanic's logical habit of
reasoned speech

and

movement.

My

third, the

instrument -maker, was a little, slight man named
Thetford,' a perfect genius in the matter of the fine
adjustments required by his trade. I knew him
to be a man absorbed in his work, and a tireless
worker.
In selecting these men. particular care had to
be taken that they were without connections who
would worry about their, absence. With the exception of Thetford, who had a sister, none of
the six could think of any relatives or friends
who would he likely to get up a hue and cry for
them if a reasonable yarn of exploration was spun.
I arranged that money should be sent at regular
intervals front New Orleans to Thetford's sister,
and that he should write to her as if occupied in
that city.
Within a fortnight of my arrival in England.
f was on my way back to \merica with seven
nun.
Lippencott bad wasted no time. The Clutha was
ready for sea, and a good part of her cargo had
been stowed. He had found papers to account for
cur voyage, and had created the Amazonas Exploration Company to account for our stores. We
embarked young Lippencott, Steve Curtis and
Sam Smithers. together with the English members
of our crew, and under my command the good
:.hip Clutha set out in fair weather for the Brazils.
We made Manaos without trouble, for apart
from Thetford all my men were more than ama
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teur sailors and engineers. I did some business
at Manaos, connected with the buying out of a
Moribund trading company, and we proceeded on

our voyage upstream. By this business we made
a good acquisition. We were far from domestic and
civilized markets.
At a place high up the Negro, where it was
joined by the waters of another river, there stood
ap' ancient wooden bungalow with storehouses at
tached, which had belonged to the moribund company.
Some distance above the compound the
placid flow of the Negro was broken by rapids,
impassable for any craft whatever, and below the
compound, sonic kilometers downstream, the tributary tumbled into the Negro over shallow rapids
that seemed to put any navigation of it also out
of the question. But to a point not very far distant from the back of the storehouse, a creek ran
up from the second river. It was only a question
of a short portage, therefore, to get the goods into
flat-bottomed craft for navigating the tributary,
and it was plain sailing-or as near plain sailing
as was possible in such country-to tug barges
right up via the Rio lnnontinata to the Plateau
of the Scar. There were places, it is true, where
we would have to get to work with spade and
mattock to clear our passage, but on this point
there was nothing that could not ultimately be
overcome by willing hands. The trees lining the
banks of the Negro's tributary and of the Innominata mostly branched over their waters, an
arch of dense foliage which made the voyage one
of half-light through the greater part of its length.
\Ve berthed the Clutha by the bungalow and
store, and with the aid of her new derricks began
to unload the stores. In this work, Philip, Marquis
of Devonridge, sweated like any laborer of blood
untinged by blue, and the three other men about
town, Messrs. Haynes, Fitzlan and Greyson, as
also the two American boys, Lippencott and Curtis,
took their coats off and worked with equal zest.
They were willing and handy beyond my dearest
hope. Brooks and Dane, the two mechanics, threw
themselves into the work with the cool precision
of men accustomed to handling machinery all their
lives, and their eyes gleamed over the fine pieces
of plant they saw among the cargo. Little Thetford installed himself as tallytnan and checked
the invoices, while Sant Smithers took his great
bulk to wherever it was handiest and, I imagine,
began to have hopes of decreasing his weight by
the violence of his exercise.
Smithers' chief jolt after the unloading of the
Clutha was the putting together of two flat-bottomed barges, for, as indicated earlier, Sam had
been a shipwright in his day. Until that task was
accomplished Sam was in charge of operations, and
his work was excellent.
We had brought two
small power -boats on the deck of the Clutha, and
these were transported to the creek behind the
storehouse. It was a matter of weeks before we
liad the barges on the backwater and our storesor, part of them-loaded into them. We would
have to make at least two journeys before the
whole of the Clutha's cargo could be got up to

the caves.
Sam Smithers was left behind in charge of the
storehouse and the moored Clutha, and at last
liad acquired the job where he could just sit and
think. The prospect of weeks of isolation did not
daunt the stout warrant officer in the least, and I
knew that in the unlikely event of visitors, no
inquiries would get past his tremendous placidity
and bovine lack of expression. Sleepy Sam was
our last link with the outside world.
Our voyage to the plateau was toilsome and
arduous to the point nearly of torture. There was
now no question of portages. as with the canoe.
Time and again we were held up until we could
clear our passage. \Ve might move a fallen tree
that lay across the river, no simple task where
the tough undergrowth and silted weeds of years
impeded us, only to find a kilometer further on
that a similar task awaited us. We carved and
dug our way with saw and ax and spade. Our
'skins and clothing were scratched and rent by
thorns. Insects hit us. bloodthirsty brutes that
they were, until our faces were swollen out of
recognition.
But we kept on, ever with commendable cheerfulness where my crew was concerned, and we tugged our barges behind us all
the way. And after weeks and weeks of toil,
the nine ragamuffins that we had become sailed
into the cavern of the plateau with perhaps a
trifle more dignity than our appearances were
warrant for.
'

III

The Cove find Its Lonely Garrison of Three

Men
We found the garrison of three in good order.
The Master-if it cannot be said he was in good
health, for he never was that-at least was his
self-contained and indomitable self. Grumstock and
iiiggins grinned cheerfully, and took pains to tell
me that they had never been so hard driven in
their lives, nor had they ever met anyone for
whom they would sooner work than for the
Master. That they had been working was evident. The living -room floor had been levelled, and
big windows had been hewn to the face of the
north cliff. Space enough had been provided for
over fifty men, and clean, healthy barracks it
made. The two seamen had become fair hunters,
as witness the store of dried venison provided.
which. with bacon front wild pig, had been cured
under directions from the Chief.
The Master's laboratory now was well set out,
and it only needed the instruments we liad brought

up and electric power to be as complete and up
to date as any in the world.
The Chief welcomed his new adherents in a way
that bound them to him at once. The tremendous
personal magnetism of the man leaped out of its
trail tenement to master them even as it charmed.
lie explained the possibilities of the cavern to
them, and did not minimize the amount of work
which would have to be done, but notwithstanding the starkness of his doctrine of labor he fired
them with the romance of the scheme. If he
promised to drive theta hard, they welcomed the
promise.
That night as we rested after the labor of our
voyage to the plateau, Steve Curtis was not too
weary to play his guitar and sing to us, or to
whistle. It was a marvelous performance which
enthralled my two seamen, Higgins and Grunt stock, so that they were open of mouth and eye
to an astonishing degree.
The lilt of Steve's
negro melodies was so haunting that the morning
found every man humming or whistling at his
work. A good sign, I thought.
The Chief looked in at the concert and stayed
a little, then went back to his work. I found hint
in his laboratory before going to bed.
"Ah, Seton," he said. "I am glad you looked
in. Your crew is distinctly promising. I like that
boy- Curtis with the guitar.
He is an acquisition.
And the rest seem good metal.
I congratulate
you-and myself."
"I'm glad you're pleased,

sir."
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stream, we secured an excellent setting for the
hydraulic mains, and these were conducted to
where the turbines were conveniently placed at
one end of the workshop floor.
We were fortunate in the matter of concrete.
'The rock oí the cavern was free from clay, and
had nothing in it to hinder the close and strong
binding of the cement. The Chief selected our
quarry for us after sampling the stone front several of the minor caves. Our stone -breakers were
Billy Haynes and Devunridge, the latter insisting
he tvas fully qualified for the job by being able
to sing one song called "Stouecracker John.
i-le
sung the ditty as he did his work with such unremitting ardor that even the monosyllabic Haynes
was moved to profane eloquence.
It was necessary that all the heavier work
should be done before the company was broken
up for a further voyage to civilization. We ran
out of cement, for example, and certain of the
plant had not been at New Orleans when the
Clutha Made her first trip. But months passed
before we had the turbines in working order with
the big dynamos sleeping beside then, or liad all
the machines laid out with their motors and
switches.
Yet, when I looked along the cavern and saw
the water gleaming under the blaze of powerful
arcs, the array of machines under their covers,
the waterfall harnessed to our use and the dynamos converting its power,
found it strange to
realize that over a year liad passed since I first
paddled into the cavern.
Much liad been done
in the time, and the days had flashed by on swift
wings-all the more swift because the work had
held us happily absorbed. I could say, with the
Chief, that the had done well. But the had only
made a start even then.

I

IV
In the Laboratory With the Chief

By Hugo Gernsback

If the work done by the mechanical and labor.
itig section of the crew could be fairly commended,

This circuit includes the very latest
adaptation of crystal and tube combination. Read all about it in RADIO
NEtt'S.

Other Interesting Articles
In September, 1925 issue
of Radio News
What Is the Nature of Fading?
By J. H. Dellinger, Chief of the Radio
.Division of the Bureau of Standards
See With Your Radio
The Dunoyer-Toulon Experiment
By Prof, C. B. Bazzotti of the University of Pennsylvania
Underground Radio for Amateurs

"The little man-Thetford, is it ?-hc has skill
intelligence----"
"That's our instrument-maker, sir. I think you'll
find hint useful in the laboratory."
"I ant sure I shall. if I ant any judge of men.
ful hands and

Good -night, Seton.

You have done well."
Next morning was devoted to unloading the
barges. We landed the various pieces of plant as
near their ultimate bases as we could; the oil
plant to its proper cave, the machines in their
shop, the instruments by the laboratory.
\Vhen the unloading was done, the whole gang
with the exception of the two mechanics, Brooks
and Dane, and Thetford, went off under the charge
of Devonridge to fetch up the remainder of the
stores, while my men concentrated on fixing a
temporary electric supply to the laboratory. The
power for running the dynamo we got from a
small petrol -engine, and both these we bedded on
the solid rock with deep-set bolts and concrete.
The accumulators and transformers for bringing
the voltage up to the high figure required by the
Chief for his work we laid down its a little cave
near his laboratory.
This work occupied us two or three days, but
we finished it to the Chief's satisfaction, who then
took Thetford into the laboratory and became
deeply absorbed.
-

Installing Machinery in the Caves
The measuring up of the caves and the setting
out of the plans for the machine shop, the dynamos, and the turbines were our next task, but
Brooks, Dane and myself had much of it finished, with several of the machine beds levelled
and drilled for the bolts, before the barge party
returned with the remainder of the Clut!ta's first
cargo. Some of the plant now arrived was heavy.
and we were' obliged to cut down large trees and
float them into the cave to make sheers for lifting
it.
We economized effort by lifting the heavy
pieces right to their beds.
Our most difficult task was the setting of the
mains for the turbines, but we manage.) it by
constructing a strong flume of wood to divert the
stream from its course a little, so that we could
work dry -shot) in its natttrai channel. By dint
of hewing out portions of a side tunnel from the

the brain of the community had seldom slept. In
the laboratory, with the help of the now enthusiastic Thetford, the Master had been working out
many of our problems. In my spare time I had
started to design an airship, and had made working drawings for its construction. To this the
Chief bent very frequently his trained and fertile
mind. He brooded over my drawings, correcting
them here, adding to them there, and there was
not a stroke of his pencil but outlined some autaz
ing idea.
He would concentrate on his own problems,
which were many and varied, and for relaxation
he would walk out of his laboratory and make
clear some difficulty of the working gang. Thetford worshipped him, and would slave with the
tools of his trade far into the night on the models
and instruments conceived by the Chief. A nod
front the Master was sufficient to make any mein
her of the crew call up the last ounce of energy
for his service. But though the Chief drove us
hard, it was always by his example and never by
a word. And he drove himself harder than any.
There were times when we would not see him
for clays on end, when we would watch little
Thetford creep to his bed exhausted night after
night, and would knots that the Chief had not
sought sleep in all the hours. These periods were
anxious for me and for all of us, for I knew with
the others that the agony of the terrible burns
on his tortured body robbed hint of the slightest
chance of rest. Our dread was that his spirit
would break under the strain.
I remember one night when sixty hours liad
passed unbroken by sleep for the Chief. Eleven
of us sat silent in the living -room, while Thetford
sprawled exhausted on his bed, and we had not
the heart even to play cards.
\Ve whispered
among ourselves, praying in our hearts that our
leader could relax and find rest. And suddenly
he stood at the entrance to our cave.
His face was calm and placid, and his mild
blue eyes, deep sunk thought they were in his
beautiful face, were full of something like a
gentle wonder. Ile nodded to us with the strange
little gravity which was his nearest approach to a
smile, and lie stepped into the chamber to cross to
the sleeping Thetford.
"Thetford's asleep." he said. "Lucky Thetford!
But lie drives himself too hard, poor fellow. A
good man!
"Who was it injured his hand today?" he asked,
as lie turned to us.
it was Greyson, who had his fingers crushed
under a heavy weight, but he hid the damaged
hand. I knew that the reticence would not suit
the Chief, so I nodded in Greyson's direction.
"Greyson, was it?" said the Chief. "Let me
see. Greyson. Yes," he said, as he examined the
damaged fingers, "you have given yourself a bad
crushing. Greyson. No bones broken, however."
In spite of his pluck Greyson shivered a little.
"Yes. It must be painful-and pain is hard
to combat," the Chief murmured-he who could
combat ít so! "Come, let me dress it for you.
I leave a lotion-"
He crossed to the rough cabinet where we kept
our small store of drugs and so on, and took
out a bottle. Then with infinite tenderness he
dressed the hand-with the five fingers left him
to execute the mercy.
"I ant rejoiced to tell you, gentlemen," he went
on. "that I believe we can carry out our campaign without the shedding of blood, without taking life. I see your work, but you see nothing
(Columned on page 782)
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DESCRIPTION

EDITED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
ON this page every month we will give our readers the benefit of our experience on

patents and questions pertaining to patent law. Years of our treatment of the subject
of patented, patentable (and many unpatentable) devices has proved satisfactory to
hundreds of thousands of experimenters. The writer, who has handled the Patent Advice
columns of SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZINE for the past seven years, will
answer questions pertaining to the experimental side of Patents in this publication. If you
have an idea, the solution of which is puzzling you, send it to this department for advice.
Questions should be limited to Electrical, Radio and Chemical subjects. Another of our
publications, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, handles patent advice in other branches. Address
"Experimenter's Patent Service," c/o The Experimenter, 53 Park Place, New York City.
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RADIO MAILING
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Selective Tuning
(15) M. Haylor, Arrochar, Staten Island.
N. Y., has submitted several ideas for tuning
out interfering stations. Two condensers are
set on the same shaft, and the coils across
the condensers are so regulated that they
tune two meters above and below the desired
stations. He asks our advice on the suggestion with reference to protection by patenting.
A. We have carefully checked over your
ideas and would advise that they do not
Placing two condensers
seen patentable.
on the same shaft is not a new idea, and the
mere fact that you use two in the wave -trap
does not seem to constitute a basis for a
patent, inasmuch as four or five, or even
more, condensers and coils have been employed for the same purpose heretofore. Experimentally, the device might prove very
practical for your Home set.

OF

THE GREATEST BOOK ON ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND POWER WIRING EVER PUBLISHED.
H. C. CUSHING. 1R., 10 W. 40th St.. New York

OOKLET FO

IN~TORS

If your invention Is new and useful It Is patentable. send
Inventions developed, patentetl. Trade
marks and copyrights obtained in the U. S. and Foreign
countries.
Z. H. POLACHEK - - 70 Wall St., New York
Reg. Patent Attorney
Professional Engineer
me your sketch.

)

PATENTS OPYRrIGHTS'
Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write
for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION". This should be
signed and witnessed and, returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention for INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS FREE. Electrical cases a specialty.
Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
Reasonable Terms
Prompt Attention
sent Free on request. Highest Refeences
.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Pittsburgh Offices:
Philadelphia Offices:
514 Empire Bldg.
518-519 Liberty Bldg.
New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.

MAIN OFFICES:
Name
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Electrolytic Rectifier

(16) A. Haywood, Munsing, Mich.,
asks whether or not he could get a design
patent on a device the nature of which he
desires to be kept secret.
A. It is not difficult at all to get a design
patent on any particular device, and we doubt
if you will experience any trouble in having
your claims allowed. We do not believe,
however, that your idea is of any practical
value and doubt if you will reap any
financial benefit from patenting the suggestion unless you are in a position to manu-

iARKs

li

facture and market the device yourself.
Design patents. although very easier obtained, do not establish a very good protection to the inventor and, wherever possible.
we would advise that a regular letters patent be taken out in preference to a design
patent. This, of course, relates to mechanical devices and does not refer to those
cases where the design is the important feature of the device.
It is a poor plan to try to protect by a
patent, and to keep anything secret. The
degree of protection given by a design patent
for a mechanical device will be infinitesimal.

Design Patents

"ST 1ND.1RD WIRING"

FREE

EXPERIMENTER'S

1101.,,

Every phase of all
brnnchu of

Actual Practice

31

,j,
if

P\`1

NINTH, WASHINGTON, D.
.4ddress

San

Francisco Offices:

1010 Hobart Bldg.
C.

(17) Ned Alpert. Milwaukee, Wis.. submits a drawing of an electrolytic rectifying
circuit and asks whether or not it would
work and if he should patent it.
A. Your idea for an electrolytic rectifier
might possibly be made to operate. but we
do not see any reason for the coil of copper
tubing containing the electrolyte. This device is expensive to manufacture. It cannot
possibly do anything more than an ordinary
full -wave rectifier will do, and a ent will
have to be placed in the tubing or in the top
of the reservoirs containing the electrolyte.
to permit the escape of gases which are generated in electrolytic rectifiers. We would
not advise that you apply for a patent on
the suggestion. You can rarely be sure that
you can patent a device-you can apply for
a patent on anything and may be awarded
a patent, or more probably, not.
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PROTECT YOUR IDEAS
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If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an improvement on an old one. you
should communicate with a competent Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of
applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or more applications are made
for the same or substantially the same idea (even though the inventors may live in different sections of the
country and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of proof rests upon the last
application filed. Delays of even a few days in filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent.
So lose no time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

No Charge for Information

on How to Proceed

The books shown !Jere contain valuable information relating to
patent procedure that every inventor should have. And with
them I will also send you my "Record of Invention" form, on
which you can sketch your idea and establish its date before a
witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply
mail the coupon and I will send you the books, and the "Record
of Invention " form, together with detailed information on how to
proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose
a minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely without charge or obligation.

Prompt-Careful
Efficient Service

This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time
and attention to patent and trademark cases. Our offices
are directly across the street from the U. S. Patent Office.
We understand the technicalities of patent law. We know
the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
{l proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing
an application for a patent covering your idea. Our success
has been built on the strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located
in every state in the Union.
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fireproof files, which are accessible only to
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(Continued from page 778)
of mine. I must tell you that I have discovered
will cause sleep for a number of
a gas which
hours."
He went on to explain the ancesthetizing gas
which was afterward to give us of the League
such power. The men livened up to the interest
of it, and he suddenly turned to Steve Curtis.
"You do not sing and play to -night, Steven,"
he said. "I\ by do you neglect your guitar?"
"Chief!" Steve choked in exclaiming. "You
1-I-didn't
haven't
slept for three nights.

7'
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Big Salaries Paid

Automobile Experts
Fastest growing industry in U. S. A.
offers unusual opportunities to
trained men
HE automobile industry is one of the biggest
and fastest growing industries in the United States.
There are more than 18,000,000 cars registered in
this country and the number is increasing every day.
The best way to prepare for success in the automobile field is to study, and there is no better way to
do this than through a home-study course with the
International Correspondence Schools.
\Ve say this because many of the leading figures
in the automobile world today are former I. C. S.
students. The list includes Jesse G. Vincent, Vice President of the Packard Motor Car Co.; Walter P.
Chrysler, President of the Chrysler Motor Corporation; E. V. ("Eddie") Rickenbacker; Hiram Walker,
Chief Engineer of the Chandler Motor Car Co.;
J. V. Whitbeck, President of the Cleveland Automobile Co., and other Men equally as famous.
Just mark and mail the coupon and we'll send
you information about the I. C. S. Automobile Courses
or any other course in which you are interested.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5884.E, Scranton, Penna.
largest correspondence schools in the world
Without cost or obligation on my port, please tell me
I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I hare marked an X:
Oldest sod
how

Complete Automobile Course
O Automobile Electric Equlp

Gas Ermine Operating
Complete Gal Engine
Course

ment

Electrical Engineering
°Electric Lighting
°Mechanical Engineer
5lechanlcal Draftsman

[RMachine Shop Practice

Architect

°Architects' Blueprints
OContractor and Builder

Architectural

Uraftrnnan
Concrete Bulkier

Railroad Poalfions
Structural Engineer
OChemlotry
Pharmacy
°Civil Engineer
OSurveying and Mapping
Airplane Engine.
Mining
°Agrleulture
and Poultry
°Metallurgy
Radio OMathewatice
OSteam Engineering
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

°

Business Management
Industrial Management
Personnel Organization
°Tranfc Management
[1] Business

Law

Salesmanship

Advertising

Better

Letters
°Show Card Lettering
°Stenography and Typing
Business English

O f-tanking and Banking Law
Accountancy ( including C.P.A.)DCiri I Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
°Rahway Mall Clerk
Book keeping
°Common School Subjeett
Private Secretary
high School Subject.
Spanish
French
01IlluetratIng
.y%
me

Street
Address
State

City

Orcupatlon
If sot reside in Canada, send this rompo. to the /sternstional Correspondence School. Canadian, Limited, .Ifonfreol

WANTED -MEN
TO IEARN RADIO

.

rr
i7,s

.

$75 to $200 a Week
Right now, everywhere, big.
easy money is being made in
r p y
Radio. Field unlimited.Youcan
master radio quickly at borne
am
Ineparetime.Nopreviousexpe'

rienceneceaeary.Nowisthetime

toenterthianew, uncrowded field.

Set-FREE
Our new home -study methods makeeverything about radio
1,000 Mile Receiving

amazingly simple. No other course like it. Stakes you

ex

pert on radio operation, repairs and installations of all
kinds. Send for literature telling all about opportunities
and how we give 1,000 mile receiving net FREE. Don't
mite this big offer-ACT. Write now for big free book.

Radio Association of America

4513 Ravenswood Ave., Dept,

189

Chicago

Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Subscribe to The Experimenter-$2.50 a year..
Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Patk Place,
N.

Y. C.

like-"
"1 don't

think there is profit in watching me,
Steven," the Chief reproved him gently. "You
must not do it.
Come, sing. It will not disturb
Thetford. Sing the little song about the lonely
cabin."
Steve reached for his guitar, and though he
quavered over the first lines, he soon found his
voice:
ole cabin in de cawn-patch,
Shingles all a-droppin' from de roof,
Looks !al: eveh'body gone away
Some place when dey's gone to stay.
ole Mammy, when is yu at?
Kiudes' ole Mammy, is yu daid an' gone?
\Vhy did Ah leave ma home an' run away
Front de li'l ole cabin whet' Ah wus bawl)?
"Dc's no smoke risitt' from de kitchen flue,
No light shinin' froo de do'.
Nobody home to welcome yu,
But .chat's dat creakin' on de fo ?
'Lovin' ole Mammy an' ma Daddy, too,
Is yu daid an' gone from me?
Oh. why did Ali up an' run assay
From de kindes' ole Mammy Ah will evali see?
"Empty an' sad-not even a boun'-

"Lovin'

Dó standin' open-done broke de latchThink \It'll he goin' an' not stay aroun'
De WI ole cabin in de cawn-patch!"

"You
"Excellent. Steven!" said the Chief.
Don't ever lay your guitar aside
excel yourself.
because you think I have not slept.
I like to
hear it.
I ant grateful, indeed, when I hear it.
Come, Seton. I have to show you something."
I followed to receive a gentle wigging for allow.
ing the boys to be disturbed about him.
"Now, my dear fellow," said he, when the
wigging was over. "I want to show you what I
have found in the gas which you sampled for me
some months ago.
I have had many samples
since.
You understand how helium was discovered, I take it?"
I nodded.
Then I need not explain the significance of
the lines in the spectrum?"
"No, sir. I understand that roughly."
"Very well, then. I will show you the lines
which are given by the gas from our cave."
Spectrum of a New Element. The Periodic

Table Upset.
He had an elaborate arrangement of tubes and
instruments set out on a low table, and a sort of
magic lantern focussed on a white screen stretched
There came a crackle
over a wall of the cave.
from one of the tubes and an intense, eery light.
my arm
There, projected on
elongated oblong of
brighter and darker
"Look at it well,

and pointed to the screen.
the white surface, was an
rainbow colors, broken by
bars.
my dear Seton," the Chief
said quietly.
"You see before you the spectrum
of a new element-an clement that may well
upset the existing periodic table of the chemical
elements. It is our gas, mixed with helium. The
bright yellow bar to the extreme left is the characteristic D3 bar of helium. But this is newHe touched

quite new."

He touched a switch and the bright paten on
the screen disappeared. He turned up the laboratory lights.
"I am now faced with the usual difficulty in a
new science, of using old terms loosely to Éit new
ideas." he said. "The atom, as formerly- underBut let me put it loosely. Our
stood, is gone.
new gas resembles helium absolutely in chemical
nature in so far that it has no power of combin
ing, and exists free, as single atoms. without
having the ability to form any compound whatever. Since I judge its atomic weight-another
misnomer. Seton-its atomic weight to be .145
of that of hydrogen. which. up to now has been
the lightest element known. you will understand
what a
our discovery will cause in
oft
scientific calculation!"

CHAPTER THREE
The New

Gate

titlion

The discovery by the Chief of the new element,
which he named aithon, led me to 'think that the
design of the airship as set out would have to be
altered, but he declared that any drastic change
would be unnecessary. I had designed the vessel
to have -its lift from helium. Our leader had proposed to manufacture that gas by passing electricity at an extremely high voltage through certain
of the rarer metals-from the wolfram -type ores.

I think-which he was positive abounded in the
volcanic pipe we called the red scar. But the
finding, first of the helium in the gas cave, and,
second, his discovery of the new gas aithon in
greater quantity than the helium itself, liad laid
open the possibility of an easier method of securing our lifting power.
\Ve shelved all other work for the time being
but the tapping of the reservoir front which the
Chief believed that gas percolating into the upper
cave was drawn.
We could see that the gas in
the cave had means of getting out above, but its
lower fringe varied little day by day, which
seemed to indicate that the escape overhead was
continually being made good by fresh supplies.
The gas in itself was harmless. It was only its
ousting of the necessary oxygen for breathing that
made working in the cave an impossibility.
\Ve.
therefore, took steps to fan the mixture ofd helium
and aithon from the cave, and to keep a constant
supply of oxygen-procured by the Chief from
electrolysis of the cave water-circulating in it.
We brought up loads of concrete into the cave.
sacrificing for the moment the stuff intended for
damming the oil -reservoir cabin, and we bound
it thoroughly to the thickness of a half a meter
or more into the cave wall by steel bolts and
dowels.
When this concrete was set, we found
that we had stopped the percolation of the gas
into the cave, so that the fans and oxygen were
no longer necessary.

Drilling for Aithon. Closing the Pipe Against
the Gash Inrush
In the concrete wall we had bedded

a capped
pipe with a side stop -cock to a pressure gauge,
and through the aperture, of which the hinged cap
lay back with its bolts ready, we inserted our
drill to the rock wall of the cave. For the drilling our power was derived from a small electric
motor bolted to the cave floor, and was led to the
drill by a flexible armored tube on the Bowden
wire principle. Of this process of drilling I had
but slight knowledge, as had the other members
of the crew, but with the theory of the business
which the Chief apparently had at his finger tips,
and with the natural handiness of the seamen
and mechanics, we made shift to achieve some-

thing of a job.
Toward the end of our drilling, the gas began
to creep through past the drill, and we had to

until we could make arrangements for clearing the cave. The Chief contrived to have two oxygen helmets made for his
and my use in an emergency.
Drilling was resumed with the fans going and
oxygen blowing into the cave, and it soon became apparent that we were nearing the inner
side of the reservoir wall.
From the amount of
gas now streaming into the cave. the Chief antici
pated an enormous pressure, so I had a long
crowbar reeved through the ring of the cap in
readiness.
It was well that we did so. for suddenly the
drill broke through the rock, toppled with a thud
first up against the concrete, and then was knocked
back on its tripod over to the other side of the
cave. The gas whistled out into the cave at enormous pressure, its force as strong as a typhoon.
Fortunately I am a very heavy man, or we
[night have had disaster.
I was wearing the
oxygen helmet, as was the Chief, so I sprang
for the cap of the inset pipe and threw ratty
weight on the lever. Slowly the cap went over,
though it took me all my time, as the phrase
is, and every muscle in my body was protesting
at the strain.
The Chief was by my side, and
he slipped the hinged bolt back into its flange.
then calmly stooped to pick up and hand me a
spanner. I screwed the bolt tight and the rest
was easy.
There were two more bolts, but they
only had to be slipped through their holes and
screwed home.
We had the cap on and the gas
was harnessed.
\Ve now liad to turn our attention to one of
the drillers who had been overcome.
It was
Brooks, knocked over by the thrown drill. The"
others had managed to scramble out of the cave.
I picked him up in my arms and carried hinr
into the clear air, where the Chief attended him.
He quickly recovered, and though he was a sick
man for the better part of the day, he made
light of his experience, saying that not many
people could boast of having been nearly drowned
on dry land.
When the gas was dear of the cave, the Master
and I went back to find what pressure we had,
while a number of the men trooped after us.
There was the faintest suspicion of a gleam in
the Chief's mild eyes as he tuned the handle of
the stopcock to the gauge.
The hand of the
dial trembled violently, then swung to forty atmospheres indicated, where it remained steady!
"Forty atmospheres!" the Master said quietly.
"A great reservoir. Ah, Seton, it is almost
sacrilege to tap it-the product of nature's slow'
cap the pipe and lay off

processes through

aeons of time?"
The Great Dirigible

And now a trip to the outer world became
urgent. We were short of the stores and plant
made necessary by our development of the cave's
resources.
Again, we had to complete the airship design in the light of the new gas.
The
Chief made tests of a sample drawn straight
from the reservoir and found it to be almost
pure aithon.
The specific gravity of the mixture he declared to be close on five times less
than that of hydrogen, so that with our design
for a helium -lifted ship our margin for play' was
enormous.
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PARTS!
OWN" WITH "RASCO"
"BUILD YOUR
States
United
in
the
Parts
House
Radio
and Original Exclusive

Buy from the Oldest
We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS
Money refunded if
Order direct
goods do not satisfy
SPECIAL PRICES FOR SEPTEMBER
from this page.

Melotone Loud Speaker
Coekaday Coil
The greatest and nos
make.
noscerful
loud speaker Guaranteed
windings of No. IS
att a chmen Three
pMonograph
Just drill a hole in
Magnet wire. Has brass
made.
If,
after
floe
day.
mount
panel
and
triad, you do not prnclaln brackets for panel or base
marker above the dial. viding filament lights.
it the best and most onto mounting. Satisfaction
Nickel plated and polished.
S
v.,
amp.Sl.65
.25
S70IA
erfol speaker return It fo guaranteed or money back.
S7788 Dial Marker.
:I v...00 amp. I.65lrefmad.
S2750 Coekaday coil $1.50
$ 10 5799
three for
S72 lt/: r., ."_.5 amp. 1.65$6699
Melotone.... 56.90
Vacuum Tubes

Dial Marker

rile big little thing
care been touting

you

Specially Priced

best

Only best make tubes car
the sled in stock.
Any tube
the enlaced if defective. Pro-

Inv

Tapped "B" Batteries
We positively guarantee
these batteries to be of
We carry only
long I1fe.
fresh stocks. .411 with tans.
ST250 Sin. 222'1 5....5.85
52251 al lium Navy

Audio Frequency Trans Sponge -Rubber Cushions
former
Get rid of tube noise
better
Transformer hue to vibration.
No
Sofles
made.
highest class ma- sponge rubber made. Size

terials. Impregnated roils. 21/2"13"
Silicon steel etampings

aá" thick.
used. Sate 50 per tent by
S8989 Sponge -rubber
I 20 taseuabling It yourself.
size. 221.2 volt
cushions, each
54500 Medium large sizr.I Si lee Ratio Ihz-1..51.85
45

volt

Ratio e'¢-1..

51150

2 30

12

S

Six for

1.115

110

4747

t

I>

LEAD -RI

1

4748

r

AERIAL,.

Rasco Vernier
Antenna Connector
FON EK U8HIO NS
use a vernier conden
of sponge retain, .
At last the solderless an- Why
,or when a vernier attach Made
nearing your receivMatte
enmade
tenna connector,
scent will do anything and
a pleasure.
Positivetirely of brass in three everything a vernier ron ers
ly exclude all noises and
pleres; clamps aerial and denser accomplishes?
a pleassnake
reception
lead-in w I t h vise -like I'Ievcrest vernier made ure. Sponge rubber will
grip, keeping perfect con- Van be used with an last for years. Light as
ring
dial.
Soft
rubber
tact at all limes. Dia- engages dial. Nothing to a feather. Sanitary.
%". height 55".
43550 Fonekushiuns, set
come apart.
S 35
t 18 of boo
84244 Connector ....50.20 S1450 Vernier

Rasco 180°

Three -Gana Socket

Variocouoler

Vacuum Tube Shell
Dial Button
Slade in blue enamel and Nickel plated shell for the
builds his osen.
gold, to be morn In but- man oho
I
holes to attarls to subton hole. Every radio fan base.
Each shell comes
scants one.
s/." diameter, complete with
phespbor
eontad o.
best gold plate.
Perfect bronze sea óet

Ties

gripped by jack. Made of
brass, nickel plated. Screw
No
to attach lead wire.
ISIS.
Illus.
See
soldering necessary.
reproduction of radio dial.
Varnunu
SUP
Tube
Cord
jack.
S4747
tip
51500
57799 Dial Dutton
S 15
and Contact
$0.16 Each
Each

Rasco Clip Leads

Copper Ribbon

Radio

Frequency

Trans-

S5995

3

53100
gang socket 51.50 paid

Varlocoupler

pre-

S5025

at

Capper

Foil,

200-600
pet red.
5.10 S7387 Clip Leads. ea.S. l2 S2800
135
80 Dozen lot

meters.

Transformer,

s's°I."

$1.50 1n -foot length

Brass Nickeled Brackets

All illustrations 24 size.
firmly S1505 Bracket, tuna $.05

lord tip

1

I

not all tee claim.

Cord Tip Jack
place of binding

posts.

Invaluable for experimenformers
Silk wire wound on bake- ,005' thick.
tal work. Clip lead hooks Best
Freuuenes
Radio
Aluminum shells. genu- lite tubes.
Six taps. S700 ?i," toile; S701 '
In a jiffy onto any tire,
ine heavy bakeilte base, Wave length, 150 to 600 lisle; S702 3-16" soldo. binding post or conduc- Transformer developed sn
For panel mount- All sizes per foot...3.01 tor.
meters.
Safest experimental sr. Designed by IL E.
J brackets for mounting,
ing.
1i" shaft. Your
Brass clips. Lacault, Inventor o! L'Iconnect ion.
Cooper Foil
12 nickel binding posts. money refunded if It is
toot silk wire. green or radyne.
Air core type.
.001" thick. I" tolde.

Length 714".

-

51507 Itrueket, each
51509 Bracket, earls
51476 Itracket, each

.05
.04
.05

Bracket, each

.05
.04
.03
.05

S1506

S1490 Bracket. each
51475 Bracket, each
51508 Bracket. each

Dilectryte Panels
Transforme H 1 g h es t dielectrl
for many neto circuits strength os per Itureat,
See any radio msgatine of Standards.
Beautiful
Made of best materials highs finish.
Coils impregnated. Sill
co,
steel
laminations S7100 7s10x3-16" ..3.70

PUSHPULL
Pull

Push

Save

per cent by

30

as

Sim
sembling yourself.
tale Instructions furnished
size 51159 Push -Pull Trans
31.35 lonner,ratlo ó'S to 1 $3.40

57120 7x12,3-16"
57140 Thal 1v3.16"
87180 7xlex3-16"

57210 7x2123-18"
7221x3 -I6"

S7240

..

.85

..1.25
..1.45
..1.65

sgssra

I

Low Loss Tuner
Rance type as used in nu

LO LOS
Tunes

meters.

EXI'LOiIER,

to 000
Hard rubber in-

from

200

itiation throughout. Slier plated primary.
Secondary D. C. C. Tickler

silk insulated wire.
42690 'tuner
15.00

"T"

Wire Connectors
big little article

Nosolder Lugs
I Imlay, a real snideness
This
Soldering
solves all troubles when lug is here.
making "-r" wire connec- p nil)rely done away with.
tions. Made to Lake 1/16" Takes square or hosted Inn
square or round bus -bar bar. which It holds with a
wire.
Can be attaches) e se -like grip.
Perfect
with a pair of pliers.
connection. Just slide bus
bar into sup -grip.
S2975 "T'' Wire Connectors, 12 for
$0.05 S3727 lure. 25 for.. .S.I5

"B"

s

Formica Panels
Storage
Low Loss Coil
Battery
Tinned Nickel Lugs
Same type coil as used in 48 volts. I'5 amp. hours.
Clearance Sale
our lugs are tinned
F eshman and other Tuned Ituy storage
batter- S310 Brass Lugs for Nn.. .1s we are discontinuing
Radio Frequency sets. D. - ies by capacity. not by 8 screw, doz.
particular sizes,this
S 10 these
1'I'. stire. 200-550 wave- lacks. ('large lasts one S311 I'olper Lugs for Nos. material is now ofrere,i at
length. 3" diameter. I" month.
Rubber tops amt o and 6 screws, doz..5.(0 cost.
A11 3-16" thick.
wide. 3-16" thick. 4 con- vents, wooden tray. Sent S309 Copper Lugs for Nos. 5352 5x12" each ...SI.Il5
a and 8 screws, dog .10 S354 6548954" ea... 1.60
nections. 2 primary, 2 sec- Express t'ollect.
Cali"
59848 Storage "15" Rat- S308 Copper Lugs fore -3' 5356
earh ... 1.20
ondf4ry,
100357 tix I" cans
S2P29 8,0w Loss roil 1.70 ters:
$14.00 screw, doz.
.45
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J
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Bakelite Socket
Binding Post Nance Plat s
Cord Tips
Phone Plugs
"Rases)" Posts
"Perfect" Lugs
I
Illa. 't". 'these style Made of black compos - Standard phone cord lip
Sold from 50c to 75c Octagon shape. Four nickel Phones, Ground,
Ott These new and Impro ed Sold
air ke led.
Hard rubber binding posts, phosphor Put, "A" Rat.
everywhere.
"It '
brass, pie el S8032
5315 Earls
f 0 Iwo areflattened
length
S 08
Loud Speake S650-51 Earls
on
op
plated.
composition shell and pat- blonze contact springs. Bat.
shown.
"C"
hat,
Aerial.
Separable
Tips
as
Made of a S6032
.4-. S202 Has nickel -plated
Cord
ented cord tip holder. Fin- nest brown bakellte.
Input "A" Rat.
single piece of met I length
bottom, each
3.08 No solder required.
Wire
Bat. Dozen, each style
est workmanship through- S6510 Itakclite socket 5.40 (Sat. -4-, Loop
Shank Lead wire goes into tube. 51425
5.90 goes In ferrule.
New! "A" Rat
S6500 Tube Socket. Made -4-.
out.
it tight. Nickel S3110, 53080 "l'erfre " round.
Initialed Binding holds
5122
Bat.
plated.
entirely
of
comnesltlon.
Lugs. Each
30.02 $3616
'osts. Six popular styles.
41030 Rasco Telephone
S6000 Name Plates,
.20round,
3.06 Doses lots
Plug. Each
3.06 S2900 Etch
f 35 Rest made. Each... .3.35 Dozen
S 25 Each

-
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Brass Rods

:

i

+. "8"
"r"
+

6" lengths only.
8-32" thread

n

Rod

f

08

Rod, 6-32" thread
Rod,

length

plain,

Rod. plain

1
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S

06

f
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2-16"
S
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New 1925 '`Rasco" Catalog No. 12

CONTAINS 75 VACUUM TUBE HOOK-UPS. 300
ILLUSTRATIONS, 500 ARTICLES, NOW 100 PAGES
Panel Mounting Grounded
Rotor Condensers
Positively no better condenser made. Lowest losses. all insulation hard rubber. Hale binding ports,
aluminum plates. ragged
construction.
Used by 9
big set manufacturers.
55113 13 -plate
$1.10
55123
85143

23 -plate
43 -plate

1.20
1.30

Storage Batteries
'uararsteed for two years.
Only NEW material used.
Arid proof terminals. Pat-

era vents.
52400 Two volt. 40
:1r. hours
$3.90
5640 SIx volt, 40
nu,. hours
7.25
S666 Sir volt. 60
amp. (hour.
8.90
Shipped express collect.

All Armstrong Circuits are explained
clearly, all valuer having been given,
leaving out nothing that could puzzle
TOO.

Just to name a for of the circuits:
V.T. as a detenor and one-step
amplifier; all Armstrong circuits; one stela radio frequency amplifier and detector: three stage audio frequrney
amplifier; short stave regenerative de milts; a -stage radio frequency amplifrequency
fiers: radio and audio
The

amplifier; inductively coupled amplifier; all Reflex Circuits.

FREE
A POSTAL

CARD
BRINGS IT

NEW
Battery Lead Tags
Latest wrinkle, made

Rheostats and Potentiometers
1n

metal. nickel -plated, polished. Clamp tag on bat-

tery wire,

and

It won't
styles:

ronce off. Three five

"It

-

S11038

,

"A+",

rage.

and

"A

set of 10 5.15

High heat dielectric base.
Come with tapered, knurled

knob, 21/2" dla.

plete

54310
54311

w

lth pointer.

Com-

ohm
30 ohm
6

84312 Potentiometer
200 ohm,

New York City
RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY, 98S Park Place.
Elkridge, Md.
Factories:

Brooklyn, N. Y.

S

38
44
65
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McWilliams
Selenium Cells
McWilliams selenium cells with
a ratio of 50 to
for voice mod1

ulation and experiments with the
amplification of Radio by light
rays. Complete instructions and
diagrams for simple experiments
with the amplification of Radio
by light rays free with each cell,
or sent prepaid on receipt of 50c.

'
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Micro -amp Relay
Works with a current of 10 Micro -amperes,
Contact points will not stick. Works in any
position.
Not influenced by shocks or jars.
Double relay action. The most reliable instrument for relay work.
Prices and descriptive matter mailed on request.

Electric B.

G.

Products Co.

ITHACA, MICHIGAN

TUBE

LOSDEAxINO

e

Y
Na$
nrrer.dk

ONG DISTANCE RADÍO
~Ts
Tuned

everywhere report Mlraeo
Radio Frequency faunO1f[

IOorner

tper

or proof they are radio's most
m ring values. One tube guaranteed, completely assembled long
distantc outft, Doty Sf4.35. Th wee
tubeiabove1,329.5OL
475

SEND POSTAL TODAYbe
and reee,ol
miner. It will tnterea you.
MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N
Pioneer Header. of Sete
480.7, E. atli St., Cincinnati, Ohio
for latent bulletins

i

toner. Writs.
ae.ftey

D ,
( IR-Ac0
/,
RADIO-'
7ET

GETS'EM
COAST to
COAST

District Salesmen
50 Wanted
$100.00
at start. Our union

rentsitrool

Experienced men can
easily earn
matte. suits
$º3.50 (none hgher)
are America's biggest values. We show
latest nifty colors and styles for men and
pure wool fabrics.
von: men. Only
:andd, young
are satin Imed. Protected
territory. Canoso rt'or aimemen income
towns. Write today for application blank
and free sampteof the world's greatest clothing
values. Address E R. HARVEY, Box 00, CHICAGO

5 hits
Qde

fosftL1on..

a week
Haul: and overcoats at

0p6
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In the original design. the total fixed weight
worked out at about thirtytive thousand kilogrammes, with a disposable lift of under twenty
thousand.
The small proportion of disposable
lift to total fixed weight was due to strength
ening of the structure and the sacrifice of car -y
ing capacity to that end.
It was not anticipated
that we should have to carry heavy armament or
bombs, or that sort of thing, or a very numerous
crew.
With the advantages of the much lighter aithon,
I urged the Master to permit a further stiffening
of the structure, and he agreed. \Ve thus avoided
the weaknesses which have always characterized
even the best of rigid dirigibles. The length and
mould of the vessel we did not alter. She was
designed to two hundred meters in length over
all, twenty-three meters in diameter, with an
extreme height of twenty-seven.
In cross section she was twelve -sided, and
floated with one of the facets as a broad keel.
This gave her a flat top and two vertical facets.
one on either side.
We joined the angles of
these horizontal and vertical facets. each to the
angle squarely opposite, with latticed girders of
duraluntiu, so that the structure of the veoel
was in fact a broad hollow girder of cross -shaped
section through all her length.
Her body was
short and parallel, with long rounded bows and
an extended tapering stern, the duodccagonal section being held throughout.
The crossshaped section of the longitudinal
girder permitted the running of a chamber, sexes
meters wide, front the point where her bows
began to round to that where she began to taper
to the stern, a length of ninety meters. On the
main gangway, or keel, level, this chamber was
divided off as follows, from fore to aft: first
the roost holding the control connections from the
navigating cabin which was suspended below, the
two being joined by a ladder; next two sleeping
cabins side by sitie intended for the Chief and
myself; behind these cabins, further aft, a bigger
companionway ran down into the navigation room:
next a space leading into an alleyway which had
cubicles on either side to the number of fourteen.
each cubicle taking two men and being provided
with two low berths and two lockers; next came
the engine room with the power for working the
gas taps and so on, for raising and lowering a
gondola to and from the main structure of the
ship, and also for creating the enormously high
voltage electricity necessary for some of the
Chief's marvelous instruments; here also a stair
way gave access to the observation top, and two
doors led out to the amidships power units. one
on either quarter; behind the engine room was a
dining -saloon and lounge for the crew, with a
stair down at its after end to the stern engines
and control cabin.
The galley and larder stood
over this companionway.
Aft of the forward navigation cabin, two power
units, port and starboard, were suspended. The
engines here were 700 ji.p. each, of the horizontally opposed cylinder type, with direct drive
to the propellers.
They weighed just over half
as many kilogrammes as they had units of horsepower, and they were so arranged, each in its own
'little engine room, that the attendant mechanics
could easily get at them.
The amidships engines thrust at the level of
the main gangway, thus about four meters higher
than the forward engines. They were also mach
wider apart, being about sixteen meters from
These engines were of similar
crank to crank.
weight and horsepower to the forward units.
The after control -cabin had two engines behind
it, thrusting on the saute litres as the forward
ones. The whole of this after cabin swung horizontally on a pivot, engines included, on a strong
column flanged on roller bearings the idea being
to hasten the turn of the ship by the side
thrust of the propellers astern. The swing o
the after cabin teas electrically controlled from
the forward one, but it was possible to wo k

WANTED

Men to manufacture Metal Toys and Novelties.
Good
chance to start your own well -paying business producing
such big sellers as Toys, Novelties, Ash Trays, Book -blocks,
Souvenirs, Advertising Specialties, Paper \\'eights, etc. We
furnish forms with complete outfit for speedy production.
Absolutely no experience or tools necessary; no special
place needed. Small investment puts you on road to success. Demand exceeds supply and we assist and cooperate
with our manufacturers in selling their products. We put
you its touch with the buyers and assure an outlet for your
goods. Strictly a business proposition and thorough investigation invited. A splendid opportunity for an enormous
and profitable business for ambitious men. No others need
apply. Catalog and information mailed on request.

Metal Cast Products Co., 1696 Boston Road, New York

it front itself. The only thing not affected by
the swing of the cabin was its binnacle, which
-was fixed to the stationary- column on which the
cabin pivoted, thus the lubber's mark of the
gyrocompass always pointed to the real head of
the ship.
This old idea of steering was augmented by an ordinary rudder.
For the normal climb and descent we had the
usual box -fins astern, but the genius of the Chief
found us a much greater power in this direction.
1
anticipate the chronology of the story by telling of this feature at the moment, but it may
be as well explained here as later.
We liquetied the aithon-at absolute zero-anti
carried a big reserve in steel containers. Owing
to our immense lifting power we were able to
have spring hoops for keeping our ballonet,
rigid, each being fitted with an automatic pressure valve.
By an elaborate system of pipes.
stop -cocks and valves, all electrically controlled
front either navigating cabin, the were able to
clear these ballonets of gas or air at will. When
we wanted to rise quickly, we pumped the au
front the forward ballonets, and forced into them
the aithon expanded to gas by
having been
sprayed into a slightly heated chamber.
Thu.
we

upset the balance of the ship, and

lifting power forward-helped, of course,
thrust of the propellers.

liad the
by the

By turning a graduated
dial in the cabin we were able gradually to till
the ballonets one after the other. or empty them.
fore to aft, or aft to forward, as we chose.
Thus, when we wanted a quick descent, we
emptied the forward ballonets of gas and tilled
them with air, bringing the nose down.
By reason of these improvements. all made
possible by the discovery of the aithon. we were
capable of-and the structure permitted-quick
manu.uvre which would have buckled the ordinary dirigible at once.

It

tt'orking Drawings Prepared.
Drilling for Oil

was niy task now to set out
logs of the improved airship. This

working draw
was a matter
enormous labor for one pair of hands, in
volving as it did a mass of drawings and trac
ings to various scale from I min. to
lcui., and
full-size for certain details. Owing to the shortage of material, which could not be remedied
until the drawings of the airship were ready to
pass into the hands of Travers Lippencott at
New Orleans. the crew had time on its hands, so
enlisted the services of Dave Lippencott and
Fitzalan, who I found, in addition to being capable engineers, had some idea of mechanical drawing.
They acted as tracers for me.
They
improved as they went on, and the time came
when the close inspection of their efforts by the
Chief, Thetford and myself. could find no errors
either in drawing or in figuring.
While this work was in hand, the remainder of
the crew- began to try drilling for the oil with
of

l

electrically driven rotary drill.
They suc
ceeded in striking oil at a depth of one hundred
and thirty-three meters, and, as with the gas on
the opposite side of the main cavern, found at)
enormous pressure.
It was a good quality of
oil, pale sherry brown in color. and not at all
the tar -colored, viscous stuff one expected to see.
It had a paraffin basis, and readily ignited as
it teas, fresh from the earth.
The voyage to the outer world could no longer
be postponed.
The drawings of the airship were
ready, and we needed the piping for gas and
oil, and had to bring up the refinery plant.
Of the company, only the Chief, Thetford.
Devonridgc and Haynes-which last two were
promising themselves some hunting in the slack
time-and Grumstock were to remain behind.
Grmtstock came with us for the first part of
the journey.
We found Sleepy Sam Smithers as placid and
contented as ever, to the great glee of Higgins
and Grumstock, who found much amusement in
chaffing their old shipmate. In the months that
Smithers had been solitary, not a single white
man had he seen.
He had captured and tamed
a toucan, and the bird tvas his sole companion.
I had been rather anxious about Smithers.
whether his resolution and phlegm would indeed
be capable of sustaining that dreadful isolation,
but I honestly believe even now that the stout
shipwright really enjoyed his own company. His
health was excellent, a remarkable thing in a
man so short -necked. He had improved the storehouse greatly inside, but had carefully neglected
all outward appearances. The place was desolate
and overgrown to a forlornness that might hare
an

made

the heart sink, and even the Clutha was
hidden by creepers.
But if Smithers had allowed her to hide herself naturally, he bad looked
after her, waging bitter war on the ants which
might have eaten into her timbers. and keeping
her engine room a picture of tidiness.
\Vhen the Clutha was ready for her trip downstream. Grumstock offered to bear Smithers company for a day or tseo before returning to the
plateau.
"Well. Jack." said Smithers, "if you likes to
muck in wi' Nosey an' me for a day or two. good
an' well-you're welcome.
But we ain't no debatin' sassiety, 'iii an' rite. I can tell you that."
Nosey of course, was the toucan.
"Well, what do ye do with yourself all the
time?" Grumstock demanded. with an irritated
scratch of his head.
"Nosey an' me." said Smithers solemnly. "we've
brort thinkin'-ter wot thee papers calls a fine art.
"That bird." he went on with an impressive
wave of his slim pipe-"that bird's a wonder,
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RAGEMCO
Finest

and BEST Radio Tools

Radio Headquarters for the

®

y----------+

RADIO

RADIO
TOOL SET

HANDITOOL

This is the handiest
set of toots ever made
Rtdlo work by
makers of the
famous
Pools.

-O

"TANKER"
It contains the

c)"4

following: I Rachel
Screwdriver. 6t4 In.
1
long holding all attachments: l Blade. 5% x 3-16;
1
Countersink; 2 Socks
'S
:
Blade. 3t a 14; 1 Blade 354
et %Trenches for all small nuns; I Reamer to enlarge holes
itt panel from 34 ; 34; 1 Wrench. One end 5-16" Mere

1"

hex., etc.
or lies. for Jack, other
PRICE per set-No. 70t

>

The Simplest Practical
Radio Set Made

$

e

o0

black Japanned hand

PRICE-No.

4- rsr.,.),`.--0ta

T

h

,)

y

Set consists of "LOCKGRIP" master handle. .5"

-

long. black ltubberold finish with steel chuck, nickel
plated, buffed and alto the following 9 tools: Sap, bradawl, large Beres driver. Ole, scratch awl, gimlet, reanfer,
chisel- small serewnnrer. Each tool of One steel, dent,
forged tempered. hardened, and nicely finished. Set comer
In leatherold bus alts tray.

PRICE-No.

-f"

'

:

SCREW STARTER
and DRIVER

WIREBENDING
TOOL
For

making

bends,

!t

and

wire

Holds any screw by its slot
with a firm grip. makes it easy
to place and start versos In difficult places.
Just the tool for the Radio Constructor. All
parts heavily nickeled and polished.

loops,

eyes,

:us

thcne

,Rsets
%19th

Radio

on

vet:::

('mtetrurtorisdevi
Ida set lo compare favmore
orably with any factory made set. Easier to use and
Slade of
Full directions In box.
accurate than pliers.
henry steel, blued and finished.
un)'ar

sire

RADIOGEM

a

Mae MX-

Especially designed for the Radio
Constructor. Made of the finest
material and equipped with the
Molten grade high steel cutting
bits. It does three things at once.
It drills its own pilot, cuts out
plug and nuts bead or scroll
around the hole In one operation.
('rats holes w to 1 In. in dims
PRICE-No. 402
53.00
401.
Same tool but smaller and
not fitted with bead or scroll in
one operation.

PRICE-No.

401

b+

111 II
especially made for
t ie fonosIng sloes:

shows

you

1-16, --Ill, 3-32. 1-61, 44, 9-61.
r-32 11-61, 3-16, 17.61. Drills sr mounted on white
Holland Linen with sizes clearly marked.

PRICE-No.

AERIAL OUTFIT
Complete aerial outfit for
the RADIOGEM, consisting
of 100 ft. of standard copper aerial wire and two
special porcelain insulators.
SOc.
Price

Radiogem - - - $1.00
Aerial Outfit - - - - .50
Radiogem and Aerial
Outfit - - - - 2.50

\The RADIOGEM

$1,25

305

52.00

ilj

how

wind the coil, etc., etc. The instruction book explains simply and
completely the principles of radio
and its graphic illustrations make
the assembling of the RADIOGEM
real fun.

RADIO
DRILL SET

Composed of 10 straight shank
twist drills. fitting all hand
and breast drills. The selection of these drills has been
Rad u Cnnst nirtora and consists of

clearly written instruction

which

$1.00

304

litallllll

CIRCLE CUTTER

to
quickly and easily construct the
set, using only your hands and a
scissors. The outfit comprises all
the necessary wire, contact points,
detector mineral, tube on which to
book,

PRICE-No.

51.00

203

The simplest radio outfit madeyet as practical as the most expensive. A crystal receiving set that
you can operate and enjoy even
though you know absolutely nothing about radio. You receive the
RADIOGEM unassembled, together

with

51.85

703

52.25

'

PRICE-No.

50e

TOOL CHEST

e

drill. 12 Inches.
PRICE-No. 303

1

702

53.00

hardwood
handle is hollow
to store drills.
Ism frame. nickeled parts, ball
bearing three Jutted chuck holding and centering accurately round shank drills from 0 to 3-16. Length of

il"

to which Is attached titre bending
long two sided
3 in.

e.

device, with nickeled ferrule and
reamer.

HAND DRILL

...

Bends Bus Bar or
aire strips and
t r e .
serapes
bores and reams
Tool
holes, ate.
consists of I In.

for

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
perfect toot for Radio %Cork. Operates either on I10 The heal element Is of Nlehrome.
ahleh prevents overheating and assures the desired even
temperature. Sire of Iron, 10% tn. long. A 4 -ft cord
and plug is furnished.
52.00
%

l

roll A.C. or D.C.
.

HAND DRILL

PRICE-N o.

800

Especially designed for Radio Work by the makers of the
A beautiful balanced, small.
famous "Yankee" Tools.
powerful drill with 4 to 1 ratio of gears for speed. Special chuck 9.32" capacity to take largest drill, mostly
furnished with drill or tool lets. Length over all. 914 In.
Weight I% ttss.

PRICE-No.

52.75

302

ThreeIn-One Nut Wrench. Consists of handle with hollow stem 6 lodes In length and three Interchangeable
sockets fitting popular sizes of nuts. The hexagon sockets
grip the nut solidly.
PRICE

per

set-No.

65e

301

Side Cutting Nipper, Lap Joint. For cutting all kinds of
wire. Jaw, hardened and nil tempered.
Natural steel
finish with polls{ rr1 lap's. Length 8 Inches.

PRICE-No.

75c

201

Combination PI er. Wire Cutter, Wire Former and Wrench.
Drop forged. slender but exeeptIonally strong. G in. long.

PRICE-No.

202

75e

Long Sharp Nose, Side Cutting Pliers. Just the pliers
!tends and cuts all kinds of
for the radio constructor.
Nose 114 Inches long. black body. Polished
soft wire.
Length 514 Inches.
Jaws.

PRICE-No.

200

75e

Ail goods are shipped free of transportation charges to all parts of
the United States and possessions the same day as the order is received.

Order all tools by order number.

If you

MONEY REFUND GUARANTEE
are not satisfied money

will

be

refunded on return of goods.

CORP., 66-E W. Broadway, New

York,
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HOOK-UPS

:iVIA

7I0

Get a Big "Circuitgram
Book" and Receive the
Latest Hook -Ups by
Radio
The book contains five sets of blanks,
called Skeleton "CIRCUITGRAMS."
"CIRCUITGRAMS" are a patented
novelty in Radio and Radio Broadcasting, covering several important uses.
"CIRCUITGRAMS" are the handiest things ever published for the
man who makes his own hook-ups,
the student, the radio engineer,
and all those who wish to draw a
hook-up or a circuit in a minimum of time.

The Skeleton "CIRCUIT GRAM" blanks are of five
different kinds: for one, two,
three, five and nine tube
Radio receiving sets. When
making your own hook-up,
all you need to do is to
draw the connections between the symbols representing the different
parts of the Radio set.
With this book you
can receive any

hook-up being
broadcast f r o m
different radio

-

Price

25c
"CIRCUIT

arc
sold by All Radio and
your
Newsdcalcrs.
dealer cannot supply
you, send us 25c and
we will wail you a
book postpaid.

Our

GRAM" boo

14,"0
o90

k s

If

stations through nut the country.
Every fan interested in new radio
circuits should
have one of these

...,

books on hand.

EXPERIMENTER
-PUBLISHING
COMPANY
53

9.0

Park Place

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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'Im an' we'll sit fer hours lookin' at each otherthinkin', d'ye see? -an' I've seen Nosey that
pensive as'd make you say 'e 'ad brains in 'is
beak! 'E'll sit there, thinkin' an' thinkin' till
ye begin ter wonder wot trentenjous idea 'e's got.
You can see it swellin' up in 'is 'cad, then, sudden -like, 'e'll give 'isself a dust under ther wing.
An' anybody can see 'e's got that point settled
all right. Ah, Nosey's got me beat for thinkin',
an day o' ther week!"
"I'd say a monkeyd be more company," Higgins
asserted.
"Ah, Tom, alt!-fer you! Birds of a feather
make good company," Smither's said pointedly. "A
monkey's got no brains an' 'u'd suit you splendid.
Nose's
y'
my mark. 'E's got plenty.',
"Oh, all right, Sam," said the abashed Higgins.

"If you fancy

old Solomon Levi as much as that,
good an' welt.
But a bird like that'd give me
the creeps."
'Possibly, Tom, possibly," Sntithers said with
solemn pride. "A bird like Nosey wants some
livin' up to."
"I'd stay for a day or two," Grumstock announced, "if only for something to laugh at."
"That's right, Jack," Smitlters said placidly.
"Stay an' advertise your vacant mind as much
as ye like!"
His withers quite unwrung by this peculiar ex-

tension of hospitality Grumstock elected to remain.
anti he and the stolid Sant saw us drop down the
river one morning early. The last glimpse we
had of the pair showed Sleepy Sant sitting like
a graven image on the steps of the wharf, hands
on knees, gazing fixedly downstream after us,
while Grumstock, beside him, was regarding his
old shipmate perplexedly and was scratching his
head in a state bordering on despair.

To New Orleans by the Steamer "Glulha" and

Return

We reached New Orleans in good shape, and
found Travers Lippencott with a cargo ready for
us. This included our refining plant for the oil,
piping tanks for the pure spirit, and in fine the
last off the material apart front the airship itself.
There was also a large amount of food, tinned
and otherwise, cement, grain -and, when we were
ready to return, coops of chickens and ducks.
I 'handed him the airship drawings, and fixed
a date for our return to pick up the parts.
We
arranged between us that the parts and the materials should be invoiced to a so-called North
African Aerial Transport Company, and that the
manifests and bills of lading should be made
out for some of the North African ports. \Ve
built up a ramified and intricate deceit, not be-

cause it would have been difficult to get clearance
tor our cargo, which was innocent enough, but
to hide our traces beyond recovery when the hue
and cry would be raised against us perhaps years
hence. At the time when the parts of the ship
were ordered, there was a great boom in the
building of dirigibles in America and Europe, and
we anticipated no trouble in having the orders
But to make assurance sure, and to see
filled.
that every single part was submitted to accurate
testing, I asked Brooks to stay in America until
everything -as collected at New Orleans.
Brooks seas a little chagrined at the prospect
of banishment front the plateau, but I pointed
out to hint that there was nothing left in the
cave but rough work, or jobs that he could not
tackle, until we could have the parts of the airship
brought there, and he consented. He was a good
man, Brooks, who was not likely to get drunk or
talk, and he was thoroughly capable of the business
of seeing our orders properly carried out. He was
to draw upon Lippencott for money-rte treated
hint generously -and in the end I imagine the
prospect of traveling importantly about the United
States rather took hold of him, for he set about
the business with apparent pleasure.
Ile was
primed with a clear-cut and circumstantial story
to trot out to inquirers, and we even went to the
length of printing prospectuses of the. company
for him. This point was a trifle overdone, for.
though the scheme outlined was of the maddest;
I believe he had difficulty later in keeping people
from trying to invest in it.
The two New Orleans young men, Lippencott
and Curtis, made the most of their leave from
the Amazonas Exploration Company, and trotted
their fellow explorers, Fitzalan and Greyson, about
the city in great style, to the evident edification
of the latter. They roped in two other men for
the company, one of them a young oil engineer
from Texas.
At last, however, the cargo was stowed, and we
set off on our return voyage. Less than a fortnight brought us off Manaos, and there we had
a slight scare.
Off the city we were boarded by a Brazilian
official who insisted on inspecting our cargo. But
our papers were in order and, in the end, though
I fancy he thought us a trifle mad, he thanked us
warmly for helping to develop the resources of
his fatherland. We sacrificed on hint and his
fellows a bottle or two of very sweet champagne, stored aboard for just such an emergency, and when we dropped them over the side
in.o their own boat, I do not think they were
in a condition to remember whether we were going
upstream or down.
\Ve were shouting fond

-
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Make $100 Weekly
I Will Show You How!

YOU can do it in your

1.

r.

spare time -even-

ings. Lay the foundation

for a permanent, profitable
business of your own. Give it
all your time when you've
proven the big opportunities
at holds for you. Sell what
the public wants
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Sell Radio In
Spare Time!

Demonstrate the Ozarka in
your own home or in your
prospect's home. Salesexperi-

encenotnecessary-weteatr
_S

J. Matheson Bell

Pres., Ozarka Inc.

you! Ozarka

instruments

right, with sales helps,
priced
national and local advertising, make your selling easy.

12 Selling Lessons FREE!
The Ozarka plan of selling radio entirely differis

ent. Most practical -easier to explain. Sales are
made quicker and easier. Knowledge of radio not
necessary-we teach you every detail without charge! Our
success with 5,100 men proves the merit of our teaching.

3,100 Men Are Doing It!

The Ozarka organization today consists of 3,100 men. In territory not now covered the right man i, wanted. $100 weekly
in (paro time is not unusual. Many Ozark° men are making
far more-some have been with us for three years.

FREE Book Tells How

-

Write me personally tell me about yourself, and I'll see
that my 64 page book, Ozarka Plan No. 1f;0, is sent you without cost. Please mention the name of your county. To be
sure of my personal attention, attach coupon below. to
your letter.
J, Matheson Bell, Pres.

z re./
K

120 An,tio Avenue D.

aCoRpoRAcrED
Chicetoutliner!

1192'i °dp

Gentlemen:

9-25-120D

greatly interested in the FREE BOOK "The
Ozarka Plan" whereby 1 can cell your radio instruments.
I am

Name
Address
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` Crnmty
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BRUNO "77" three circuit tuners
incise a wavelength of from 200
to 50 meters. wound on quartzite
glass, Insuring minutely small
losses. The special BRUNO "pan rake" tickler reduces the squeals
to a minimum
55.50

BRUNO No. 18 Ultra Varlo Condenser. This Instrument Is used
extensively' In all high grtdr receivers: the country's fnremnst set
designers specify BRUNO con dens^rs. This instrument can be
used to tune two stages of radio
frequency with a single control
56.50

BRUNO quartzite Forms are used
In winding coils for both recelylug and transmitting sets. where
"tow losses" is an Important far tor. These forms enme In all sires
n V." up
52.00 up

tl

It

.t

G-.

«Mr
óa1

BRUNO No. 52 Tuned Radio Fresurney Transformer. This coil 1:
wound on quartz! e glass rods
n'Ith the primary inserted among
the windings of the secondary. tams
Insuring nerfeei rr.ept Iron.. 53.00

BRUNO Short Wave Receiver;
tun,'s front 20 up to 110 meters.
Distributed raparity losses are
great Is rod are,! by the ribbon
spared windings on the quartzite
'lids roil amounts with one
rods.
hole
all

anti

is

only

2'4"

over
55.50

COMPARE OUR SPECIALS
TRANSFORMERS
Thordarsnn. 314-1
19tordarson, 6-1
Thordarson, 2-1
Amcrtran

PHONES
53.10
3.25
3.95
4.25
3.95
2.10
3.25
3.25

Samnn
jtRei son Star
larla

All-American
CONDENSERS
Gen. Usti.. all rapaeft le'
Hammarlund. .0003 Ver.
King Cardwell, all capseit
Manhattan 3 er., all rapacitles
Preferred. all capacities
Murdock, all capacities
i

53.50
4.25
3.45
3.25
2.50
1.25

haidu In Type "C"
Erandes
Scientific
N. & K.

Ocm

Manhattan
Ernst

Pair
57.50
3.60
2.95
4.95
1.95
3.95

LOUD SPEAKING UNITS
AND PHONES
Baldwin Type "a"'
Italdw'in Tyne "I I"
Itsldss'in Phone -Sp.
Morrison

Manhattan
western KIrrtrle

Pictograph
million
3.25
N. & F.
3.25
Aline
.. ..
WRITE IN FOR FREE HOOKUPS AND CATALOGUE

.....

Parent

B -C -L

Dept. E

RADIO SERVICE CO.
218

MISCELLANEOUS
53.95
5.50
7.95
3.10
3.50
7.50
7.95
13.95

4.95
7.50

Fulton Street, New York City

Parent Plug
Midget 1,mc-L0ose Condenser
Cutler -Kammer Ithro:tat. 6 ohm
Cutler -Hammer Switch
4 mperl tr
Cla rstat

Pn'vernier
Apex

St,-rling Co!t meter.
Weston Plug
Eby Post
Turn -It Leak
,tones Double Jack
Jones Single Jack
Voltmeter, 0' to 50
Glass insulator
A (tatters Swltrh

0

to 50

S0.30
1.10
.59
.50
.95
1.95
.95
1.65
1.75

.59

.12
.75
.60

.50
.75

.20
.25
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The New Radio Stamp Fad

many you will be proud to have and be able to show to other radio enthusiasts. It's an interesting game. Below the Album is shown the "Proof
of Reception Cards" of which a generous supply is furnished with each
Album. A dime placed in the hole in the card and sent to the station you
heard brings back a stamp for your Album.

Here is the DX Radio Stamp Album just like the ones we owned in our
youth, in which were placed the rare stamps of the countries of the world.
Some were hard to get some couldn't be purchased for love or money;
but the fun of the hobby was the seeking of rare stamps and the eventual
pos"-ession. So it will be with the DX Radio Stamp Album. There will
probably be some stamps you will never be able to own but there will be
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You can get this handsome
Stamp Album. FREE
This beautiful EKKO Stamp Album, illustrated above, will be
given away absolutely free with a subscription to any one of our
four magazines: "Radio News," "Seienee and Invention," "The
Experimenter," "Motor Camper and Tourist."
Don't pass up the opportunity to get this valuable premium.
With this album, you can keep through the means of beautiful
engraved stamps, a certified record of every broadcast station
Your friends will enjoy
you have heard on your radio set.
seeing it.
The album consists of 96 pages, size 9 x 12 and is bound in
extra heavy stiff cover.

=

With the Album is furnished a large Crams comprehensive
radio map of the United States and Canada; a supplt of "Proof
of Reception Cards" and also some stickers. The Album contains a list of broadcast stations of the United States and Canada
with wave -lengths and columns for recording dial setting, a
table of stations arranged according to wave -lengths and a section for log records.
%Ve have acquired 1,000 of these Albums especially for our
subscribers. The coupon on this page filled out and mailed to
us with $2.50 will entitle you to a twelve months' subscription
to any one of our four magazines and one of these EKKO
Stamp Albums free.

INC., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
year's subscription to ( ) "Radio .News."
offer. I am enclosing $2.50 for
Gentlemen: I have decided to take advantage of your special
and Tourist" and one EKKO Stamp Album which you will send
(
) "Science and Invention," ( ) "The Experimenter," ( ) "Motor Camper
wish
subscribe)
to
you
which
magazine
\lark
to
me free

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,

1

1

NAME

CITY

...ADDRESS
STATE

.DON'T FAIL TO USE THIS COUPON.
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farewells to them, and they protestations of undying amity to us, even as our engines began to
turn for the run up the river. Some weeks
later the Chief was welcoming us and our new
comrades to. the Plateau of the Red Scar.
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In One Year

Prepare for your profession In the most
interesting city In the world. Established In 1893. Free catalog.
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
279 Takoma Ave., Washington, D. C.
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A new magazine for all interested
in making

WORKING MODELS
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looks free.
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The World's Largest Business Training Institution
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of

Dollars

are made daily by subscription representatives of The Experimenter and our other
three popular magazines-Radio News, Sri.
cute and Intention, and Motor Camper &
Tourist. Start to earn your share without
further delay.
A Post Card will bring you full particulars absolutely without obligation. No inestment necessary. Write today.

E. J. FOLEY

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
Box 104

53 Park Place

New York City

An Uncanny Discovery in the Cave
The young Texas engineer, Lin Greensleeve by
name, fell in with the idea of the League right
away, and the other new comrade, Matthew K.
Whittaker (he insisted on the K.), was little behind for enthusiasm. Both men had fought for
America in France, and our tally of wounded melt
was unbroken by their adherence. Greensleeve
pronounced our drilling and capping of the well
to be quite professional, and waxed eloquent on
the quality of our oil. He set about the erection
of the fractional distilling plant, and ruled out
as unnecessary our idea of forming a reservoir.
He superintended the piping of the oil direct to
the stills, laid clown the tanks for the gasoline
(as he called it), and when that was done, took
over the piping of the aithon to the hangar caves
and to the site of our pressure and freezing tanks.
Meantime, Matthew K., who understood what
might be called raw lumber, had organized a
party for tree -felling. Tall trees were felled and
dressed down the river, and were towed by
launch into the cave to make the stocks for
erecting our airships. The putting up of the
stocks when sufficient timber was collected fell
I
to myself and the seamen of the company.
was inclined to drag that master shipwright,
Smithers, from his splendid isolation so that we
might have the benefit of his professional experience, but I forebore, and disturbed him and
Nosey only once, when I sailed down to thrash
out a knotty problem with him. We managed.
however, without his personal supervision to put
up quite a shapely scaffolding in readiness for the
arrival of the airship parts.
In the midst of these preoccupations, Lin Green sleeve made a discovery which was the beginning
of a series of thrills for us.
In the east walls of the main cavern, whence
carne our water -power and our aithon gas, running up close to the edge of the red -topped pipe
a series of varying tunnels wandered, seemingly
the dried-up courses of ancient hot springs. These
bored up to the surface in several places, to end
sometimes in high sinter cones on the top of the
plateau. The sweet air of the cavern's was due
in measure to the ventilation that these passages
brought about, for in many of them one could
feel the rush of air.
It occurred to the versatile mind of Lin Greensleeve that if he could search out a separate
passage and connect it up to the furnaces of his
refining plant, he would be in possession of a
natural flue and save himself a lot of trouble.
To this end, he dragged me off on a tour of
investigation among those upper passages.
For hours we scrambled and crawled with
pocket compass and torches through tortuous ways,
checking directions and measuring distances.
Among other things we discovered a good passage
up to the top of the plateau, but that fact was
temporarily lost sight of in the amazing find that
followed.
Lin discovered his flue-to a cettain extent. The
only thing that prevented it from being au excellent flue was the fact that it came to an abrupt
end underground. Lin, however, had his measurements-which were all out, owing to an unseen influence on his compass, as will transpireand he was ready to wager that by hewing through
for a certain distance he would connect up with
another of the dried spring courses, and so have
a good draught to the outer air by one of the
sinter cones.
Since the idea was merely a fancy of his, and
since the other members of the company had their
own particular tasks to perform that day, he determined to carry out the operation by himself;
tut since Lin was one of the most cheerfully determined devils it has ever been my fortune to
meet, and the most engaging companion withal.
volunteered to help him. I knew nothing of
I
mining. but I thought it was not too late to
learn a little.
Lin decided that it was useless to attack the
harrier with the pick, for the rock was a particularly hard limestone, and, as he put it, the only
method was by "a shot or two." We descended,
therefore, to the store -cave for a stick of explosive. "or two," detonators and a coil, a drill and
a forehammer, and other weapons necessary for
the attack.
I now received my first lesson in mining. The
little chamber was stifling hot, for some reason,
My
but we commenced operations undeterred.
instructions were to hold the drill while Lin smote
it, and to turn it slightly after each stroke. How
the man could deliver such blows in such a
cramped position I am unable to say definitely.
Hitt I take it that for the hundredth time I was
in the position of the neophyte admiring that precision which belongs only to the master of any
We-or rather Lin-soon had a goodly
craft.
hole sunk, and into this he inserted the explosive
with its detonator all prepared. He put in sonic
sort of tamping, and we retired round a corner
or two to where the coil stood ready in connection.
"Hug the wall, Seton." Lin ordered. "Now!"
He dropped his weight on the plunger.
Front the cavern round the corners there came
a dull roar, and a gush of hot air came rushing
down the passage.
I was hugging the wall ac-
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cording to instructions, but was almost dragged
away from it. \Ve were among particularly pungent fumes.

RouseYourBi¢¢er
and Better Self

"Fool! Fool!" Litt spluttered. "This will soon
pass away when the little draught gets doten to it.
You won't be poisoned, Seton-but it's deemed um -
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pleasant."
lVe waited some considerable time, but the
little draught ,lid not "get clown to it."
"Funny!" said Litt. "I could have betted we'd
be through.
Wait a bit. then let's go and see."
\Ve retired to the end of the passage above his
refinery, and while we waited we smoked and
yarned.
When Greensleeve thought it would be
safe we returned to the en 1-dc -sac.
The place
was blocked by a heap of rubble. which Lin atul
I started to clear away. When we had made a
way to the shattered wall, Lin fell to flashing the
light of his torch on it.
"My. my!" he exclaimed. "We're through to a
dyke rock. Gentlemen. don't snigger!
I didn't
expect that. Well. here goes!"
He picked tip the drill and be rapped the end
of it against the blackish rock. It sounded hollow.
and he turned a grin on me.
"I'm not sold." he smiled. "It's boss. as the
Cornish say. Another little shot will do the business."
Again tse fell to drilling. We set the stick of
explosive and the tamping, then event hack to the
coil.
Once more that hollow roar, the rush of
hot air, the pungent smell. But even now
the
expected draught was absent.
Lin Greensleeve
was puzzled. and his face as we made
our
way
back to the entrance to await the
dispersing of
the fumes was a comic study in chastened
pression.

users
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Greensleeve bade me do.
"Get hack, Seton," he
"Get round
the angle of rock. I darewhispered.
not think what it
but I'm going to see."
"Stop, Lin, stop!" I exclaimed. "There may
be fumes from it!"
"\Vc'd get them now if there were," he replied.
sniffing, 'though there's an unaccountable
whiff
of bromide or chlorine." he added with a puzzled
air. "Get behind the rock angle. Seton.
I ato
going to see."
All in ignorance as I was. I could neither stop
him nor permit hint to go forward.
I could not
tell if it would he wise to follow him.
but the
Scot in me dictated the waiting attitude.
ready to pull him out if Ire were in danger. to be
Lin
crept forward on his hands and toes, and
came
back in a rush with a lump of rock.
it's what I think it is." he panted. "I'm
either mad or drunk-I don't know
what I'm
saying, Seton. I'm rattled. Let's get out
I have something that may provide a clue.of this.
The
Chief is the man for us."
We hurried for the entrance of the passage and
climbed down to the stain cavern floor. We ran
across the bridge that now spanned the lake, and
rushed up to the Chief's laboratory. We were
bidden to enter.
Lin poured out his story in a rush. while the
Chief listened with his usual mild expression-unastonished, unmoved.
"A lambent. greenish glow," Ile murmured.
"Let me see the rock."
Lin took it out of the coat in which
had
hurriedly wrapped it. It was a blackishhe rock,
with a reddish side to it. and to this reddish
side
there was a pinkish crystalline deposit. very
thin.
"Pitchblende, I think.
a filling of rbodolite." said the Chief, whenwith
he had placed it on a
bench to examine it.
An extraordinary
lion! Look, my good Greensleeve-Seton.conihina.
ile charged an electroscope until the two look!"
leaves
were held out at right angles to the
He
put the piece of rock over the cap of stem.
the
instrument. and the leaves fell at once!
"That tells its own story."
Chief said.
"Your specimen. Greensleeve. isthehighly
active-and the pinkish salt that clings toradiothe
rhodolile side of it is one of the radio compounds
should say bromide. with a slight barium
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He looked at us mildly quizzical.
"I have ceased to disbelieve in miracles. Seton.
since the found the aithon reservoir. Though
the
glow you describe may easily be only the
fluorescence caused by a minute quantity of radium
acting on some substance readily so affectedraditnn. pure radium does not glow. to the eye.
at least-the thin deposit of radium
clinging to the rock specimen makes mebromide
really
believe you have come upon a natural pocket
of
the metal itself!"
(To 'be con tin ;fed)
(Copyright by Harper Bros.. N. V.'

dp
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"I

can't be far out, Commander," he said ruefully when he caught me smiling. "We've
deep-and it was hollow. too. Gentlemen. driven
snigger! Maybe debris has fallen front the don't
roof
and blocked the passage. We'll soon
have it out,
if it has."
\Vc returned to the scene of the
after
another smoke. As the turned the explosion
last angle of
the passage. Lin suddenly gripped my
arm.
"Now, what's your verdict on that?''
he demanded, and pointed ahead.
From the further wall there rose a strange greenr
lambency, silhouetting the heap of rock that
war
piled nn the cave floor.
Something uncanny it
was which made the hair prickle on
the
scalp.
strange sense of some appalling pottier behind A
the
rocks gripped, me hard, and I was
fain to turn on
my heel and run.
That, indeed, was what Lin

1
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ON ONE TUBE
BID FREE ROORLF.T tells the story. California
of

to Action!I'll

r

y

k

Fare and
Two Extra
Courses.
Send the

coupon
at once

H. C. LEWIS, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

1300-10 W..Harruson St.
Dept.

s
a

;
a

a

1576.

Chicago, 1111nele

Dear H. C -You can just bet I avant one of those big
handsome FREE 12.15 book, with 161 actual photographs of electrical operations one shop scenes printed
In two colors. Send it quirk, before the supply is exboasted Be Pure and tell Inc all about Speetoi Ofte> ítÍ
Extra Courses and P.ailroaa Far..

Koine

Address
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS
As a reader of The EXPERIMENTER it will pay you to read
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made by reliable firms
who are desirous of your patronage.

You can place your ad in these columns for 6 cents a word
reaching a great group of readers covered by no other magazine
and which you can reach in no other way.

Ad -Lets for November should reach us not later than September 20th.

The circulation of The

EXPERIMENTER

GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO., INC.

No capital or experience
$100 weekly and bonus.
New York.
Broadway,
511
Mfrs.,
wearer.
Many earn

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY

Novelties, Books, Magic, etc.

Agents Wanted
Agents-Write for free samples. Sell Madison
"Better -Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct
to

53

is 100,000 copies

required.
Madison

Big Money-fast sales; everyone buys gold
initials for their auto; sell $1.50, profit $1.44. Ten
Samples, information free.
orders daily easy.
World Monogram Company, Dept. 34, Newark,
N. J.

Rummage Sales Make $50 daily. Offer wonderful values. \Vc start you. "Wholesale Distributor," Dept. 193, 609 Division St., Chicago.

It's Free!

with one tube. Any Novice
understands our Simplified instructions. Big free
booklet tells the story.
Vesco Radio Co., Box
117EX, Oakland, Calif.

Old Money Wanted

Transformer Repairing. Audio and Radio Frequency Transformers repaired.
$1.50 C. O. D.
Guaranteed. Box 390, Danville, Ill.

Ohio.

$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or
Odd Coins. Xeep all old money, it may be very
valuable.
Send 10c for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get posted.
We pay Cash.
Clarke Coin Company, 14 Street,
LeRoy, N. Y.

Patent Attorneys

American Made Toys
We need Manufacturers or ambitious men for
manufacturing of Metal Toys and Novelties. We
buy complete output and place contract orders
for three years. Casting forms allowing speedy
production, furnished at cost price. We guarantee
perfect work without previous experience. We
buy goods, plain castings, one color dipped and
decorated offering highest prices. Cash paid on
Write only if you ocean business.
deliveries.
Our book, "American Metal Toys and Novelties
Industry," and information mailed free. Metal
Cast Products Company, 1696 Boston Road, New
York.

Chemistry
Learn Chemistry at Home-Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority,
will teach you. Our home study correspondence
cdurse is a real short cut. You can learn in half
the usual time. Gives you the same education as
you would get at a college or university. See our
ad on page 654 of this issue for special 30 -day
otter.
Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W.
Broadway, New York City.

Radio

Our catalogue of latest novelties,
hooks, and magic tricks.
Stamp appreciated.
Vernon Novelty lfouse, 133 Rice St., Alliance,

Patents-Send for form, "Evidence of Conception" to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, information free. Lancaster & Altwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in United States and
Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patents-Trademarks.
Write for free guide
Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before
disclosing inventions.
Send model or sketch of
your invention for our Examination and Instructions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms
reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth.
Washington, D. C.
Patent-Sense-As one of the oldest patent firms
in America we give -inventors, at lowest consistent
charge, a service noted for results, evidenced by
many well-known Patents of extraordinary value.
Book, Patent -Sense, free. Lacey & Lacey, 683-F
Street, Washington. D. C. Estab.. 1869.
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered. A
comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for
the protection and development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea
free on request. Richard B. Owen. 5 Owen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C., or 4I -H Park Row, New York.

2650 Miles Distance

100

Radio sets wired and rebuilt. New Radio sets
and supplies.
Aulbin Hedges, Hillsboro, Ohio.

Circuit with instructions for powerful, ultra
selective, four tube receiver covering 40 to 600
meters, $3.00.
Efficient and inexpensive single
tube power amplifier, $1.00. Easy when you know
hoy'. W. G. Conger, Independence, Missouri.
Cabinet type, crystal sets, $2.50 postpaid.
Brandt Boylan, 803 Van Buren, Wilmington, Del.

Salesmen Wanted
A Salesman Wanted in every town or city within 25 Miles of a broadcasting station to sell Radiogem, the complete radio receiving set that retails
for $2.50. With Radiogem there is nothing else
to buy-the outfit includes the Radiogem receiving apparatus, 1,000 -ohm phone, and aerial outfit.
The cheapest radio outfit on the market-yet as
practical as the most expensive. Big money to
the right men.
Send $2.00 for sample outfit.
The Radiogem Corp., 66-R West Broadway,
New York City.

Name Your
Own Price

Electric Motors
Motors $2.98, Good, practical, twentieth HorseFans
power, 115 volt alternating -direct current.
Pay postman.
Order now.
$6.48 right inch.
Lake,
Dept
E8,
815
Company,
Perry Trading
Racine, Wis.

Help Wanted
Start Profitable Business. Resilvering mirrors.
Plans
Outfits.
Auto -parts, tableware, stoves.
Free. Sprinkle, Plater 87, Marion, Ind.

For Inventors
Mechanical Designer and Draftsman.
over 20 years of Patent Office Work, Technical
Engineering (Electrical and Mechanical) with
Practical Laboratory. Machine Shop and Foundry
experience, can be of Valuable and Strictly Confi
dential assistance to those with Ideas, and to
Inventors or Attorneys having meritorious Devices
Roband Novelties still Commercially Imperfect.
ert H. Moore, 400 West 23rd St., New York City.

Miscellaneous

Printing Outfits and Supplies

Beverages Our Specialty. Formulas, everything.
Syrups, extracts, flavors, etc. Other processes.
Free information. The Formula Co., Dept. E, 122
West Howe St., Seattle, Wash.

Lightning! Wonder Fluid! Charges batteries
instantly! 20c charges dead battery. Guaranteed

not to injure battery. Make it yourself. Chance
to clean up fortune selling to garages and agents.
Formula and sales plan $5.00. Circular free.
Murphy. Chemist, Tujunga, Calif., Box C.

Camper and Tourist.
Hundreds of dollars are being
paid every week to busy men and
women in all parts of the country.
You, too, can share in these profits.
No experience necessary. Full particulars immediately on request, absolutely without obligation. Simply
fill i11 this coupon, clip out and

Why don't you turn your ideas into money?

"Inventors' Manual" will protect you and show

Bull-

for your spare time. We will pay
you liberally for every minute of
it. All you need do is take new
and renewal subscription orders for
The Experimenter, Radio News.
Science and Invention and Motor

Expert

Absolutely no competition selling Val -Style millinery. Every woman buys. You make $25 to
Write for Special Offer and Ex$150 a week.
clusive Territory. Val -Style Hat Co., A67, Val
Style Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap.
dogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Volt "B" Battery Complete $6.00. One
Francis Martin, Deal, N. J.

year guarantee.

how. 25 years' experience of successful inventor
packed into valuable 140 -page book. $1.65 postpaid.
Order yours now: Refund if dissatisfied.
Inventors' Library, 417 West 21st St., New fork.

Print your own cards, stationery, circulars.
paper, etc. Complete outfits $8.85; Job Presses
$12. $35; Rotary, $150.
Print for others, big
profit. All easy, rules sent. Write for catalog
presses, type, paper, etc.
Press Company, A -I4,
Meriden, Conn.

Mail Today
E. J.

Fot.EY,

PUBLISHING CO.,
Box 101, 53 Park Place, N. Y. City.
EXPERIMENTER

Name

Personal

Street

Exchange Cheery Letters with new (fiends.
Write Betty Lee, Inc., Box 820, City Hall Station. New York City. Stamp appreciated.

r

City

State

.
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Don't miss the September number,
which contains many important
features
The Newest Thing in Radio Literature

,

E+

;

A complete 100 page illustrated magazine
containing hookups and constructional Radio
articles, gleaned from the entire radio press
the world over.
Large magazine size 9 x 12 inches, printed
on fine paper and profusely illustrated.

IN EN ERY ISSUE A 16 PAGE SUPPLEMENT OF ONE INSTALLMENT OF
S. GERNSBACK'S
RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA

N

P ,..
x.

'

!,0

=

This real Encyclopedia of. Radio explains
every word used in Radio, by means of photographs, drawings, charts or tables. (Some
sample pages are shown in this advertiseThis supplement is arranged in
ment).
loose-leaf form.

T

-,_

i'i

35c the copy on all Newsstands

r

_t

',..,

.

and Radio Stores

Subscription price

$3.50

for

12

Issues.

Published by

.

THE CONSRAD CO., Inc.
233

Fulton St.,

-

New York, N.Y.
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yourfi ler ends,

GUIDES
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL
VOLUME

$1 4
3500 PAGES
$1 4 MONTH
4700 PICTURES
}:now the facts in Electricity. -ley mean more ntmey and better
position 'co you. Hawkins (;tr 12.s tell you all . rt need to know
Lbuut El cricity. Every impo-1 u:: electrical sail) :ct covered so
you can Lrderstand it. Easy it: study and aptly. A complete.
practical w Irking course, in 10 N.o:umes. I3ook; Ire pocket size;
flexible ---..-tv:rs. Order a set today to look over.

-

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetim-Induction Exper netts- Dynamos

-

Electric Ma-

chinery-:.kitors-Armatures-;.rnzlture Winch tg.-Installing of
Dynamct-Electrical Instrumett_ Testing-Practic Management
of Dyna_r( s and Motors-Dist-i.ro_ion Systems-wiring-Wiring

IN TEN

VOLUMES

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
THEO. AUDEL & CO.
6a West 23rd Street, New York City
Plc3se submit ne for free examination. HA-.WKI.NS
ELECTRICAL C L'IDE (Price $1 a number ). Ship a
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory I agree
-

to send you S1 rithin seven clays and to
mt nt until paid.
you $1

1

Jrller mai'

1

1

-

--

sign Flashers
_)iagrams
.2urrents 2nd Alternators

-

--

i'onverterr-Rectifiers-.Uternating ' irrent Systems
\leasurinL Instruments-Switchhoar.S,---Wiring-rower

--

of Alternating
Transformers
(° -cult Breakers

Storag. B itteries
Alternating Current Moto -s

s

uatiotts-Installing

Nam(

Occil7atitn

-Telephn --Telegraph-Wireless---;tell:-Lighting-Iztil-ass.
Modern tra:tical Applications of : t -c:ricity and
)f the ten. numbers.

Also many
Re;dy Reference Index

SHIPPED FREE
Not a cell to pay until you see tte books. No ohlwatim to huy unless
Send Coupon rent.-today-and ge this great help
are srisfied.
library a -cl see if it is not worth 51170 o you-you to y rl.00 a month for
:en months c r return it.
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Home -Study Training
1
1

at Leads

-

to Successful

In

Careers

Are Successful Men Born or Made?
"Born with mind but not with wisdom; born with intellect but
not with knowledge; born with power to discern, but not born
to discretion and sound judgment; born with adaptabilities but
not with abilities; born, it may be, with wealth, but not born to
success. Wisdom, knowledge, discretion, judgment, ability, character-these are attainments, not bestowments or inheritances."

-

Th Worlds Laraesi'

BasircisLrañ,ii,41nsm utim

i

Increases Salary 125 Per Cent
1 say without boasting, and simply as
a statement of fact, that I have earned
more titan fifty times the cost of my
LaSalle training, in special accounting
work, and in addition toy regular income, or salary, has increased approximately 123 per cent.
E. G. \VILHELM, Pennsylvania.

Aterages $4.000 to $8,000 a Year
For the past three years i have earned
from 44,(M0 to ?`3,(.10 a year, and I am
sincere when I say that I believe my
present earning capacity is due almost
entirely to the training in Business
Management I received from LaSalle.
C. R.

HEANEY, Kansas

Wins Success as Lawyer
My salary has increased more than
4(0 per cent. I am now doing legal
work for some of the best and largest
concerns in the city.
W. J. BROISSARD, Louisiana

Genius and inspiration were once credited with
playing an important part in building a successful career. -What part do they actually play in
the making of success?
William Livingston, President of the Dime
Savings Bank, Detroit, has this to say:
"Genius is supposed tobe some peculiar capacity for spontaneous accomplishment. If so, it is
one of the rarest things in the world. 1 have
been studying business and human beings for
more than sixty years, and I've never yet seen
anything permanently worth while that was accomplishedon the spurof the moment. The man
who expects to win out in business without selfdenial and self-improvement and self -applied
observation stands about as much chance as a
prize fighter would stand if he started a hard
ring battle without having gone through an
intensive training period."

How You Can Measure
Your Chances for Success

e are all looking forward to successful
careers. If an employe, you want a better position. That is the first step up. if an employer,
you want to improve the business you manage.
Business cannot pay you for ideas and plans
which you do not deliver, and this applies to
owner and employe alike. Neither can Business
pay you for learning business.
If you desire success, your day must be filled
with achievement-doing things. Contemplation, analysis, acquiring the experience of others,
must come after the gong rings at night.

The Kansas

Banker.

Broadly speaking, everyone who reads these
words falls into one of three groups; in fact, this
analysis really constitutes a measuring stick by
which you can measure the degree of success
which you will probably enjoy:
Grasp I-Those who are making no effort to increase

their business knowledge and ability aside from the
limited experience which comes as a result of each
day's work.

Grasp 2-Those who, more or less consistently, are
reeding constructive literature pertaining to their specialties or field, but who follow no organized plan.
Group 3-Those who consistently follow a definite, well organized. step-by-step plan, which embraces not only the
best experience in their specialty, but also shows the relationship of their job to the fabric of business as a whole.

Send for the LaSalle
Salary -Doubling Plan-Today

During fifteen years, LaSalle Extension University has been furnishing men with an organized plan of self -development in every important field of business endeavor. The proof that
such a plan wins out is evidenced in the fact that
during only six months' time as many as 1,248
LaSalle members reported salary increases
totalling SI,399,50. The average increase per
man was 89 per cent.
The details of the LaSalle salary -doubling
plan will be sent you for the asking. Whether
you adopt the plan or not, the basic information
it will place in your hands, without cost, is of
very real and definite value. And it's FREE.
Balance the two minutes that it takes to fill out

-

the coupon against the rewards of a successful career
-then clip and mail the coupon NOW.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
The World's Largest Business Training Institution
CLIP AND MAIL

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY

Dept. 9426-R

Chicago, Illinois

i shall he glad to have details of your salary -doubling plan, together with complete information regarding the opportunities
in the business field I have checked below. Also a copy of "Ten Years' Promotion in One," all without obligation.
Business Management: Training for
Traffic Management Foreign and
Business EngIndustrial Management Efficiency:
Official, Managerial, Sales and Departmental Domestic: Training forposition as Railfish: Training
Training for positions in Works ManExecutive positions.
for Business
road or Industrial Traffic Manager, Rate
aftement, Production Control, Industrial
etc.
CorrespondFreight
Sohcttor,
etc.
engineering.
..pert,
Modern Salesmanship: Training for posientsand
and
Employment Manage.
Railway Station Management: Train- C] Personneland
lion as Sales Executive, Salesman, Sales
Copy
the
in
position
of
men'i
Training
Per
for position of Station Accountant,
Coach or Trainer, Sales Promotion Manager,
Writers
sonnet Manager. Industrial Relations
Manufacturer's Agent.Solicitor, and all posiCashier and Agent, Division Agent, etc.
Commercial Spanish: Training for
Manager, Employment Manager, and
tions in retail,wholesale,or specialty selling.
Banking and Finance: Training for
position as Foreign Correspondent with
positions relating to Employee Service.
e x ec u si v
positions in Banks and
Spanish s peak ing countries.
Higher Accountancy: Training for poni
Moder
n Business Correspondence
Financial Institutions.
as Auditor, Comptroller, Certified
nd Practice: Training for position as ran Effective Speaking: Training in the
of forceful. effective speech, for
Public Accountant, Cost Accountant, etc.
Sales or Collection Correspondent. Sales
ModernForemanship and Production
Ministers, Salesmen. Fraternal Leaders,
Promotion Manager, Mail Sales Man thods:TrainingforpositionsinShop
I-J Management,
0Law: Training for Bar; LL. B. Degree.
Politicians, Clubmen. etc.
alter, Secretary, etc.
such as that of Superin"Commercial Law: Reading. Reference
tendent. General Foreman. Foreman,
Bookkeeping Training for
©C. P. A. Coaching for Advanced Acand Consultation Service for Business Men.
Sub -Foreman, etc.
Countanta.
position as Head Bookkeeper.
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E:pert

Name
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Present Position

